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Because the Mriter has been persona~ involved 111th neo-
Pentecostals 1n the cha:r:1.sm&tlc movement, this thesis waa undertaken 
in an attempt to understanl th&t mov•ent 1n te2.'ms of its hiator.,.1 
Such history cannot :,et be 'Nrittan. At the same time, traditional 
Pentecostalism has had & strong influence on the cha:r:1&11&t.ic movement. 
Apa.rt frolll the fact th&t the chari.am&tic movement 1a much less in-
stitutionalized than the older Pentecosta.liam, there is no essential 
nor nom&tive difference between the two. A thorougb understam.ing 
of the latter contributes materi~ to an understanding of the fom£. 
A study of the cha:r:1.smatic movement would begin with Pentecoa-
talimn. That beginning point raises & question. Ho-., and 1lhy did 
Pentecostalism begin? Because Pentecostalism in the United Sta.tea 
is a product of revivalism, the thesis began 111th the Great Awakening 
1By the char1BD1&tic or neo-Pentecostal movement the writer means 
that manifestation of Pentecostal. phenmena 11hich began 1n the 
established churches 1n 1960 1n St. Mark's Bpiscopal .(hurch 1n Van 
Nuys, California, 11here the .Rev. Dennis Bennett was the rector. 
He had nceivecl the baptiam 1n the Holi, Spirit &Ill the gift of 
tongues. Rather than cause division 1n his congregation over this 
issue, he resigned. 'l'he movement spread during the 1960 • a acroaa 
the nation and baa 1nf1ltrated the major denoainationa. 'lhe Full 
Gospel Business Men's Fello'N8hip International baa been a nm-
dencmdnational pramoter of the movement. C2iarlamat1o teacb1 np are 
essentialli, those of the older Pentecoatall•• 'l'heae are (a) An 
experience following infant ba:ptism or convezaion Jmom as the 
bapti• in the Holi, Spirit1 (b) 'l'he expectation of the gift of a~ 
1ng 1n tongues aa the sign of th&t bapt.1•1 (c) 'l'he presence of 
spiritual gifts in charimtic worahip services, heal1np, prophecy, 
interpretations, and miracles. 
' 
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of the eighteenth century. 'lbe history of revival.a and related 
perfectionist movements leads to the origin of Pentecostal1•• 
'lhe thesis concludes to'H&1'd 1910 after 'Nh1cb year the Pentecostal 
Movement became 1nm-eaa1ng]¥ institutionalized. 
'lhe purpose of the study 11as to trace organic theolog1ca1 
connections and social influences. 'lbus to clarify origine and develop-
ments, the writer has been e11&bl.ed better to umarstand the theolo11 
of the Pentecostal Movement. 'lhe reallation of this goal has 
lent importance to the time invested. 
other motives led to the research far this paper. 'lbe dispen-
sational scheme of history which one reads 1n Pentecostal lltera.ture1 
the claims of precedent, extracted from historical context, 'Nhich 
are supposed to validate current phenomenas and the supposition 
that apparentq isolated Pentecostal revivals spontaneousq fell f'ram 
heavens these Pentecostal temenc1es have moved the writer to attempt 
to disprove such assumptions. 
Another motivation came from the popularity of the Full Goepel 
Business Men's Fello'HBh1.p among neo-Pentecostala and chari•atic 
church members. 'Ibis popularity aroused the writer's curiosity• 
'lhe study of the P~outh Brethren haa satisfied:.". this curios1 ty. 
Another motive 1q 1n the fact that char1•atic church m•bera 
aD1 neo-Pentecostala suffer classical Pentecosta1 influence when 
they broadly question or even reject infant bapt1am. 'Die wr1. te:r has 
answered this question 1n the histat'ioal study. 
F1na1ly, the Pentecostal def1n1 ti.on of Sp1r.l. t bapti• caste 
aaperaiona on those deep spir.1.tual •~lances 'llhioh this llriter 
had prior to receiving the gift of tongues. In those fo:mar 
-- ~------
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experiences, far richer and more edif,'y1ng gifts were received, 
such as power to preach the Goepel, the lmowledp of the diat1nct1on 
between law am gospel, the desire to stu:ly Scripture, am aptn•• 
for teaching it. The Pentecostal de:f1nit1on exalts tongues over 
such gl:tts. 
The scope of serious investigation was limited to the period 
1720 to 1910. This beg1.nn1ng ptmnits an understami.Dg of American 
rev1. valism. It is -certain]¥ 1n this long historical context. that 
revivals, am. the Pentecostal revival 1n particular, should be in-
vestigated am understood. The assumption is that no revival 
s1mp]¥ "breaks out." The investigation concluded towazd 1910 because 
the Pentecostal Movement had established. its basic aDi pre-inatitutiona.l 
character by that time. 
The Great Awakening manifested not on]¥ the perennial features 
of a revival but set in motion the forces of chuge, both 1n theology 
and practice. The decq aDi loss of Jonathan ml:11ards' theology 
am. the wide adoption of his methods consti:tute one of the key 
motifs of :the century following the Great AwakeniDg. 'lhe •phu:ls 
1n the chapter on the Great Avakan511g is on the origin of those 
features which recur 1n later revivals. 
The sepa.ration•of church am state prepared the~ far th&t 
unique]¥ American phenanenon, the duc,m5na+.1on, and alao far a new 
fom of establlahed religion. The frontier period, 1790-183(), aade 
the revival a neceaaity am produced. those conditioms 'Nhich 
brought on the Secom Awakemng. A theologlcal pan.llel to Jacbcm-




Theologic~ am intellectua~ 1Ddiapoaed., the Finney revival 
resulted. in the conditions it had origin&~ attacked, lethargy, 
the anxious bench r1 tual, am moral. lax1. ty. Finney therefore adopted 
perfection1Blll. 'lbe chapter on .American perfectionima 1a amc1al 
1n illustrating what happens to the second blessing doctrine when 
divorced :r.rom sacramental holiness. 
After the Civil War, the CCDplexlties of the r1a1ng urban-
industrial society, with evolution am natural science, forced 
theological changes. These changes, on the one hand, involved a 
further decay of the Puritan theolog!.cal heritage to produce liberal 
theology and the social gospel. On the other ham., a reactionary 
movement resulted which comb1ned with dispensat1ona11sm am. pre-
millenn1allsm to produce f'Jndamentalism. 'lbis line of -nineteenth-
century thought entered Pentecostalism. Moody's revivalism stood, 
often ambiguous'.q, in the middle. Following Moody, the thought 
am revival efforts of .Reuben A. Torrey produced 1.Jllportan.t links to 
am. influences on the COJDing Pentecostal Mov•ent. 
As a result of the Second Great Awakening, perfectioniam received. 
renewed emphasis. After the Civi:l. War, this interest revived 1n 
the Holiness Movement. The absolutist meal of this Mov•ent pro-
duced. a host of sects during the last twenty years of the nineteenth 
century and took the Movement out of the Methodist <Jiurch by 1900. 
These are the major theologlcal inf'luencea, the others being the 
Torrey revivals am twduentallam, which produced am: helped. to 
define the Pentecostal Mov•ent. In no period were aoc1&1 conditions 
w1 thout 1.nf'luence on theology, but 1 t 1a partic:u.lar'.q :lmportant to 
s 
see how Pentecostaliam was influenced by and atill reflects the 
conditions which helped to give it birth. 
Insofar as this writer knon, the or1g1.na am. riae of Pentecostalla 
have not been traced histm.-1.~ 1n terms of the decia1ve contribution 
of the second blessing doctrine. MalJ¥ popular studies have traced 
the tongues phenomenon for the put t'NO thouaal'Jd years. Such 'booka 
are of little help in understanding Pentecoataliam, which is not 
defined by the tongues phenomenon. Speaking 1n tongues is pre-Christiani 
it is found 1n non-Christian, usua.lq alienated, groups. The 
phenomenon is open, Paul sa,ys, to the possibility of cursing Christ. 
Pentecostalism is defined by the separation of Sp1.rit baptiaa from 
conversion and water baptism with the necessity or near-neceaa1ty 
of tongues as the significant proof of the second (or third, in BODle 
cases) blessing. 'lhe complete history of second bleaaing theology, 
or 1n other words, the history of the baptiam of the Ho~ Sp1.rit, 
rema1 ns and needs to be wr1 tten. 
•1ajor and tru~ help:tul sources have been Nils Bloch-Hoell, 
'lhe Pentecostal Movements Bicham. Hofstadter, Ant1-1ntellectual1am 
1n American History, John X.land Peters, Christian Perfeot!on:.and 
American Methodisms Arih~ M. Schlesinger, A Qritical Period 1n 
American Belig:10111 F.r:ank Bartlewen, llhat RuJly Happened at Amlaa 
streets T1aothy L. Sid. th, Called Unto Hollneaa1 V1111aa Warren Swat, 
Revivalism in Allerlcas w. A. Viaaer't Hoo:tt, Background. of the Social 
Goepel in Americas Charles G. Finney, Lectuna on Bevivala1 Emeat 
B. Sandeen, The Or1glna of ti'mme■en+.all.as and ~ban A. Tor.rey, 
Baptism with the Ho1y Sp1rit. 
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Here ia the summary of the vr1ter's conclua1onaa 
a • .Revival or renewal theology, llhere there ia mv, is poor 
equipaent for grappling theologlcalq with the Jd.~ty 
social challenges and changes of the da¥1 
b. As a platform for church renewal, Pentecostal ecclesiology 
is dangerous because it is baaed not on objective gr:ace 
but on subjective gl:f'tsa 
c. Renewal movements are self-contradictory. Al.thousJi. they 
tend to oppose inati tutiona, they usual.]¥ become 11hat they 
opposea 
d. 'lbe d1apenaat1onal interpretation of history is falae1 
e. To say that the Pentecostal Movement began 1n and 11U 
rejected by the churches 1a not entire]¥ true. such a 
statement should be balanced by the observation that 
Pentecostalism began among the sects llhich also rejected 
it, 
f. 'lb.ere is no normative Pentecostal terminology1 
g. To define Spirit baptism as an experience subsequent to 
conversion {of adults) and 'NB.tar baptism (of infants) 
eridangers just1fication1 
h. 'lbe writer of this thesis defines Spirit baptism aa taJdng 
place at the moment of adult conve:reion or at the mcment of 
infant baptism. Subsequent spiritual experiences should 
be referred to as 1n:t,1J1np of the Hoq Spirit. In the 
past three hundred years, there have been at least flve 
different defini tiona of the baptism of the Hoq Sp1r1. ts 
1. Among the five, choice ia detm:mined by one's doctrlnal 
canm1:tment, 
j. With the equation of converaion or water bapti• with 
Spirit baptism, repeated 1nf11llnp of the Ho~ Spirit 
mq be expected and accepteds 
:re:. Speaking in tongues ia pre-Christian and occurs among non-
<Jiristianas it JU¥ became ant1-<21riat1an1 
1. Its use as the sole or even primary oriterion 1n the defi-
nition of Pentecostalism is m1alflad1ngs 
m. To write the history of the tongues phenomenon u if one 
were approaching Pentecostall• _,. lead to a a181111deratam.-
1ng of the movement, 
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n. The real issue 111th which Pentecostallam challenges the 
churches is not speaking in tongues but the Spirit--fl.lled 
life, openness to the gifts of' the Spirlt, and power far 
CJlriatian g,:owth, instructed by God's Vom., d1ec1pllned 
by a realistic sacramental theology, and •'braced 1D a 
theology of' the cross. 
CHAPTBR II 
'Bili: PUHITil BS'l'ABLISHMEN'l' <DIP.RCIIISBS 
llhile it was present in all of the .Aaerican colonies, Puritan 
influence may properq be restricted to two groups in Hew Bngland.1 . 
These two groups were the Plpouth Colo:n_y P116dms, llho ware separa-
tists, and the Bay Colo:n_y Congz.-egationalists, who claimed. to be 
loyal members of the Church of England. 2 Whether in or out of the 
Established Church, Puri tans have al'IIIQ's been refOZ'llers. '!heir 
congregational polity parti&l.q describes them. In addition they 
sought to reform the Established Church. 'lhey sought a reform 1n 
the direction of pure worship purged of lkn•n1 st trappinga, pure 
church government untrammeled. by state interference, and pure 'personal. 
life free :f'rcm ecclesiastical or creedal constra.1.nt.·3 
Such a reformation involves two principlea1 (a) Voluntary church 
memberships am (b) Separation frca both the world and the unrefoned 
church. 'lhia revolution in ecclesiology illlpliea that true religion 
is within the individual believer llho is prior to the church and 
4 
that the true church is an -•bq of thoae 'llho are a1read1' saints. 
Basic to these beliefs was moral eaznestneaa, strict life, d1sc1pl1ned 
1W1nthrop s. Hudson, "Puritani•," Bngyclopaecl1a Britannica, 
XVIII (1962), 777• 
2ib1d. 
3Ba.lph F. G. Calder, "Congregationali•," Bngyclopaedia Britannica, 
VI (1962), '2A'/. 
4. 
~•• VI, 248. 
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hab1 ta, and a diSBat1af'act1on w1 th med1ocre religion. 'lhe source of' 
this strenuous faith was a deep personal experience of' God's grace 
'Nhich the Puritan zealous]¥ 118Dted to ebare with othere.s 
As the established church of' the Bay Colony, ccmgrega.t1onal 
Puritaniam rigorousq excluded the \lllregenerate and at f1nt admitted 
on]¥ those of the covenant.6 Continuous d1aeent and the deeire to 
broaden the franchise led to the "Hal.:rNa¥ Covenant"? 1n 1662, and 
the replacement of the CJiarter 1n 1691 ended the hopes of eatabliah1.ilg 
a colonial Zion. 'lhe Ha~ Covenant perm1. tted the um:egenerate 
to become church members and to have their children baptized. 
'lhese parents were h~ members who were not COIIIIUllicanta. 
'lbe Hal.fway Covenant was a compramise w1th the Puritan ecclesiology. 
Not on]¥ did it grant church memberahip to the unregenerate bu.t 
it also permitted children to grow up 11'1.thin the church, acme of 
8 whom underwent no experience of convara1on. 
'lbe Hal.fway Covenant of 1662 was therefore a caapromiae 111th 
the strenuous Puritan eccleaiology. Its int:r:oduction of evident]¥ 
unregenerate members into the .Puritan congregations of' Maaaachuaetta 
provided cause far strict interpreters of Pan tan eccleaiology to 
oppose the tendency. 'lbia com.premise and oppoa1t1on to it vu a 
necessary i,r.-condit1on to the Qr:eat Awakening. 
Siiudaon, XVIII, 777. 
~., XVIII, 779. 
?Ibid. 
80zora stesrna Davia and Matthew Spinb., "Ccmgl."ega.t1onal1•," 
Bncyclopaedia Britannica, VI (1962), 251. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE GREAT AWAKENING 1720--1760 
Solomon Stoddard was evidently the first American revival 
preacher. He reaped "harvests" at Northampton, Massachusetts, in the 
years between 1679 and 1712.1 Revivalism began effective:q in 1734 
when the New Englard clergy personalized. am emotionalized religion. In 
the Treatise Concerning Religious Affections, Jonathan E:lwards made 
religious emotions tbeological.ly am intellectual:q respectable.2 This 
he did in the presence of a weakening establishment, frontier individuall.a, 
and a growing need for new methods to build the Qiurch. 
Outside of New Englard, the first American revival sprang out of 
continental pietism. This individualistic religion of the heart came 
mainly from South Germany in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries.3 It was manifested among Moravians and Dunkers, was present 
among the Lutheran and Refomed congregations, and took an extreme form 
among anti-institutional Baptists, Quakers, and Methodists. 
In 1725, thirteen years before Aldersgate, the pietist preacher 
Theodore J. Frelinghuysen began a revival in central New Jersey, finding 
his strongest response among the poor and the young. There is room 
1c. c. Cole, Social Ideas of the Northern Evangelists, 1826-1860 
(New York1 Columbia University Press, 19.54), p. 72. 
2vill1am Warren Sweet, Revivalism in America (New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1944), PP• 30 and 85. 
)Ibid., P• 25. 
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here to f1nd rejection of the institution controlled by an older am. 
well.-to-do age group. 
'lbe Great Awakening began in 17-,. and swept through Nev England 
for ten years, adding twenty-five thouaand convert.a alJd. one hundred 
and f1:rty new congt"ega.tional churches. 'lhe last phases of the Gl:ea.t 
Awakening were in Virglnia in 1750 under the Presbyterian, S..uel 
Davia. The Presbyterian revival in Virginia :f'rCII 171.f<> to 17&> 'NU also 
a aoc1.al upheaval which first opened a breach 1n the ranks of' privilege, 
increasing Presbyterian popularity arid decreasing the popularity of' the 
Established Church. Here began the trend llhich within a century lllllde 
sects out of churches and churches out of sects, equalising both into 
denominations. The Colonial Revival continued as a Baptist movment 
after 17&> and also ~ the beg1nning of Methodism under Devereux 
Jarratt, George Shadfo:l'd., and Franc1.s Asbury, its several phases being 
tied together by George Whitefield's seven tours of' America f'raa 17'8 to 
1770. 
'lhe Great Awakening was preceded by an atteapt to int.reduce into 
New Engl.am. a European establishment, a grace-d.1.spena:lng institution. 
such an attempt was taid.ng place gradual]¥ when the ~ Covenant 
was introduced 1n 1662. 'lhis reliance on predisposing means ccapro-
ndsed that strenuous doctrlne of the Puritan f'athera; converaion by the 
monerglsm of divine grace. Institutional means prediapoaing to 
Christianity as a rellg1on-vorah1p, upright life, ejpoaure to · church 
in general, a cooled-off, un•ot1onal rel1g1on-aet or helped to aet 
the stage for the Great Awakening. 'lhe Covenant removed aoc1.al and 
poll ti.cal d1sab1l1 ties and aatis:f'J.ed the half'-1'8¥ ••bera, but it 
na.tura~ caused a decline 1n the already low cC1111unicant percentage. 
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Of the 101 aoula on the Ma.Yflcnrar, 12 were church ••"bera1 1n all! 
the coJ,oniea, church membership vaa low, exclDeive, and ham. to obta.1.n. 
'lbe foreign-born tend to abandon their old country tiea.4 'lhe aoat 
highq-churched a:rea. was New Bngland, bllt 1n 1760 on]¥ one in eight wu 
a church member even after the Awakening. 
Same people saw no cont.rad1ct1on betnen conversion and. half-VII¥ 
membership in the same grace-cl1apenaing inati tution. To an ardent 
Calvinist an:i Purl tan, it m~ well have appeared aa a pernicious evil. 
At 8ZJ1' rate, Jonathan Edward.a in 1731 had nzned the Boston clergy of 
the presence of Arminiam.811 in their mid.at. 
Other factors contrl.buting to the Great Awakening were :frontier 
i:ndividuallsm, the universal. priesthood of believers, and the need for 
new methods. 'lhe toleration of no:n-unifond. ty and the de~ of church 
membership standazd.s made clear the need for new method.a. 'lhe loss of 
the old method of church growth had to be made good aamehow. 
'!here were poll. tical fa.ctora also. 'lhe status of the colonies vaa 
in doubt even from 16601 reli.gloua a.ttairs took a back aeat to poli.tica1 
Indians kept the colonies in fear 111th the intemittent 1111r11 after 1689, 
the buJ.'den of 'Nhich, in its colonial pbaaee, fell on •New England. 
Jonathan Edwards (170)-17.58) caae 1n 17?:I to Northaapton, 
Massachusetts, on the right bank of the Connecticut Biver, twenty-tour 
miles ups~ f.ram En:D.eld, Connecticut. 'lhe enaui:ng, rev1va.1 took 
snen years to kindle. In Deccber, 17:34, he preached a aeries of 
sumons against Armin1an11111. In the course o'f the enau1ng revival, 
4Ib1d., p. 13. In 1760, one-th11'd of the colonial population vaa 
foreign-born. 
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three hundred souls were converted 8111.d denunciation, the apocaqptio 
message of the world's soon-end, personal invi tat.ion, the anzloua 
bench, stamping, leaping, and frenmy.s 
'lbe revival became general in New England and espec1aJ.l¥ 1n the 
Connecticut valley up to 1740. 'llhitef1eld united it with the Nev 
Jersey revival in bis tour of 1738-1741 when the Nev England revival 
came to its climax. 
As fflwards bad warned the liberal clergy of Boston against :free 
and universal grace, ao he wamed the lax Bnfleldiana on 8 Juq 1741 
1n a semon entitled, Sinners in the Hand.a of an Ans God.6 &lwarda 
defended the emotional and bod1]¥ responses. On Long Ialud, such re-
sponses were carried to extremes by an unrestrained preacher named 
James Davenpprt. 
Certain rather clear results of the Great Avakening appear, the-
ological, ecclesiological, intellectual, practical, political, and 
educational. 
The Great Awakening began the tendency from objective doctrine to 
individualistic and experiential revivalisms from the inclusive insti-
tution to the exclusive sect of the regenera.tea and :from a Cbrlst.18111.zed 
social order to the dualistic and world-fleeing sect. 
'!bough Jtiwards was a restrained intellectual,7 he unleaahed anti-
intellectual revival forces 'Nhich •pbas1zed practical ideas, a 
SGilbert Seldea, 'lbe Stammar1y Century (New York1 John De¥~, 
1928), p. 26. 
6rb1.d., P• 16. 
7m.cbam. Hofstadter, Ant1-intellactuali811l 1n American Life (Nev 
York1 Knopf, 1964), PP• 67-68. 
14 
disdain for doctrine, am a preference for the -leader w1. th the cba:ri•a 
8 over the thinker w1 th an idea. Anti-intellectuall• first appears in 
.American history among these Protestants of the Great Awakening.9 .Among 
them were the first thinkers, also among them appeared the first em-
phases on workable am successful ideas. While l!H.wa:rds himself recognized 
the valid place of emotion in the Christian life and preserved the 
balance between faith am reason, other awakeners and revivalists did 
not. In the next century, J!H.wards' theology was disastrously defeated, 
but his methods gained a great victory.10 'lbe issue thus raised when 
emotion is opposed to reason or doctrine forces the theologians to 
state a propositional faith, a creed to which intellectual assent is 
given, while the revivalist 1n search of success becomes an advocate of 
anti-intellectual emotionalism. '!bis unfortunate issue haunts 
American churches :f'rom the seventeenth century to the present.11 
In American democracy's passion for equality, this anti-
intellectualism has become political am, 1n the nineteenth-century 
quest for religious or business success, even more powerful as it 
questioned the apparently impractical am. unproductive intellectual, be 
he theologian, historian, or scientist. 
8 
~•• P• 55■ 
9Ibid., PP• 47-49. 
10seldes, P• 16. 
11m.w1.n Scott Gaustad, .Religious Issues 1n American History (New 
York, Evanston, arr:l London, Harper am. Row, 1968), p • .:105. 
1S 
With i ta sources 1n piet1am12 and caapounclecl by :front.1.er pr1a1. t.s.-
viam, 13 ~ti-intellectualism prevented the developaent of an ind~ 
pendent theology capable of' ad ti~ apprehending secular thought. 
Later evangelicals therefore freeq adopted popular secular attitwlea 
in social and economic questions or else rejected thm out of hand in a 
world-denying alienation ft:'om society. 
To settle on the religion of' the heart or of intui ti.on not onq 
rendered. systematic and ra.t1onal theology appa:rantq and popularq im-
practical, but it also spelled the rejection of the learned. and pro-
fessional clergy.14 'lbe leader in this rejection 1188 the evangelical 
movement and i ta descendants. '!heir welJ.,.meaning effort.a were abetted 
by the frontier. Constant]¥ outrun by the f'ront1er, the inat.1.tuticmal 
church had the balance tipped against it f'rCID the start. 
'lhe Great Awakening was onq ambiguouaq anti-intellectual. Still, 
it set the precedent for later attacks on a learned. clergy, the insti-
tutional church sacramentalism,15 and liturgy. 'lbe :regular clergy at 
first welcomed the revival. Onq later did they :realise that the 
travelling ankeners considered them to be inferior ccmpet1tora~ More-
over, the first major membership accessions on a scale larger than the 
12Jamea F. Findlq, Jr., Dwis;ht L. MoadY1 American lllY:IJliat 
(Chicago and Iondon1 University of Chicago Preas, 1969), P• 7. 
13ifofatadter, P• 49. 
14 
~•• P• SS. 
15seldes, p. 33. Jonathan lilwa.rds' grandfatb.E regarded the 
Lord •s Supper as having independent and objective propartiea &p&ff 
frcm the cCIIIJllunicant, but lilwa.rds rejected this theory. 
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con:f1nea of a single colony wre of course made and ga1 »ed. by the 
tra.vell.1q revival preachers, to the :further detr:1.aent of the 1net1 tu-
t1onal clergy. 
For the puzpoaes of this writer, the 1mportant theological results 
ware the division of New Bngland theology into the opponents of~ 
vival, that is, the Old 14.gbtaa the advocates of revival, that is, the 
New 14.gbta, and the separat1ata who became Bapt1ata. Revival advocates 
:f1na~ overmelmed their oppoait1on. and set the pattern of de11cw1»a-
tionalism for the nineteenth century. 
'lhe Old 14.gbta were incipient rat1ona.l1sta am. later Unitarians 
who withdrew ft-am the Congregational aasociation.16 'lbere 'IRIS a split 
w1 thin the New L1.gbt ranks as '11811, over the survival of the ~ 
Covenant. For example, in Edwazds' own Northampton congregation., his 
insistence on the evidences of personal converaion led to his diamiesal 
in 1750. In other congregations, the split on this iaaue led to aepa:ra,-
tion.1 most of such aeparat1sta beclllle Baptista llho made the greatest 
gains ~m the Great Awakening.17 
In the beginning of the Awakening the Puri tan Calviniat Confea-
siona were not in quest1on. 'lbe real concern 11&11 w1 th personal. ~ 
l1g1oua experience as a revolt against mere fozmalism, but within a 
hundred years Jtiwazda' theology, the Kew Bngland theology, aet its 
demise. 
16nnthrop s. Hudson, Belldon 1n America (Kew Ydrk1 Charle■ 
Scribner's Sons, 1965), P• 72. 
17Ib1d., P• 7:3■ 
17 
In BUDIDl8Z)' the important theological result of thia Jl1rat Awak-
ening waa a new theologlca.1 system, aectm.an, dcocratic, puritan 1n 
moral.1 ty, and p1et1at1c.18 It was a begJ nn5 ng theological revohltion 
and an incanplete reor1enta.t1on :et-an Puri tan C&l.v1n1• to evangel.1-
calia. 'l'h1s process vas ccmpl.eted onlJ' after :fUrther theological 
battles 1n the Second Anken1ng one hundred years later.19 Fd.vazda' 
theology won out over old Calvinism and entered the Presbyterian 
churches of the north central sta.tes,20 a f'&ct of major s1gn1f1cance 
1n the nineteenth century 1n bQth the Presbyterian church and the 
Second Awakening. In the last third of the eighteenth century, the 
Great Awakening spread to the central and southern colonies where there 
developed a d1stinctlJ' American phencmenon, the revival Baptists. With 
a s1mpl1f1ed doctrine and a minimum of· essent1a1 argan1.B&tion th_ey car-
ried the gospel to a mobile and rootless frontier. 'lbe1r level1Dg in-
fluence 1n Virginia contributed to the separation of church and state. 
(Baptist preachers refused to appq for a license to preach.) 'lhus, be-
fore the political revohlt1on, the ecclesiastical revohltion bad ' taken 
place. 1he hold of' esta.bllahed churches was loosened and one caamon 
anotional interest for the :fl.rat time united the col.oniea and rallied 
18w11liam G. Mcloughlin, Jr., Modern Bev1val1am. F:lnnez to Graham 
(New Yorks Ronald Press, 1959), P• 9. 
l 9'Jhe wrl. ter of' the thea1a d1at1ngu1ahea Geneva C&l.v1n1am :frcm 
Westminster Ca.lv1n1am and both from the C&lv1n1at theology whicb re-
sulted. from its admixture with pietiam apparent 1n the ear~ fl:ontier 
Baptist preachers. 
20sweet, P• 199. 
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them about names such as E:brards and Hh1 tefield long before Franklin 
am. Washington.21 
Revivalism did not al'W81'S preserve its theological heritage. It 
exerted much social and political influence where there was an es-
tablished church. It contributed to the separation of church am. 
state. As time passed, revivaliBlll f'oum no other enemy than eccle-
siastical lethargy, thus exercising less influence. Revivalimn was 
a precipitant toward both eighteenth-century revolution22 and 
nineteenth-century reformiam23 with a dynamic drive into change and im-
provement. It was equal~ reactionary in unleashing anti-
intellectualism. 
An important result of the Great Awakening was the primary em-
phasis placed on the Kingdom of God after the Great Awakening. The 
Kingdom of Gcd was not redefined, but its revivalist preaching took 
first place over the cleansing of the human heart. This was a 
gradual process working side by side with the conservative message of 
forgiveness and cleansing. The em of the process was two separate 
gospels, one a socia~ irresponsible cleansing, the other an uncleansed 
social effort directed at bui.ldig the Kin.,:lom. of God on earth. 
21Hudson, PP• 76-77 ■ 
22w1111.am Warren Sweet, The Stoi of Bell.glon in America (New York 
and london1 Harper and Brothers, 19)9, P• 251■ 
23aerbert J. Bass, The State of Am.eri~ History (Cllicago1 Quad-
rangle Books, 1970), P• 111. 
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'lhe germs of millenni&llam were present &t the end of the Great 
Awakening probab]¥ 1n. the left wing lTotestant sects. 24 'l'he Great 
Awakening and subsequent revivala made llillena111l1• the cCIIUlon po~ 
session of American <Jiristiani ty. 'lhe SUIIDl8ry point is that the later 
revival preachers brought the cad.ng of the X1n.gdam of Goel in.to the 
present, powerful]¥ urging their hearers to f'ace ita ccn1ng end to de-
cide • 
.&lucational results of the Great Awakening include same distin-
guished schools • .&lucation was subject to rellgloua fa.ctionall•, 
sectarian control, and pietiatic concerns at the e::xl)ense of 1earn1ng.2S 
24H. Richard Niebuhr, 'lhe Kingdm of God 1n. America (<Jiicago and 
New York1 Willett and Clark, 1937}, P• 135. 
25ifofatadter, P• 72. 
CHAP'l'i:RIV 
THE llEVOWTIO!WIY PERIOD 1770-1790 
The alliance between pietistic revivalist and rationalist to 
separate church and state in this period was followed by the rap-
procJiement between pietistic reviva.l.ist and the trad1tiona1 and 
orthodox defemlers of the fo:merly established churches. IJbat • s the 
key to .American Christianity 1n the nineteenth centuzy.1 'lh1.s 
strange rapprochement makes the nineteenth century ha:r:d. to study, 
analyze, and generalize, because no matter 'Nhat one 811¥&, it is at 
once suspect 1n light of some outcast or overlooked f'act. 
For one thing, p1et1sm victoriously pemeated · almoat all of the 
denominations1 f\arther, i-ts opposition to rationalla conditioned alao 
the traditional churches, both together wlnn1ng the engagement but ~ -
the process scuttling much of the intellectual capita1 of Protestant 
theology • 
.American dencminations ~ . defend the separation of church and 
state. However the unique Christian revolution-rellgl.oua :f'.reedm.-
f1rst defended by rationallata2 na aoq the CJiriatians carried ott by 
the le:rt..-wing sects, Baptists :f'or example.3 Bel.1.g1oua f.r:eedca 111 one 
161.dney E. Mead, 'lbe Lively Experiment (New York1 Harper and Bow, 
1963), PP• s2-s3. 
2tb1d. , P• 56. 
3W1lllam. Wazren Sweet, 'lbe S-ton of Bellglon 1n Aaerlca (New Yark 
and IDnclon I Harper and Brothers, 1939), P• 222. 
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of the kingpins of democracy and with democracy a child of American 
CJlrlstiani ty. 
Presentq less than two hundred ye&"rB old, this unique .American 
invention overthrew a fourteen-hundred-year-old Christian axlm, an; 
within the period 1620 to 1790. Although implicit and reluctant tol,. 
eration had obtained by the middle of the eighteenth century in all 
. 4 
the colonies, the battle for separation was engaged 1n Virginia 'llhere 
the Anglican Church fought most b1tterq.S 'lbe detem1ning factor 
was the presence of the Presbyterians, Methodists, and Baptista as 
dissenters. 
'lbe quickening of a democratic apiri t resulted from the :frontier 
revivalists such as Samuel Ha:rris (born 1724s converted under Baptist 
preaching in 17.58) 'llhose efforts were devoted m&inq to the heretofore 
neglected. and unchurched poor. 'While he was not born 1n this country, 
he was a product of the :frontier, and he functioned ettectiveq mere 
the established church neither wanted nor was able to reach. These 
:frontier revival preachers gave to the poor the right to hear their 
own kind of preachers they opened the~ for the poor convert himael:t 
to becane a preachers and perhaps unintentionall¥, perhaps neceaaarlq, 
they powerf'ulq quickened American anti-intellectuall.a, the dec:8¥ of 
the authority of the established church, and its m:dered clergy and 
sacraments. 1b1s result was probab]¥ not intended, but ·vie-~vis an 
inettecti ve or incapable establishment such a result appears 1nev1 table. 
4. Mead, P• 18. 
s . 4 Sweet, P• 'Z/. 
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One of the aspects of the period under cona1dera:t1on is the lack 
of a theological rationale for or ~nst an establiahed church. 
F..qually devoid of theological thought is the, oppos1 ti.on to or support 
of rationalism. Ant1-esta.blisbment sects at one time sided vith re,. 
tionalists to accomplish the sepa:r:ation of church and sta.te1 at & later 
time they sided vi th Timothy Dvight to oppose the Deist or 1nf'1d.el in 
. 6 
order to promote revivalism. 
There was present also an incipient :f\mdamentalism; perh&ps in-
evi tably a concani tant of anti-intellectualism. Previously mentioned 
is the Old L1ght,...New Light split within .Nev England congregationali•• 
This Old Light mov•ent had, by 1800, become strongly Unitanan. 'lhat 
issue should have centered. theological concema on the person and work 
of Jesus Christ, but revivalism actually waged the battle aga.1nst 1n-
f'ldelity in the area of revelation, the Bible, and the acceptance •of & 
Book. 7 This became the quasi-rational and orthodox position, if ·one 
accepts the scriptural evidences and their propositional. statement, 
then one has an authoritative theology, law, morals, and social 
8 order. 
Religious :freed.an equalimed the promoted sects and the d•oted 
establishments and put th• on the same competitive baaia. 'lhe de-
nomination which could beat adapt its organiation and message to 
:r.r:ontier conditions 'NOUld gt"OW. The Methodist thurch changed f.rclll & 
~ead, PP• .52-.53. 




small sect in 1760 to a large and prosperous church one h1UJdrecl yeara 
later. On the other hand, fcmierl,1- JRge and influential eatabliahed 
churches, Congregational and Anglican, were unable to adapt to the 
:frontier and by 1860. had become relative~ amal.l denmin&tiona. 'lbe 
instrument lq ready at hand for the pietistic sect to guarantee ita 
own growths the individualized and •otionalistic revival. 'lhe need 
to survive led to an emphasis on prapatic religion ex_perlentia~ 
based and numerical]¥ successi'll. 'lbe successi'll pastor converted the 
most souls, theology withdrew f'l:onl rational discourse, religion thus 
purveyed no longer belonged to the whole life of the intellect, and 
theology abandoned the field of rational studies to science. 
The members of the fo:rmer established churches responded to the 
challenge of dencminational canpetition by turning to the pious wiDD1ng 
of souls also. Lyman Beecher refiects this shaping of the American 
denomination. 9 He found a proper foil in infidelity 11h1ch he attacked 
without profound thought. 
To justify its own existence, the le~wing sect was anti-
traditional and even dellberatel,1- ahiatorical. 'lhe sect relied on the 
Bible alone and ignored church history~ 100 A.D. to 1800 A.D. 
If the former church, now a denanin&tion, wanted to canpete, it accepted 
the same terms and premises. 
Moreover, it was easy to begin anew. Just move west, and the 
evils and errors of tradition and of the eastern establishment were 
ea.ail¥ avoided. 'lbe count.ry itself was making a great new beg1Dn1ng. 
9 ~•• P• 105. 
I 
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To awaken to God and national eelf-conaciowmeaa at the uae t1ae na 
a new beg1nning indeed. So youthful America, not leaat under the in-
f'lllence of the denominations, moved into the nineteenth century with 




THE FRONTIER 1790-18,0 
The nation was on the move during the frontier period. Bew 
England alone lost eight hundred thousand of' its residents by ve■t­
ward migration.1 'lbe churches' problema of' the ■eventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries continued into the nineteenth as & result of' th111 
vast immigration into the Ohio Valley. 
As the colonies had been the frontier problem of' the old country, 
so in 1800 the new states had a frontier problem veet of' the 
Alleghany range. Conflict was inevitable, not :f1rat but •oat obviouaq 
1n the American Revolution, then in Sh11¥'• aDl the lld.skey Rebellion, 
and later in the east-west sectionalism. 'lhis aectionalia pla¥ed & 
part in Jacksonian democracy aDl in the Finney reviV&la. 
Sweet char&eterimes these yea.rs as the time of the lowest moral 
and spiritual com1 tiona in American history. 2 Whatever the post-
revolutionary moral deC11¥ ~ have been, it was compounded by the ev-
1dentq natural step into barbariaa 1th1ch accompanie■ & movement to 
the frontier. The frontier was crude, turbulent, godleaa, 111.thout 111-
sti tut1ona, and subject to an anti-intellectual pr1m1 tiv1.a. 'lhe con-
cern of' such primitivism was not to preserve the c1v1lim&t1on which 
1W1111am Warren Sweet, Bevivali• ill .Aaerie& (Hew York, Cliarlea 
Scribner's Sons, 19!J4), PP• 112-11:,. 
2xb1d., PP• 117-118. 
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arrived fr0lll Europe but to recover native simplicities in the powers 
of nature and the romanticized past, that is, the f'lra~century church. 
'Ibis period was a time of transl tion am readjustment. The 
transition had begun in the Great Awakening with the full-time itin-
erant preachers, George Whi tef'ield, Gilbert Tennent, am James 
Davenport operating in the midst of a settled institutional church. 
Disestablishment and the emergence of the voluntary denomination 
brought the itinerant preacher to independent ministerial status. Its 
prototype was Asahel Nettleton, a restrained, institutional itinerant. 
'lbe continuing transl tion removed the restraint, deprec1:ated church mem-
bership, and insured the rise of a clergy both popular, acceptable, and 
effective. Here was formed the climate of opinion in which the pro-
fessional revivalist could flourish, of which Finney first fu~ fit 
the description at the end of this period. Moreover revival is re-
lated to social need) Wartime tensions, a physical frontier as in 
the period U11der consideration, or an ecological frontier as in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century when there arose the frontier 
of the urban slum and a parallel revival. 
Although the itinerant evangelists outran the institutional 
church, they did not destroy it. There was no institution on the 
frontier. The evangelists restored ordinary restraints and institu-
tions to a barbarous land. To them, more than to any other single 
:,'lboraten Sellin am. Bi.chard. D. Lambert, editors, Balip.on in 
American Society in 'l'he Annala of 'lbe American Academy o:f' Political 
and Social Science (Philadelphia a 'lbe American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, 1960), CCCXXXII, (November 1960), 11-12. 
-
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force goes the-credit for taming the f'rontier.4 To be succesaf\il on 
the frontier they ware necesaa:r:1:cy, anti-authoritarian, anti-
establishment, anti-Ba.stern, and anti-intellectual.5 
'lhe veterans of the :Revolution had no place for the Purl tan Sab-
bath on the frontier. 6 'lhe recent:cy, disestablished Anglican church 11&8 
under treason's cloud. 'lbere was no national church organization. On 
the frontier, the struggle for surv1 val, the plenti1'll supp:cy, of ham. 
liquor, the superstition and quackery, am. the leveling inf'lllence of 
poverty were key factors in the si'blation. Natural. to the frontier was 
the religion of the poor and disinherited w1 th all that implies as 
perennial:cy, proper to such religion, emotionalism, personal experience, 
rejection of creed am. liturgy, lay leadership, am. a aimple message. 
Frontier conditions of this particular period influenced dif-
ferent denominations according to the measure of their achieved in-
stitutionalism at ~e time. For example, the Congr:egational Qiurch, 
once effective on its om f.rontier, had achieved institutional status 
before 1800, rigid~ opposed the new f'rontier to the west, and in-
fluenced it rather 11.ttle.7 
Among effective :frontier denominations the Methodists are pa:ra-
digmatic. Indeed, without the ·!?l'ont1er, the Methodist Qiurch 110uld. 
4Charles A. Johnson, 'lhe Frontier Camp Meeting (DaU••• Southern 
Methodist University Preas, 1958), P• 8, quoting Balph H. Gabriel. 
Sm.cham. Hofstadter, Anti-intellectuali• 1D American I4fe (Kew 
York, Knopf, 1981-), P• 79. 
6Johnson, PP• 8-10. 
7H. Bichud Niebuhr, 'lbe Social Sources of Denoainat1cmalia 
(Kew Yorka Henry Ho~, 1929), P• 145. 
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have plqed a much less significant role in American history. Ita 
strong organ1B&t1on, itinerancy, and youthful :f'lax1b1lity fitted it ad.-
m1rabq to convert the frontier. It adjusted to frontier conditions by 
giving up the Prayer Book, vestmenta, and distinction of cl.argy 1rcm 
people except in zeal and purity. What were stumbling blocka to ■ore 
institutionalised denominations became the strength of the Methodiata--
lay preachers, Arm1n1an theology, and •otionallsm, all three of which 
split or were disdained by the Presbyterians. 
The Presbyterians both invented and were split by the frontier 
camp meeting, the moat spectacular of which was under their leadership 
at Cane .Rldge, Logan County, Kentucky, 1D August of 1801. 'l'he regular 
Presbyterians favored a more institutional approach to church m•ber-
ship--much instruction through a t.ra1ned cl.argy. Since this method 
failed to deal. with the uninstructed masses of people, the Baptista, 
Methodists, Disciples (fom.er Nev Light Presbyterians), and Cumberland 
Presbyterians came on the revival1stic scene. Significantq both of 
these Presbyterian groups rejected Calvin1am and adopted an ATl!d'n1an 
theology with a personalised, emotional appeal. 'l'his is s1gnif1cant 
because it reveals the frontier trend aW&¥ :f'rm a God-centered theology 
based on predestination to a man-centered theology, that is, to anthro-
pology. This is incipient perfectionillllll it is an important 1.ngred1.ent 
of the theology of the com, ng century1 and it marked a further etep 1n 
the demise of Cal.vinist theology. 
In omer to succeed on the :frontier one muet perforce deny a 
. double predestination and otter a more democratic grace, f'ree to all. 
'When Wesley had preached to the coal m1nera1 tbia doctrine 'brought tears 
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to their eyes and left wh1 te trails dom their blackened faces. It vaa 
no less effective on the American frontier, although its influence went 
far beyond Methodist circles. 
The Methodist preachers emphasized a definite personal conversion, 
BZJd frontier religion is certain~ personal, not institutiqnal.. 'lhe 
Methodists were untheological and prapatic in character. nnaJJ;y they 
emphasized. the Chriatian life, the :fruit of the Ho~ Spirit, and mor&l 
refo:z:m disciplined through the class meeting. 'lbe turn to anthropology 
underlined the central place of man 1n the universe and made room for a 
strong insistence on sanctiflcation, with an optimia which al.loved one 
to posit the possible freedom from sin in this life. From this posai-
bili ty the idea developed. that sin JDS¥ be eradicated in society too. 
Here is one of the roots of the social gospel. It finalJ;y appears to 
this wr1 ter that in the above respects Methodiam is both a child: of the 
Enlightenment and also the great spokesman of the frontier belief that 
man is the master of his om destiny. 
Four features are peculiar to the character formation of the new 
voluntary denominations. 8 'lbese· four are denominationa1 repristination, 
,voluntaryism, revivaliam, and competition. 
In some respects the Revolution was a decisive break which assumed 
the necessity of sm:mounting the corruptions of the &Jropean past. 
Likewise when an individua1 underwent his 01111 personal revolution, vaa 
converted, aJJd joined a denomination for the fl.rat time, both al1ke 
looked hope:tu~ to the future and rejected tradition and history. It 
8S:1dney E. Mead, 'lbe Li.veg Experiment (New Yorks Harper and Bow, 
1963), PP• 111-129. 
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was a time of new beg1nn1ngs hope:f'&l~ 8IJd aupposedq based on the true 
am ancient foundations. 'lbe new 6enom1nationa saw the Christian past 
not. as a valuable repository :f'.r:m 'Nhich understaming and guidance could 
be gained but. as a sui tab]¥ ignored lacuna character1.zed by deter1~ 
ti.on from am corruption of the pure pr1mitive church, toward the re-
covery of 'Nhich Scripture alone held the key. 
Peculiar in church history is the voluntary denClllina.tion 11bich 
recognizes that the church must. persuade alJd. not coerce, am. this in 
competition with other equal denminational claimants to the truth. 
Because a clear and close~ defi.ned theological position is con-
sidered divisive, the denomination~ easi~ dampen or mute the ie-
sues, neglect its theology, and so .. strengthen the anti-intellectualism 
of the prevalent pietism. 'lbe success:f'&ll church leader m,q be more of 
a politician vi th personal charisma than a man of ideas such as a 
theologian. 
In many ways the most. important. factor was revivalism. lmm-
gelism is one thing imp~ng doctrinal content, incarnation, atone-
ment., and resurrect.ion, but revivalism stands far a method and its re-
sults. Pietiam in the sense of •otion over intellect &I.Id the 1.ndi-
vidual over the institution is not yet revival.11111 until it is 
Americanized am promoted by techniques aimed at producing quick re-
sults1 unplanned (as 1n the camp meeting) group psychology which, by 
the end of this period now considered, became planned alJd. manipulated.1 
moral suasion brough_t to bear on the unconverted by means of an na1tar 
call" to come forwazd. to the "mourner's bench" 1 protracted pr&:¥er meet-
ings and preaching services to break down the ham. cases1 or any 
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modification of these steps, ho118Ver refined or gentle, climaxing 1n 
overt acclamations when a soul "com.es through." 
Given the peculiar American comi tions of rapid westvud expan-
sion, an inadequate institutional church, the vast unchurched majority, 
and the theological admixture, perhaps revivaliam 11&8 inevitable. 
Prior to the. frontier period revivals were mere~ practicable. In this 
period however they became both necessary am. fa.r more influential be-
cause of the extreme limitations of llhat later came to be called the 
"Christian nurture" approach to church manbarship. In 1790 as much as 
90 percent of the general population 11&8 unchurched.9 Moreover a wel.]p. 
ordered educated ministry and institutional church considered the re-
vival as exceptional, positive~ ilot subject to human manipulation. 
Such certain~ was the prevalent attitude 1n the colon1al period.10 
When the past appeared to be evil. or at least something to be improved 
upon and SUD1ounted, then a ~ factor 'H&8 present in the si tuat:1011. 
Revival. was acclaimed as the proper W&¥ to pranote airistianity. Such 
an attitude developed in this poat-revolutionazy period, am Finney 
rose to make the claim, s~g 1n his Iactures on Revival, "Almost all. 
the religion in the ~rld has been produ98(1 by revivals.1111 To auch an 
extent had American <J'lrl.stianity changed since the colonial period llhen 
no Christian 1n the established churches would have uttered auch a 
comment. 
9Hofstadter, PP• 81-82. 
10James F. FiDl~, Dwi,sht L. Moody. Aller.lean Evangelist (Chicago 
8Di IDm.0111 University of Chicago Press, 1969), PP• 136-137. 
11Ib1d., P• 136. 
f 
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'lbe :f'rontier pressure to'Hll1"d. simple theology and mmericall,J euc-
cessful method justified any measures and pranoted its au.cceasful and 
expart practitioners with whom the local pastor could not CClllpete. 
'lbis enhances the already present anti-intellectuallm, still further 
abetted by a contemporary reaction to the lmllgbtemaent. 
Pietism may generate great spiritual power, but it needs a f'ODl or 
a ~ovement. 'lbis form could be rationalism in the battle for d1a-
establ1shment. It could be orthodOXiY after the Revolution, or reviv-
alism to whom pietiam was happi~ married. In any case i'evivallsm 
scrapped tradition am. doctrinal theology and became the ·prey of the 
nineteenth century life-style and social-political ideas. Without an 
independent theology on one hand but with an anti-intellectual bent, it 
thereby opened the wq for later denaminational rejection of modm::n 
science with which it couldn't cope and accepted am. blessed alao the 
industrial, materialistic, and acquisitive American society of the late 
nineteenth century. 
To swnmarlze, this period saw the first llQing do11D of the road on 
which later fundamentalism would travel, one branch of which, in ttie 
Holiness and Pentecostal revival, reacted ap;ln1Jt the acceptance of an 
industrial, materialistic, a.Di acquisitive society. 
Here began also that choice given to American Christiana between 
being intelligent according to standazds prevld.llng in centers of 
American intellect or being pious according to denominational criteria. 
'lbe rise and spread of American revivalism thus represents a vic-
tory for enthusiasm, 1nd1vidualism, emotionalism,~ anti-
intellectualiam. 'l'his victory was due above &ll to the absence of a 
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stable institutional church life where thinkers wre even welcoaea12 to 
a :r.t-ontier which outran all institutions; also to the need for success 
aided by a plethora of competing sects1 also to the mim-aet of' the 
early immigrants, many of whcm were poor. The religion of the poor 
characteristically opposes an established church liturgy, sacrament, 
an imepement am. rational theology, am. a vested am. educated clergy. 
In such circumstances, authority is not so much destroyed as frag-
mented and becomes charismatic am. personal rather than institutional. 
Another ingredient of revivalism is opposition to the establish-
ment, whatever its form may be. In this period the establishment was 
beginning to take its denominational shape. Hence anti-
denominationalism has its beginnings in this period in the person 
of Alexander Campbell. He is the first of a long line of anti-
denominationa.l (really anti-establishment) crusaders who would pole-
vault across eighteen or nineteen hum.red years of supposedly corrupt 
church history into the middle of the first century 1n an effort to 
restore the primitive church. His successors are D. s. Warner, the 
Holiness Movement, the Pentecostals, the Full Gospel Business Men, and 
the contemporary charismatic renewal. Campbell took over what had 
formerly been the danain of the infidel 'am. brought it into the ranks of 
the Dlristians1 anticlericalism and opposition to credal and es-
tablished religion.13 
12aofstadter, P• ,56. 
1~artin Marty, The Infidel (Clevelam.1 Meridian Booka, 1961), 
P• t22. 
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It remains finally to point out 'Hhat has been hinted at--re-
v1 val1BDI is ahistorical. 'lhe assumed discontinuity between the 
church's memory of its 01111 past and the moment of personal conversion 
allows for a tendency 'Hhich rejects the past. 'lhis tendency interprets 
the Refomation for example as a revolutionary break vith an evil 
Romanist past and loses the unlerstaming of the Church in its organic 
and historical continuity. 
The last factor influential in shaping American denominations was 
competition which reached its peak in 1844. Its practical effect re-
ceived impetus from an expanding frontier. Its theoretical influence 
lay in motivating spokesmen to defelll and propagate their 01111 de-
nominational truth. Mead sees it as tending to blur historical dif-
ferences and theological distinctions.14 Competition to succeed 
pushes all alike to adopt the same successf\ll working it.beology am ef-
fective technique. 
14. 
Mead, PP• 129-1:,0. 
CHAPTER VI 
'lllE SECOND GREAT AWAKENING 1795--18)5 
One of the great religious movements of this period eV811 up to the 
time of the Civil War was rev1val1m. 'l'h1s non-credal movement IRIS es-
tablished by 1815 as the working method of some of the Protestant de-
nominations. It was inspired by i'dwam.s' theology, by the fervor of the 
Wesleyans, and by the enthusiaam of the camp meeting, each one separate],y 
successful 1n its own r.lght.1 
'!hose denominations who adopted the method of experiential r► 
ligion gr:ew rapid],y. During the period in question, am. by 1850, 
Protestants in general increased. f'.ran 3651000 to 3,S00,000.2 To state 
it even more str.lldng],y, from 1800 to 1835, church memberab1p showed 
more than a five-fold increase Nhile the general population mere],y 
tripled. 3 
The awakening of this period had three phases,4 (a) 'lhe camp 
meetings in the Ohio Valley £rom. 1795 to 1810 merged 41'm1n1an and 
Calvinist theoloa1 (b) Calvinim, reinterpreted through Jonathan 
JMwards' grandson, Timothy Dwight, and through lpan Beecher (1775-
1G11bert Seldes, 'lbe Stammering Century (New Yorks John D&¥ Co., 
1928), p. 93. 
2c. c. Cole, Social Ideas of the Northern Evangelists, 182~ 
1860 (New Yorks Columbia University Preas, 19.54), p. 1). 
)Charles G. Finney, lectures on Revivala, edited by Willi.ea G. 
McLoughlin (Revised editions C..br1dge1 'lbe Belknap Preaa of Harvard 
University Press, 1960), p. xiv. 
4william G. McLoughlin, Modern Bevivaliam, Finney to Grahaa (New 
Yorks Ronald Press, 1959), P• 12. 
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1863) and Nathaniel Taylor 1n the new intellectual cllaate, foatered a 
new interest 1n revivalism lfhich 1n this phase began at Yale in 18021 
(c) 'ihe final phase expresaed itself' through the 1102'k of <llarlea G. 
Finney and his .Arm1nian1zed Calvinism in the last ten years of thia 
time-frame. This brand of revivalism, 11h1ch •&¥ be denominated aa 
evangelicalism, harnessed. frontier spontaneity to institutional 
methods, in active protest against institutional lethar11, fo1'11l&llsm, 
:Eastern political conservatism, and salvation by orthodox doctJ:ine. 
Ironicalq, the fruits of evangelicalism resulted 1n the very things it 
had originally opposed. These :t.ruits were lethar11, following re-
vivals formalized. revival methods a new political conservatimns and 
among Finney's followers, one JDS¥ find monomaniacal insistence on the 
right doctrine, on~ now secularized. as abolition. 
Finney was a great man 'Mhose influence continues to the present 
time. He made evangelicalism a national religion1 he precipitated. the 
Presbyterian-Congregational split of 1837, aDl completed the danise of 
the Calvinist theological system.5 The split was already present in a 
quiet way at Yale among the more flexible mwam.ean Congrega.t1onallsts. 
This was New School Calvinism 'Mhich continued 1n an A:nn1n1an direction 
from Timothy Dwight and Nathaniel Taylor, to~ Beecher am. to the 
open precipitant of change, <2larles G. Finney. Another branch of this 
mwam.ean or New Haven theology was the strict Calvinism of Samuel 
Hopkins. 'Ibis is mentioned here because it was the source of the 
5nnney, PP• :xiii-xiv. 
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"disinterested benevolence" theory,6 illogi~ adopted by the re-
vivalists (Finney 1n particular) lfho more logi~ st.med frail the 
New School.7 'Ihis theory is at the baais of social refozm crueadea, 
so plentifu~ spamed by evangelical1am. Following Firmey•a 1832 re-
vival in Boston, the New School-Old School split hamened1 ~ 
Beecher was tried for heresy1 Finney left the Presbyterian <Jiurchs and 
revivalism slowed do,m for twenty years until 1857. 'lhua ended the 
Second Great Awakening, the last revival to have any profound effects 
outside of the churches, that is, 1n the social-cultural life of the 
.American people. 
'lhis writer believes that the key to underataming Charles G. 
Finney is to be found in his experiences of conversion and subsequent 
"baptisms of the Hoq Ghost" lfhich took place on 10 and 11 October, 
1821. He experienced Hhat he calla, "a mighty baptism of the Hoq 
Ghost. Without any expectation of it, without ever having the thought 
in my mind that I had ever heard the thing mentioned by any person in 
the world ••• •" He identified this experience not aa just1ficat1on 
by faith but as a second powerful experience 1fh1ch took place in his 
new law office. 'lhis secOlld blessing clarified to b1a 11hat had hap-
pened in a previous experience 1lh1ch he also describes aa tl''ldng place 
out in the woods. 'lhe firat experience he identifies with juet1fica,-
t1on, or conversion, and the second he calla a "bapt.1• of the Hoq 
Ghost," in terms 1fh1ch suggest a witness of the Hol¥ Sp1r1.t adaitt.ing 
6Whitney B. Cross, 'lhe Burned-over District (Ithaca• Ccmlell Uni-
versity Presa, 19.50), PP• 27-28. 
7 Cole, p. 43. 
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of' no doubt, confirming, and asauring to him tha.t 1n the first experi-
ence he lost "all sense of condmanation."8 A:f'ter th1e second elCpffi-
ence, he was "endued with such power f'rom on hish that a fev II01'ds 
dropped here and there to individuals were the means of their im-
mediate conversion.119 The experience vaa not nev. It is described 
1n the Westminster Confession. Traces of the second blessing occur 
prior to that time. It was broadly present 1n western Jmrope ~ the 
ei@hteen.th century and is vell-lmo'ND in Wesleyan history as the "second 
blessing." It f'oms the basis of the coming Holiness revival and, dif-
ferently .defined 1n connection 'Hith speald.ng 1n tongues, is the eesence 
of' PentecostaliBlll. 
a · Charles G. Finney, Memoirs, 1n H. Shelton Smith, Robert T. Handy, 
and leff'erts A. !Qetscher, American <hristianity (Nev Yorks Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 196:3), II, 20-24. 
9Charles G. Finney, Power from on High (wndon1 Victory Presa, 
1957), p. 9. Sources for the second blessing 1n theology and practice 
have been found in the following. Nils Bloch-Hoell, 'lhe Pentecosta1 
l-1ovement (Copenhagen1 Scandinavian University Booke, 1964), pp. 139-1401 
James A. MacDonald, Wesley's Revision of the Shorter Catechia 
(minburgh1 George A. Morton, 1906), PP• 61-701 John IA,lam. Peters, 
Christian Perfection and .American Method1a (Nev York and Naahville1 
Abingdon Press, 1956), passim1 Philip Schaff, Creeds of Christend.an 
(Grand .Rapids1 Baker Book House, 1966), III, 592-595, 'lhe Canons of the 
Synod of Dort under it.he "Fifth Head of Doct.Tine," eapeciaJ.1¥ Articles 9-
11 on the "Perseverance of the Saints" and the: atzuggle thereof1 also 
III, 6)8, The Westminster Confession, aiapter XVllI, 2-3, on the as-
surance of grace1 John Wesley, Journal of John Wesley, edited by 
Nehadah CUrnock (wndODI The Ep110rth Presa, 19:38), II, 4)-491 John 
Wesley, The Letters of John Wesley, edited by John Telfom (Iond.on1 
The Epworth Press, 1931), I, 2481 and an article by James D. G. Dwm, 
"Spirit Baptism am. Pentecostalism," Scottish Journal of Theolop;. 
XXIII {1970), 399. The credal sources make clear tha.t such a theology 
was at least theoretically present early 1n the seventeenth century, 
the Wesleyan sources show tha.t a second blea,dng theology was present 1n 
western Europe and the British Islee before the Wesleyan .Revival. 
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Cross reports that Finney u:nderwent a "reconversion to a sanct1.-
f1ed co:ndit1.on" in Boston in 1843.10 Whether or not this is t?:ue, the 
fact remains that Finney believed in repeated an:l intense anointings 
after one's conversion. 
Why is the experience essential to the u:nderatan:ling of Charles G. 
Finney? Although he did not preach the doctriue ae the Holiness an:l 
Pentecostal preachera do, it nonetheless so informed his basic ap-
proach to evangelism that he an:l his descemants could not an:l cannot 
abide two things, an educated minister who preached without power, an:l a 
cold am lethargic la1 ty. In short, Finney directed his main attack 
within the church, upon its clergy an:l laity, not to the unchurched. 
'Ibis is only to say that, from the first, he worked with those who were 
also without experiential conversion and sanctif1cat1.on. 
In Finney's opinion, the greatest danger was calm am. cool 
Christianity •11 In fairness to him 1 t should be stated that his 
strategy had a precedent in the Presbyterian an:l Congregat1.onal re-
vivalists who, in the westward migrat1.on, went where their people were, 
am not to the recruiting of raw front1.ersmen to whom the Methodists 
am Baptists went. 
New the anointing experience was nots fire 1n a dry an:l thirsty 
lam it certainly was. In that area of New York state west of the 
Catskills am. Adiroridacks, which came to be called the Burned-over 
10 Cross, P• 249. 
11 Seldes, P• 408. 
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District, c:r1.t1cal changes ushered 1n the Finney rev1:vala 1n ~• 
middle 1820's. 
It was a Ume which marked off the pioneer from the secoDd pnera,-
tion. Canpleted 1n 182.5, the Erle Canal apeeded rural. econam1c ~ 
turity, the one factor which•~ be correlated 111th the various oc-
currences of religious enthus1aam.12 Such enthusiasm waa moat 1'Ulpant]if 
spectacular in thoae counties 'Nhich no longer produced home-made te:»-
tiles, indicating a prevalent famiq ability to buy yard goods frcm the 
sa1e of their agri.cultural produce.13 
'!he people of the Burned-over District, espealal.]¥ before 1825, had 
emigrated from New England.a they were younger than those who •~eel in 
New England1 they came from the hill and mountain, that 1a, the western 
parts of New England--not frcm the citiea--am. wer•, 1n short, de-
scemants of the Btlwa.m.ean enthusiasts, of the New 14.ghts, whose ad-
herents had moved west am. north into Vermont after splitting f'roll the 
Halfway Covenanters.14 Further to describe thm, they were baptiatic, 
separatistic, am. uneducated. Not among the Methodists pr1Dlar1.q1 who 
certainq were not from New England, but among even more lef1,-w1ng sec-
tarians this peculiar Bumed-over blend 1s found, a blend of ecOD01111c 
maturity, miwa:mean enthusiasm, and, from the same background, Finney's 
charismatic and mystical intensity. 
12aross, P• 7.5. 
13:nwi■ I P■ 84. 
14Ib1d., P• 7. 
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Here in the Burned-over Diatd.ct benevolent aociet.1.ea, act1.ve . 
elsewhere, were intenaeg act.1.ve from 183() to 18.SO in Bible diatr.lbu.-
tion, Sund.IQ' School work, temper&Jlce efforts, and Sabbath obaervance.15 
This western New York stoni center in the first haJ.:f' of' the nine-
teenth century seethed with religious forces llhich produced Momonia, 
Millerism, spiritualism, and two kinds of' Methodista1 the Thirteenth and 
the Eighteenth Amendments to the Federal Const.1tut1on1 the Oneida. Com- _ 
munity1 and the social forces which led to prohibit.ion, abollt.1.on, and 
even to the Civil ~ar.16 
The fire fell on this t.1.mer in October of 1825 in the tow of 
Western, New York. Folloving his 1821 conversion and aubaequent experi-
ences, Finney h,ad begun to preach as a f'ront.1.er evangelist northeast of' 
Watertown in 1824-1825 along a line between Antwerp and Evans Milla. 
'Dlen in October, 1825, his former pastor, George w. Ga.le, invited h1m 
to ·Western. This revival broadened between 1825 and 1832 into the moat 
spectacular revival this country has ever aeen.17 'lhe Rochester revival 
of 183()-18)1 spread to New England and the Ohio .River aa Finney's new 
theology and new measures caught on. Thia latter revival made Finney's 
reputat.1.on east and west, eapecia~ among younger pastors am. Yankee 
businessmen. 
15ib1d., P• 126. 
16n,id • I pp• vii and )56e 
17Benjamin B. Warf1eld, Perfect.1.onia (New Yorks Oxto:m University 
Presa, 19)1), I, 19. 
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One may discern three strands of Christ.tan thought in 18:-,0.18 
'lhese area (a) The unitarians (b) 'l'he modified orthodo~ of !pan 
Beecher1 (c) The thought of the dissenting Methodists, Bapt.ista, and 
Disciples. 
Finney combined (b) am (c), that is, the second and th11'd. hereto-
fore illdependent strands of thougbt.19 Nathanial Tqlor's doctr1nal. 
innovat.ions in the direction of a more opt.1miat.ic am. act.ivist.ic an-
thropology modified the mlwardean theology. ~ Beecher's quiet 
entrepreneurial skills further cleared the groum, but Charles F1nney 
laid the foundations of modern revivaliBlll. Perhaps not consciouaq 
but certainq effectualq, Finney both emulated Am1n1an theology and 
finally approximated its posit.ion, even though he came out of the ' 
Calvinist tradition. Just as Ta¥lor am. Beecher before• him, he made 
adjustments in the New J!hglam. theology--he could be called an ex-
treme "ra¥lor1te--to achieve success in br1ng1ng about conversions. His 
contribution was therefore both theological, in hastadng the brealalom 
of the Calvinist system, am. practical, in popul.m:izing~ or more ac-
curate:q, systematising new am effective revival measures. .Hot the 
measures but their being systematized and 1Dat1tut1onal1zed--that1 111US 
the newness of Finney's New Measures. 
'lbe foumer of evangelicalism detested formal religion, but 1n its 
place he introduced his o,m fo:mal.1zed sou~s&ving method, llhich is onq 
to 81W that 1n his anti-institutionaliam, even had there been no f'cxrm&l 
(st. 
1E\tartin Marty, 'lbe Infidel (Cleveland.a Meridian Books, 1961), p. 86. 
19w. A. Visse•t Hooft, ;t9JFound of the Soc1al Gospel in Alle:rie& 
Louisa B!9thany Press, 19 3?, PP• 1jli-135. 
institutional church, Finney would have invented an institution. 'lh1s 
is the perennial fate of the religious enthusiast. He digs bis om 
graves he ems up embracing the very thing he set out to demolish. 
Moreover, from the supernatural am. m1.raculous revival of the 
previous century, evangelicalism, through Finney's mach1nationa, 
became an unmiraculous, man-centered and humanq manipulated system 
of which the pur"pC?se was to generate intense mystical. experiences. . . 
'lbe Finney revivalism, which in this context has been called 
evangelicalism, was a resurgence of pietiBDl. Evangelicalism produced 
log1.cal extremes, the perfectionist and adventist movements of the 
Burned-over District. When evangelicalism broke· down following the 
Civil War, it produced a reactionary offspring called the Holiness 
Movement. 'lbe effort of this movement to preserve ·evangelicalism and 
to prolong Finney's methods produced the Nazarene Church and the 
Pentecostal revival of the late nineteenth am. ear]¥ twentieth centuries. 
Before Finney wrote and published two volumes of sermons and 
lectures in 18)5, he put his New Measures into effect certa1nq as earq 
as the revival at Western, New York, in October 1825, and probabq 
prior to that date. In 1824 he rejected a strict interpretation of the 
Westminster Confession20 and began preaching that year, probabq working 
out the method which brougbt ... the f':lre down on Western a year later. 
'lberefore the New Measures are considered f':lrst1 then follows discuasion 
of F.lnney's lectures on Revival published 1n 1835 and their influence in 
weakening the Calvinist theology 1n America. 
20,.1nney, lectures, P• xvi. 
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1he Nev Measures were never prec1ae1¥ listed and de:f1ned but 118¥ 
be taken as the listed definition of revivall• given in Chapter v. 
Finney did not invent th•--he just pushed them to an ext.reme. 1hey 
bad been invented by the preachers of the Great Awakening of-the 
previous century. (Finney hilllael:f' was accused of being the notorious 
James Davenport redivivus.21) 1hey continued of course 1n the fron-
tier camp meetings, from which source Finney ma¥ ha.ve borrowed them. 
'!be main opposition to them was theological,-th&t these Measures were 
used 1n churches of the Calvinist Presbyterian t.radition22 in canbina,. 
tion with a false theology, that is, Pel.aglan or Anlin1an, and with a 
fanatic spirit of pietistic radicalism. To those theologians who were 
struggling to preserve a loyalty to the Reformation theology, this 
charge was no doubt true. 
Partq responsible for the extremities to "Nhich Finney extended 
his New Measures was the ar1d and unemotional spiritual climate 
prevalent in Old School Calvinism in its dying decades. 23 OU-t of it 
rose an emotional starvation, perhaps, which fed on F1nney's methods. 
Unfortunateq, he absolutized a passing phenomenon, mistakenq inter-
preting his towering success as a sign of Gcd's pleasure. 
Because old bottles will not hold new wine, spiritual renewal 
usual.q tends to be anti-insti'tut.1.onal, 'Nhatever the regnan-t fom ll8¥ 
be. Wine needs a bottle, and sp1ritua.1 renewal creates its om 
21Ib1d., P• :xxxiii. 
22of course, other traditions used the method, but it was mon 
welcane among Arm1n1an and ADlinianimed Calvinist CJlristians. 
2~~ey, Lectures, P■ xxxv111. 
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institutional foms. I4.kewise anotionaliB111, •otion far the sake of 
proving one's conversion, tends to be anti-intellectual. 
A theologlcal seminary that aims mainq at the culture of the 
intellect, and sends out learned men 'Nho lack th&t emu-.ent of 
power~ on high, is a snare and a stumblingi-block to the 
Church. 
That's the WfQ" Finney phrased the choice. 'lbe fm.,a substituted in 
place of academic discipline was the study of Christian experience, 
struggle in pra,yer, and the enduanent with power fr:om on higb.25 To 
survive, all three must be cast into an institutional f0Dl. 
Finne:,'s legal training made him tough-mimed and literate, bu.t 
his view of learning was instrumenta.1.26 Even with a concern f'or educir 
-tion, evinced 1n establishing Oberlin, Finney cannot be called an in-
tellectual--he was concerned with results and the means to acbieve th•, 
had a narrow view of culture as dangerous to salvation, and scorned the 
written sermon. It is pertinent to observe here that Finney's 
evangelicalism diluted the educational tradi tiona of the Presbyterians 
and Congregationalists at a time when the less educated Methodists ere 
seeking and gradualq did attain an educated clergy. The constant 
factor 1n both cases is that new wine seeks new bottles. 
Finney's anti-institutionalism was no-ton~ a usual concaai.tant of' 
pietistic revival, but it was also campounded with the 1miv1dualist1o 
and egalitarian spirit of' Jacksonian danocracy. Indeed, the Finney 
24F1nney, Power, p. 24. 
25ibld. 
26m.cha:rd Hofstadter, Anti-intellectualism 1n .American Life (New 
Yark, Knopf, 1964), PP• 91-92. 
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revival waa the theological counterpart to the Jacksonian revolution.27 
Bepresentatives of both Old and New School Calv1n1•, Nettleton &Di 
Beecher, considered Finney to be a dangerous preacher of class rebellion. 
'lhey were really defend.era of a status quo I an establiahDumt guided by an 
ordered clergy within the Calv1niat organic theory of society, 11ho 
naturally felt threatened by irresponsible bu.t highq aucceasi\ll travel-
ling evangelists. Rightq so, too. Of the evangelists raised up by 
Finney' s revival, all but Finney and Daniel Nash became discpialified for 
the ministry.28 By 1845, Finney recognized the error and offenses of 
revivalism, although he never, even to his death 1n 1875, repudiated 
his 1835 Lectures.29 
'lhe Lectures reflected the spirit of the Jacksonian era, not 1n a 
political sense, but theolog1ca1ly, by singling out the issue between 
Whigs and Jacksonian democrats. His was a st.J:uggle aga1n"t aristo-
cratic privilege, respectable tradition, learned theologians, and the 
Federalist theocrats of the Eastern establishment. He opposed the~ 
ditional Calvinism, divine transcen:lence, pese1mist1.c anthropology, and 
the organic view of society, 1n favor of an opt1mist.ic anthropology, a 
post-millennial progressivism, disinterested. benevolence, and individual 
and social pari'ect1on1am. 
Finney's resurgent pietism relied on the leading of the Hoq Spirit. 
'lbat distinguishes his brand of evangelicalism :f'.rm the aOD11ervat.ive 
27Finney, Lectures, PP• xl and 131. 
~clDugblin, P• 132. 
2~ey, Lectures, pp. xlix-111. 
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and ecclesiastical revivalism of~ Beecher. It is the main point 
which moved Beecher to view Finney~ a revolutionary.:30 Beecher op-
posed Finney on~ with difficulty at the New Lebanon Conference 1n Ju~, 
1827, because he was preaching essential.~ the saae doctrine as 
Finney.31 He really feared that the Hew Measures, llhich const1.tuted an 
attack on Ca.1v1n1am, would hinder his ow 811d Nathaniel w. Tqlor's ef-
forts at Yale to accomplish the same thing, that is, to modify 
Calvinism in the d1rect1.on of greater f'.ree will to the individual 1n 
effecting his own salvation.32 If Beecher capitulated to Finney, let it 
be observed also that the great evangelist was himself changing and 
moderat1ng.)J Finney conducted a Boston revival f'.rom. August, 18)1, to 
April, 18)21 this made the evangelicaliam cent.ral to the theologica1 
dispute and ended Beecher's quiet efforts to refcma Ca1v1niam from 
within.34 
'!be Lectures on Revival lll&'l'k the end of two hundred years of 
Calvinisms the popular acceptance of "heart religion," evangellcalil!llll.1 
aa the predominating faith of the United States, 811d the classic ex-
pression of the authority and faith of later revivalists. More than 
just anti-Calvinist, the Lectures revea1 Finney' a pos1 tive statement of 
the new religion that dominated popular American thought into the 
twentieth century, certa1n1¥ for the entire time-frame of this thesis. 
30 
~•' P• xxx11. 
31Ib1d., P• :xx. 
32ib1d., pp. xvii-xvill. 
33eross, P• 164 • 
. )4McLoughlln, PP• 6)-64. 
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It is no am.all thing, in fact it is "one of the two or three 
great intellectu&l. revollltions in American hia-tory,1135 to urk the end 
of a once great theological systan which •braced all llho aubac:ribed to 
the \fest.minster Confessions Presbyteriana, Congregationallsta, BefODled 
churches, and most Baptist churches. 'lhe de~ proceeded in four direc-
tions, rationalistic Uni tarianiam., intui tional. 'h-anacendentall•, an 
eclectic and canprehensive theologic&l method and theory of language in 
Horace Bushnell, and a theological task abandoned for aocial refa:m and 
service societies.36 In the wake of the shattered system, one can f'1m 
concern for salvation, S&¥ 1n 1800, giving 'NII¥ to self'-illprov•ent, per-
fectionism in the cults and fads of the 1840's, and refODling'others, 
whether they wanted it or not, as 1n temperance, abolition, and later 
prohibition.37 Medical quackery, Christian Science, spiritualism, 
mesmeriam, and phrenology mq be mentioned &1.so. 'lhe popular 
evangelicalism promoted this confusion by blm.Ting confessional. llnea, 
rejecting fine distinctions, and ao caused creative theology to recede 
in importance.38 
Finney at the same time was moving towazd an 4rndn1an perfectioni•, 
which was added to his thought in 1836 as professor of theoloQ at 
35nnney, Lectures, P• xi. 
36mJ.w1n Scott Gaustad, editor, Religious Issues in American History 
(New York, Evanston, and Lomona Harper and .Bow, 1968), p. 1)1. 
37seldes, P• 8. 
~arty, P• 142. 
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Oberlin.39 By 1846, when he published Lectures 1n Systanatic 'lbeology, 
he had treated entire sanctification at lengt.h.40 
1b1s was pemaps 1nev1 tabla. Revivalla am. Azm1nian1am were 
happily married from the beginning of their coexistence 1n America aa 
previously remarked. One finds a trend through the decades illustrated 
in the Old School,-New School Presbyterian splits, 1n the Cumberland 
Presbyterians, organimed in 1810, and 1n the lack of difference by the 
late 1850's between the Methodist, New School, and Oberlin theolog!.es. 
How Calvinism gave way to A:r:minianiam is illustrated 1n the career of 
Finney's Oberlin colleague, Asa Mahan. He was born 1n 1799 on the New 
York frontier and began his ministry near Rochester aa an Old SChool 
Calvinist. later he modified his views to recognime some limited moral 
ability, perhaps at Lane Seminary 1n C1nc1nna.ti. At Oberlin he de-
veloped a doctrine of Christian perfection and accepted the promise of 
entire sanctification. He was typical of his period. 
'!be ebullient optimism of the period 1830-1860, :frontier mobility, 
and religious freed.am produced a climate of opinion 1d th the new. 
evangelicalism which encouraged enthuaiaan, emotionalism, perfectionism, 
a democratic belief 1n free salvation for all, and m1llenniJU1.B11ll but the 
disillusioment following the Millerite fi~co mQ ti.ave aroused the more 
pessimistic pre-millennialism. At any rate, evangelicalism encouraged 
'.39william Warren Sweet, Revivallaa in America (New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1944), PP• 135-1)6. 
40 
Cole, P• 63. 
I 
so 
perfectioni• and an optimiatic poa~m1llennial1• 11b1oh ccabined to 
produce the ccmmnmal aecta of' the :frontier, Oneida being the moat 'typical 
of the period. 
The aecom Awakening was unique in th1a regard, that 1 t 1aaued 
forth to aave the MOrld through organized moveaenta. 'lbe converts of' 
the Finney revivals concerned th•aelvea in the 183()'s and 1840's with 
the great and not so great social questions of' their da¥, slavery, 
sexual purity, tanperance, polit.1.cs, buain•a principles, am. dietary 
refom. 
'lbese revival-inspired movanenta existed, in same cases, pl:ior to 
18:,0 as part of, :r.ruit of, the previous~ existing revivals and alao in 
the general social-cultural milieu of' the ear~ nineteenth cen'blry. It 
is clear that the Finney revival gave th• new inspiration and, in ite 
01m right, created new movements. 
The 1820's were a time of new beglnninp. In the year of' Finney'• 
first revival, 1826, the American Hame Missionary Society 11118 f'oumed. 
The .American Peace Society and the Am.erican T•perance Society alao were 
founded. New Haniony, Indiana, began and ended.a the Am.arl.can Tract 
Society observed its first anniversary in MS¥ of' the 88118 years-the Br:1.e 
Canal was opened (182.5), with 1mpllcat.1.ons for economic growth aDl proa-
perity1 a year later the :Baltimore and Ohio Ba.1.lroad waa cbartered1 and 
there were weak beginnings of the labor movement, 182.5-182?.41 Pr.ior to 
this decade, the Am.erican Bible Society was f'omed in New York Clty in 
1816. Significan~, the Am.erican Bible Society had at leaat seven 
S1 
auxillazies 1n the Burned-over District before 181611b1ch aooounted for 
much of the Society's later aupport.42 
With this brief discusaion auffl.clng for the period prior to 18:32, 
roughly, the follo'Hing remarks are addreaaed to the three decades tram 
1a30 to 1atio. 
A youthf\ll and h1gb-sp1r1 ted d•om.-acy na aanifested 1n the 
election of Amrew Jackaon1 a g:r:olf1.ng industrial revolution, immense 
optimism, opportunity, 1ndiv1duallsm, and aotionalim characterized 
this era of new hopes, new sects, new movaenta, and new refODlll. Be-
vivallsts easily equated their religion 'Hith progt"ess and eaw their 
govermnent not only as the best 1n the world but also aa the direct re-
sult of Protestant Christianity, both alike moving into a divinely in-
spired future tolf82'd nat.1.onal perfect.1.on. In theological Jangnace, the 
nation was moving to1t'Bl.'d the m1llenn1:um through refozm, personal. and . 
social. 
An interest in humani ta.rian refcmn 1f&8 not new 1n America, but 
rationallst.1.c refcmners, Tom Paine and Robert Owen, never too ·popular, 
were not the leaders in this period. Laadarship fell to the pious re-
fozmers who had their predecessors, such as Cotton Mather.43 To refozm 
:manners and morals prior to 182S waa not a reflection of popular 
44 
thought1 certainly refozm and revivalism were not mixed before then. 
42 <lt'osa, P• 25. 
4) 
Cole, P• 97. 
44 
~•• PP• 97-98. 
.52 
The baais of refona de:rived f'%aa the Puritan concem for the ,rel,. 
fare of othera.
45 Follow.lng a C0111JDUD1ty revival, it ~ the pattern of 
the benevolent society for Bible and tract distr1bution1 educatiom.1 or 
Sund~ School societies to refona the you:th1 societi• to eJ1w1nate 
vice, prostitution, and juvenile delinquency, and as revival beca.e 
national, societies for abolition and tempm:ance. By 18:34, auch so-
cieties had annual receipts of nine million dollars. 46 
Now the Finney revival was both a aymptm of and cause of the so-
cial changes and movements prior to and following 1826. His theology 
inchlded four basic elements I the progressive revelaticm. of Gcd 1 11 
111111 disinterested benevolences parfectioni•1 and the opt1miat1c 
brand of millenniali.Blll known as post-mil Jenni ■11 an I the theory that the 
lord will return at the end of a pE'iod of progre&11 and improvement and 
a milleran11Ul brought .to pass thereby.47 It is to be distinguished f'.l:CIII. 
the pessimistic variety 'Nhich despairs of the evil world, resigns re-
sponsibility for its comition, and looks for th, cataatr:ophic in-
breaking of the heretofore absent Iom who then sets up His Kingdm on 
earth and the millenn1um begins. E'V'angell.cali.sm popula:d.sed social per-
fectionism and postmillenn1allsm,48 bu.t the theolog1ca1 roots of aoclal 
refom involve all four. 49 
4.5ib1d., pp. 99-101. 
46rb1d., p. 103, fo&tnote ?:'/. 
47McLoughli.n, P• 101. 
~othy Lawrence Smith, Bevival and Social RefODl in Mid.-
Nineteenth Century America (New Yorks Abin9lon Pn&11, 19.57), P• 4). 
49McLoughlin, pp. 101 and 106. 
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'lhe popular roots of social ref01'1l grew out of the religious 
radicalism which Finney touched off 1n the Burned-over DJ.std.ct.so 
Typical in this connection was Luther Myrick. After his elCp'Ulaion 
:t.r:om the Presbyterian Church because of extreme revivalism, he went 
perfectionist. 
'lhe motive beh1l'Jd these perfectionists was to bring the K1 ne,I<m of 
God on earth. 'lhis perfectionist and millenm al thrust is a1R¥s 1n 
the background of the pious reforms of this period, 183()-18ti0. 
Two among many moral crusades of' the time serve to illuatrate this 
perfectionist and millennial advance--the temperance (becoming proh1b1-
t1on) movement and the anti-slavery (becaning abolition) mov•ent. 
Long f'.r:i'endq to evangelical Protestantism, tanperance became an 
integral part of evangelicalism llhen Finney inclwled it 1n his 1831 re-
vi val at Rochester. Prohibition1sm spread through the Burned-over Dis-
trict 1n the ea:rq 183()'s and took over the national tanperance organiB&-
tion after 1035.51 When the 1837 panic hit the fortunes of the rich 
supporters of prohibition, its advocates were forced to political and 
legislative action. 
Aboli ti.on absorbed all other benevolent movements and became such 
a far-reaching issue that s0J11e ministers by 18,0.ware rea4y ·f'or war to 
settle the dispute. In this sense revivalism out of' the Bum.eel-over 
District brought on the Civil Wa:r.S2 
SOCross, PP• 270-283, and Henry F. •~• Protestant Qiurchea and In-
dustrial America (New Yorks Ha:r:per and Brothers, 1§49)., PP• 22-25. 
51 Cross, P• 21). 
52 Cole, P• 217. 
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'lbe first anti-slavm:y aents.ment rose among Unitarians and 
Qµakera • .53 'lbe f'orce of' perf'ectionim, on the other hand, defined 
slavery as a sin, which is to sq that the anti-slavery c:r:uaade :re-
ceived zealous support 1n the Burned-over Dist.net and in other revival 
areas. Northern revivalists were not unanimous on the 1aaue however. 
Finney, Beecher, and Bushnell were sympathetic to the anti-alavery 
movement but care:fu~ refused to amalgamate the crusade with re-
vivalism. It was Finney'a followers llho jo1ned the two. 
'lbe leading anti-slavery voice 1n the first th1rd. of the nine-
teenth century was in the South,54 but Nm-them perfectionism con-
tributed to i ta termination. William Lloyd Garrison, llho founded his 
14.berator 1n 1831, was a perfectioniat155 the American Anti-Slavm:y 
Society, founded 1n 183), was quick~ supported by:"T8Vivallata, ea-
pecialq 1n the Midwest • .56 'lbe qgresaive ·Garrison took over this so-
ciety and gave the evangelicals this choice, to be pro-alavm:y 
Christians or anti-Christian abollt1on1ata. 'lbe revival phaae of the 
anti-slavery movement died with the revival of' the 18:,0's. To survive, 
it was f'orced into poll.tics in the 1840'a1 this further d1m:upted the 
abolition movement, and it lost united rellgi~s support. 
'lbia widening gap 1n the 1840's between rellgiouaq motivated 
abolition and politica1 action aga1nat slavery split the aovement 
.5)Sm1th, PP• i8<>-181 • 
.54Slll1 th, Handy, and Ioetacher, II, 16?. 
55s.ldes, P• 244 • 
.S6r.ictoughlln, P• 82. 
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in.to a fw'Jdaent&l,-llteral1stio-m1llena5 al wing of rellgloua extza 
ista who embraced. M.ventiBll and a leas 11 teral, practical. llindecl 
group, Oberlin Congrep.tionallsta 11•5aq, 'Nho nre aoving 1n the cl1.rec-
Uon of liberal theology 8Dl the later social goapel.S? 
It remains to consider two voicaa of protest- ap;I aat. the n■Jme■-
of evangelicali•, Horace Bushnell (1802-1876) and John Vi~IIOD 
Nevin (180)-1886). 
Bushnell was not opposed to revivals, mt he sought a ■are con-
stant aovement in the life of the church to :rt111ove the bad elellenta 
~ revivals. His open criticism of revivalism began 1n 1838. He 
was a pioneer in religious education 1n his book, Vieva of Christian 
Nurture (184?). It was many yeara before his views were understood.. 
Bushnell, ·representing an aspect of tn.nscendmtal thought, SB 
hoped to reconcile Congrega:tlonall• and Unit■rillliiam,S9 but he suc-
ceeded in planting liberal theology 1n the churches, thua lapng the 
basis for a deeper schism 1n American h'otestantiam than the one pre-
cipitated by Finney. 1bis liberal theology matured by 1914 and waa one 
side of the liberal-f\mlaentallst split of the latter nineteenth cen-
tury, 1n which Bushnell's descendants were !pan Abbott (1835-1922) and 
Washington Gladden (1836-1918) of ao~al gospel fame. 
In a sense, the iaaue betvaen evangelicaliam and the aatabllahecl 
denaminationa waa the doct.rl.ne of the church. IJhe pietiatic ideal of 
S7 Cross, PP• Z'/7 and 284. 
S8S1dney B. Mead, 'lbe Li.vel,y lizperlment (Hew York, Harp~ and 
Row, 1963) P• 172. 
59,icLoughllD, P• 1SO. 
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the charismatic or anointed refonier, and thia is true both of the 
prototype, Cha:r:les G. Finney, an:l also of his lineal deecendants, ie 
the gathered un1 ty of all tl:ue believers into the true church. 'lbia 
ideal Jll&Y be a mask for anti-institutionalism. Were the ideal 
realized in a viaibq united church, then the refomer 110UJd rail 
against oppressive am coercive unifomity. He 'NOU.ld still seek to 
realize his ideal, a separate and gathered gt9oup of apir1:tual. athletes. 
It ia the perennial issue between Mother Church begetting her children 
through omered means of grace on the one bud am., on the other the 
visible saints 11ho fOl:m their om church. 'lhis is the issue ,mich 
John Williamson Nevin jo1neds he 1f&8 1n vociferous reaction to the 
ahistorical, individualistic, unchurchq, anti-ecclesiaatical, and 
anti-traditional evangelicallsm of his dB¥• 
In a series of publications between 1840 and 1847,~e thor-
oughq reevaluated the Refcmnation heritage and indicated how far • 
evangelicalism had drifted :frcn the catholic and churchq stance of the 
Refomers. 'lhese writings make clear that he saw the possibility of an 
ecclesiology rising out of the historical and organic un:larat.anding of 
the church, realistic sacraments, am. a responsible clergy that would 
be far more adequate than the attenuated undaratam.ing of the church 
among revivallsts. 'His small Anxious Bench61 need.a to be read by 
60'.Ihe History and Genius of the Heidelberg Catechism, published 1n 
an es&&¥ series,1840-18421 Philip Schatt's P.r:inciple of Protestantiam, 
brought out 1n Jmgliah translation by Nevin 1n ta451 also Nevin's lh! 
Anxious Bench am. Mystical Presence. 
61John Williamson Nevin, '!he Anxious Bench (2nd ed.1tion1 Cballbere-
burg, Pa. 1 Publication Office of the Geman Refozmed Church, 1844). 
anyone llho would unde:r:atanl the revivalia of the past one hundred and 
f1f'ty years. 
Nevin's 1Dlictaent of the new formalia/12 tongues, 63 pel•g1an-
1sm, 64 revivalism's amal.l view of a1n,6S alld. his o,rn mphaais on the 
church~ and corporate character of aalvation.66 offer needed cm:rec-
tives even to this dq. Perhaps in reaction to the conversion tactics 
of the revivalists, he over-defends infant baptia, &I fa1li.Dg to o~ 
serve that sane within the estab~ahed and iDatituticmal churches nre 
apparent]¥ not renewed in infant "baptia end have little unde:r:atanding 
of adult conversion. On the other ham., to attempt to purify the 
church by 4e¢ns infant baptism is to separate the llheat frclll the 
tares before the Iest Jud.pent and is al~• as unauccessflll as the 
Donatists. 68 
62ib1d., P• 53. -
~3:cbid., p. 56. -
64 
~- , pp. 114 and 123. 
65:n,id., 127-129. 
66:tbid., pp. 129-13(). 
67 
~-- p. 131. 
68Philip Schaff, Amerlcaa A Sketch of Its Political. Social. am 
Religious Character, edited by Pm:ry Miller (Caabr14pa 'lhe Belimap Preas 
of Harva:rd University Presa, 1961), P• 171. 
CHAPTB:R VII 
AMERICAN PERF&'CTIO?D:SM 18)0--18&> 
'lhe perfectionist search became an epidemic in America after 
18JS.1 It attracted such diverse 1.mividuala aa Charles FiDney, John 
Humphrey Noyes, Balph Waldo Jilureon, Horace Buehnell, Phoebe Palaer, 
William E. Boardman, and Asa Mahan. Whether one conaidera Fimley's 
perfectionism, or transcementall.~, or Methodist sanctification, or 
the ascetic communities, one is touching the same thread uniting many 
movements.2 Perfectionism uauall;y rises in times of social change and 
its maladjustments, and religious, economic, geogr:aph1c, a.al political 
factors partial]¥ coDiition such movements as weu.3 
'lhe benevolent societies of the ear]¥ decades of the nineteenth 
century, rel&xa.tion of belief in total depravity, political and soc1a1 
optimism, and the moral perfectionist drive of revival hei~tened the 
awareness of the Kins:1-an about to come following the spectacular 
Spirit-outpourings of the early 1830 • s--'ld. tha1, perfectionism is a 
natural result. With a world to save and time ao short, with the 
1T1mothy Lawrence Smith, Berivaliam and Social Refarm in Mid-
Nineteenth Century America. (New York1 Abins:1-on P.ress, 1957), p. 11). 
2Gilbert Seldes, 'lhe Stammering Century (Hew York1 'lhe John Dq 
Co., 1928), P• 297. 
~errill E. Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism. in America. {lleviaed 
19391 unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of ai1cago, Chicago, 1929), 
pp. 1-11. 
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conviction prevalent in the Burned-over D1atr1ct that the Hol.1' 
Spirit~ directly guiding, pressure toward perf'ectionia m:upted soon 
af"ter 1831. 
Protestant perfectionism has also been lmown to follow periods of' 
high theology, in pietist reaction to I.uthcan orthoclo:x;y, or in 
Aminian reaction to ultnrCa1v1nism.4 'lhe latter is poaa1.bq tme 
with respect to this period. 
Whatever its theological. roota,5 American perfectionism did rise 
out of areas whare revival waves had recurred, and this fact is es-
pecially true of central and western New Yark.6 
Perfectionist sects were present 1n centr-al New Yark in 1832 am. 
held a conference at Canaseraga in the upper Genesee Valley in 
1836. 7 'lhe movement became much broader in the moral refom crusades, 
but the discussion at hand must center on the theological rather than 
on what became maral perfectionists. 
One branch of it was manifested in the Oneida CCIIDlluni ty, founded 
by John Humphrey Noyes in 1845 at Pu.tney, Vemont. Another branch, 
more gemane to this thesis, was Fizpiey's perfectionism which he de-
veloped at Oberlin. Both became _institutional for the same causes 'bit 
4John Ielam Peters, Christian Perfection and Amarlcan Methodism 
{New York.am Nashvillea Abingdon Preas, 1956), p. 61 • 
.5:eenjamin B. War:f'leld, Perfectionism. (New York, Oxford University 
Press, 1931), II, 8, blames the New Divinity, Smith, P• 108, •phati-
cally denies that Perfectionism rose out of the New School natural 
ability theory. 
6W:!.111am Warren Sweet, The S~ of Religion in America (New York 
and Londona Harper and Bros., 193 , p. 467. 
7Whitney R. Ct-oas, 'lhe Burned-over Distr-ict (Ithaca• Cornell Uni-
versity Presa, 1950), p, 246. 
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on different doctrinal bases. 'lhe causes a:re several. I.a a revival. 
dissipates, so does its perfectionist Beal. (Bevival,-aot.1.vated am-
sades died out or to surv1 ve vent secular.) Sexual abuses rose and 
presented two issues, both doctr.lnal. One doctrine offers aasurance 
of perfection through co~tinual atzuggle. .Another offers aaaurance of 
perfection through an intense conversion and an end to original a1n. 
Which one of the two doctrines best sa.f'eguazds aga1 nst aora1 lapse? 
Now both Noyes and Finney, as well as Mahan, nre 1nf'lllenced by 
Wesley's Plain Account of Cbriatian Perfection and by James Brainezd 
Taylor's Memoirs. Noyes read these works 1n 1834, just two :,ea:r:a be-
fore both Finney and Mahan read them in the autumn of 18:36. 8 Both 
Noyes and Finney regretted the constant dissipation of revival zeal.a 
both saw the need to embrace a broader perfect1onillllll9 and both 
faced the inevitable impasse of revivalism. 'lhia impasse is on one 
hand more of the same, on'.q 111th superficial trips to the anxious 
bench which on~ confim the revivalist's "bug-be&l:'1 empt7 r1tual1Slil. 
On the other hand, it is a new approach to perfection. Both Finney 
and Noyes chose the latter.10 Finney 'NBS like Wesley 1n' that he de-
tested. antinanianism and spiritual mediocrity.11 
To answer the question concerning mora1 lapse Hoyes 1 chose in- · 
tense conversion and threw out ~gJnaJ sin, 1nst1tut1.ouJ11u111d and 
8warfield, II, 56. 
9aross, P• 2:39. 
10willl.am G. Mclmlghlin, Jr., Modern Bevivalilllll■ Finney to 
Graham · (New York a Ronald Press, 1959), P• 148. 
11Petera, P• 62. 
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diacipllned within a sexual CClllllUDia. Finney'• morall.a pemapa apt 
him frail this answar. He chose the answar that cont-5 m1al atruggl.e, 
with a sense of one's ability to ain, 'NOUld keep the Chr.1.atian. :ft'cm 
s1nn1ng, empowered by the Ho~ Sp1r1 t, of courae.12 
So Finney went west, still" young man. '!hat 1RIII in 1~:35, at 
the age of forty-three. Hi.a real care-,r--forty yea:rs of it.-11BS still 
ahead of him. He left the Presbyterian <Jiurch to becaae paator of 
First Congregational Church (1835-1872) at Oberlin and later president 
of Oberlin Colleglateinsti~te (1851-1866). 
It is reported that he went to Oberlin to tr:ain revivalists.13 
He certainq began to preach holiness. ,iHoliness to the Lm:d" vas 
the streamer atop his revival tent at Oberlin in 1836.14 
This new brand of revivalism 1RIS a synthesis of Qlaker, Pletist, 
Methodist, and Puritan tralitions. It promoted national refam by 
sanctifying believers through the baptism of the Hoq Sp1r1. t as iDdia-
pensable to. reform.15 Not emctq equivalent to Wesleyan parfect.ioniam, 16 
varying in degrees of Pelagjanism, this Oberlin brand was populazised in 
12Cross, P• 241, 
1'.3r-tcLoughlin, PP• 82-83. 
14willlam Warren Sweet, Revivalism in .America (New York1 Cb&rles 
Scribner's Sons, 1911-9), p. 136. 
15Sm1th1 P• 108. 
16warf'1eld, Il, 66s Peters, P• 115. 
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the next :fi:tteen yem:s.17 It sparked a holineaa revival at Oberlin 1n 
18)9 am inspired the precursors of the Holiness Movement, ihCID&S 
Upham, William Bo81'dman, am. Robert P. Sm.ith.18 'lhe reS11lting wave of 
perf'ectionillSlll 'Hhich swept American Protestantism between 1835 and 
187019 included, logi~ if not o.rgam.~, i ta renewal in MethocU a 
in the 1840•·s. 20 
Among the Methodists, perf'ectionia reached. i ta peak 1n the ear]¥ 
years of the Second Awakening towam. 1805, 21 after 11hich 1 t stabilized 
am gradual.q declined a:rter 1812.22 Various abades of interpretation 
existed among the Methodists, both left and right of Wesley. Mam 
Clarke (1762-1832) insisted. on the instantaneous nature of the second 
blessing, but his younger contemporary, Bi.chard Watson (1781-1833), af-
fizmed. the gradual element in sanctifJ.cation.23 Clarke opened. the ·ll8¥ 
for radica1 followers who inaisted on the possibility of instantaneous 
and total purification. Clarke's position, "Without holiness, no · 
17Barbara B. Zilcmum., Asa Mahan am. Oberlin Perf'ectioniam (doc-
toral dissertation, Duke University, Durham, 1969), p. :xni, in 
Dissertation Abstracts International, Humanities ,am. Social Sciencea 
(Ann Arbors University Microfilms, 1970>, Section A, numbers 1-2, 460A. 
18Ibid. 
19Smith, p. 10). 
2<>i>etera, P• 115. 
21 
~•• PP• 96-97. 
22:rbid., P• - . 98. 
23:n,id., P• 107. 
man shall see the lord," became in Phoebe Palmer "Without a aecom 
def1n1 te 11'0rk of grace, a man cannot see the Lord. 1124 At ~ rate, tbe 
instantaneous second bleas1~ was umer attack 1n 1825,2S and little 
was said of <Jiristian perfection in the denomination's journal.a trcm 
1832 to 1840.26 
Possib~ the Oberlin perfectionism was inatrumeta.l 1n st1mulat1ng 
new holiness 1nterest~27 In 183S, before the Oberlin bram. of per-
fectionism was developed, Mrs. Sarah A. le.nkford of Hew York 01 ty can-
bined two Methodist ladies' prB¥er meetings to fmm a "Tueacla¥ Meeting 
for the Promotion of Holiness." Her sister Phoebe, the wife of Dr. 
Walter c. Palmer, received the second blessing soon aft.er the meetinga 
began, and she became the aclmowledpd leader.28 By 1840 she had the 
support of several New York clergymen in bar detenn1nACl effort to 
organize a revival of Wesleyan perfect1oniam. In 1844 aevera1 
bishops were elected who were much concer.ned 111th a rene118d mphasis 
on perfectionism. 29 Phoebe Palmer was certain~ inf'luet1al. 1n llha:t 
later became the Holiness Movement. Not p1'011linent bl1t present 1n 
her teaching was the belief that the nnS81lct1f1ed Christian nullifies 
his regeneration and is lost. The specific use of such tema as 
24
Ib1d., PP• S9 am 120. 
25:cbid. , P• 102. 
26rb1d., PP• 100-101. 
27H. Shelton Smith, Robert T. Handy, and Lefferta A. Ioetacher, 
American Christianity (New Yorks Charles Scribner's Sona, 1963), II, 42. 
28Sm1th, P• 105. 
29Smith, Handy, and Ioetscber, II, 42. 
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"holiness" and "entire aanct1f'1cation"1 1Da1stence on public teat.ta~1 
holiness as a state. of the soul (agat·nst 11h1cb Vealey had warned) 1 
these points became the later distinct posaession and pl&tfODl of' the 
Holiness Movement.30 'lhomaa .c. Upham became involved in the per-
fectionist movement through contact with Phoebe Palmer 1n 1839 and, 
through him, Horace Bushnell, though the latter rejected the Methodist 
~ion.31 
What appears to have happened in these years is a g1:0wi~ 
radicalized revivalism. E\'angelical.1a went And.Dian and "on to per-
fectionism," whether of the Wesleyan or Oberlin Va.1:i.ety. Romanticism 
p~ed a part.:32 Possib~ alao the urban locale with ita rootleaa and 
insecure migrants was •a factor. The iDcreased role of' IIOlllen in re-
ligious affa1rs seen in the prominence of Mrs. Palaer, Hrs. Uphaa, Mrs. 
Boardman, Mrs. Hannah Whital.1 Smith, Mrs. Inakip, the second Mra. 
Finney, and others is noteworthy.)) Unquestionab~, the hunger for an 
empirical~ successf'J.1 religion plqed its part, for~ of the ad-
herents of perfectionism were active in benevolent and miasionar;y 
enterprises. 
It is not within the purview of this thesis to detc:mine llhat 
really happened, and there is not agre•ent on the interpretation of 
:,oPeters, p. 112. 
)1Smith1 PP• 105-106. 
~bid. , P• 141. 
)~., P• 14). 
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the period,34 but it does appear that :revivallam, the great propagator 
of perfectionim, d1d decline af'ter 1840 and until the 1857 revival. 
Reaction to the Millerite fiasco certainJ¥ f'lts 1n here. ~ 
schim, secticmallsm, antinomian sects, and the abolition crueade were 
in varying degt"ees expressions or symptoms of perfection1• and lent a 
bad odor to or detracted :f'.rom interest in perfectionisll 1n the period 
in question. 
In summary of the perfectionist trend of this period 1800-1860, 
one observes an openness of deflnition of the second blessing at the 
beginning of the period 1n terms of possib1l1 ty and ava1lab1ll ty. By 
the em of the:. ,period there were those 'Rho required an instantaneous 
second blessing as a proof pf genuine salvation. 'lb1.s stance nnt be-
yom and. hardened 'Hhat was never denied in Wesley's theology, nsmeq, 
the possib1l1 ty and adv1aab1l1 ty of receiving a second ap1r1 tual experi-
ence beyond conversion. Wesley's doctrine was set 1n a sacramental con-
text and assumed and ~ged the need to grow 1n grace prior to and fo~ 
lowing the secom blessing.JS Moreover the sacramental context 'NBS un-
Imown, if not rejected, by the :frontier religionist. Inatitutiona.1 
restraint am. sacramental holiness were lost, al.loving & legalism to 
creep in and 'fm'ther to corrupt American Christianity. One may ob-
serve that advocates of the secom blessing however def11led usnaJJ;y 
denigrate or are ignorant of realistic sacramental theology. 
)4,Gaddis, p. 268, afflrms that the period 1840-18.58 saw a decline 
and weakening of perfectionism. Sm1 th sa;ya nothing about such a de-
cline in holiness activities, nothing that this 'Krite:r could :f1nd. 
).5petera, PP• 18)-184. 
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The 18S7 Revival put a period to the decl1ne of popular religion 
following Miller's adventist bllbble. The decade and one-half' frca 
1843 to 18.57 saw the churches llttl.e more than hold their<:cnm.36 
Other factors might be ,considered but a.re not detmmina.tive by th•-
selves I sectional bitterness, poll. tica.l excitement, &11.ti-slaver,y 
fever, material prosperity, 1111r ~th Mexico, the gold ruah, and a 
sudden financial panic which began on 14 October 18.57. 'lbree weeks 
before the panic, Jeremiah c. lenphier began nekq noon p:rqer m.eet1np 
on Wednesday, 23 September, at the Horth Dlltch Church on Fulton street 
1n New York City.37 These mee~ngs became a dai],y occur.r:ence a nek be-
fore the panic and by the spring of' 18.58 there were over tnnty such 
meetings in the New York City area.38 The Revival spread to the 
British Isles; it was quite unplanned.a it 1f&S free :from the excesses 
of the Western and :frontier rev1valsa and it was an urb&D. and Northern 
phenanenon. Southern financial interests centered elsellhere. 'lbat may 
be a factor in its lack of' popular1ty in the South. 
1b1s revival prefigures the enllgbtened and regulated post,. 
bell\Dll revivals in the northern cities and marks the rise of lq par-
ticipation and control. One such lqman converted in this revival. na 
Dwight L. Moody. Other results furthered intm:denominational cooperation, 
et.hical con~, benevolent &Ctivity, and 4rm1n1en vie'N8 llhich 
3~ank G. Bea.m.sley, Rellglous Proe;reaa ~ Bellloua Be-
v1vals (New Yorka American 'tract Society, 19¢3~18)-1 • 
)?Ibid., P• 217. 
J8Ib1d., PP• 222-22). 
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cro'Nded out much of the Calvini• Mhich rema1nec1.39 It 'NU the end of 
a religious era. Henceforth, revivals had to contend with an 
indust.rial-urba.n-sc1entif'1c soalety.40 
One of the signs of the times appeand. in 1858, 'lhe Hiper 
CJiristian Life by William llbd.n Boazmnan. 41 'lhe international pop1-
lari ty of this book suggests a widespread thirat for holiness, power 
to overcane Bin, con~ the world, am. bring the x1ns3,. of God on 
arth 42 e • 
Boa.mman was an Arminia.n perfectionist 'Hho became nll-Imown on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Here are acme samples of his thought, 
follow Him in the clear and distinct tea.cbi.ng of sal.vation £rem 
death and hell for the unconverted.I It was the clear teaching 
of John the Baptist, and of Jesus after him. • • • And it 
was the .equa.J.4, clear proclamation by our Savior of the deeper 
spiritual. baptism of the Hoq Ghost as the privilege of 
Chr1st1a.ns, even as John had fore&iild, 1fh1ch led the disciples 
to look for it and to receive it. ' 
lihile imputed righteousness is necessary, Boardman cla1med that per-
sonal holiness is eq~ a basis for salvation. Of the Christian he 
ea.ye, 
39 a Smith, P• O. 
40c. c. Cole, Soalal Ideas of the Northern ~lists, 1826-1860 
(Hew Yorks Cohunbia University P%ess, 19.54), pp.7?5. 
41willlam Eiwin Boardman, 'lhe Higher au-istian I4fe (Boston, Henry 
Hoyt, 1871). 'lbis quiet book is one of the best intrcd.uctions to the 
Holiness Movament of the post-bell.um period. 
42Sm1th, P• 1)5. 
43ib1d., P• 106. 
44Boardman, PP• 18-19. 
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He must be just in the eye of the law, justified before God.1 
am. he4"1st also be hol,y in heart am life, or he cannot be saved. 
Of the secom blessing he a.ff1Dls its necessity for or\dn•l po'IIR 
and progr:ess in the Christian life1 
'lbe Higher Christian I4.fe, aa a distinct plane of experience, 
with its definite begimd.ng ••• is the tru.e starting-point 
of progr:ess and power. • • • there aze many, many thowsands 
in the churches at this mcment 'Nbo are~.hungering and thirating 
for scmething, they know not 11hat,--for this very · thing, if 
they did bu.t know it,--11ho1 if it were cred1bl,y and defiJJgtel,y 
set before them, lfOUld at once apri~ to its attainment. 
Unencumbered by Methodist or Oberlin tendnology, Boal:dman's popu-
larity assured his place aa a key figure in the coming Holiness am 
Pentecostal Revivals. 
4.5ib1d., P• ss. -
46.rb1d., PP• f9?-198. 
CHAPTER VIII 
A CRI'l'ICAL PBHIOD 1865-1900 
Trems and Changes 
'lhe post-bel.ll1m period vaa a time of tension and tranaition. Both 
theory and practice were changing. 'lhe churches had to struggle both 
with changing beliefs brought on by evolution anl a.lao, cam.pould.ing the 
tension, with changes in the churches' relation to soc1ety. 'lhe latter 
was occasioned by the rise of a dynamic· urban-i.Dlust.rial, aa:terialistic, 
am acquisitive society. 'lhese two challenges are discuased brlef'll' 1n 
. the next section. 
Evolution a.Ill the rise of an url>an-indust.ri&l society provoked 
three reactions. One reaction was the soci&l gospel. Another reaction 
was the gospel of wealth which issued forth frm. the conservative 
evangelicals. -:lhe th1m reaction was the Pentecostal revival, the 
:f'ru1 t of the Holiness Movement. 'lbe Pentecostal.a rejected and were · 
alienated by the first two attempts at a solution, refused to accept 
the serious challenges of this period, and sought salvation through a: 
fumament&list1 pre-a1l1enn1.al, anti-intellectual, and reactionary 
escapism. 
'lbe yea.rs 1865 to 1900 stand of course on the hither aide of the . 
nineteenth century's great divide. lllbile the period on tlie yon aide of 
the Civil var, 1830 to 1865, had been years of amentoua 1Dnovation es-
peci&lq 1n rel.1g1on, the churches' · social thought bad been e•ential~ 
a new conservatism. A:f'ter the Civil Var the churches agt"eed 1n oppos-
ing the development of social ar1 ticism and supported the status quo 
• 
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established by the victorious Union amiea. 'lhe churches saw 118&l.th 
aDl poverty as divineq om.a:t ned aDl supported. retama of thoae evil.a 
which involved personal hab1 ta. Before 1877 aDl hazdq thereafter, 
Protestant 111d1v1dual1.am could envilliOB no ooncern for bu1c social 
ills other than their easy solution through moral judpent. 'lbe 
sovereign God who worked by immutable law all.owed no human effort in 
social amelioration, although the revivall.st parted ce111pany with the 
orthodox Calvinist am made roam for huaan effort 1n a&tte:m of 
salvation.1 
"Bvangelical Protestantim reached the aummit of ita =1nf'lllence 
in America during the last half of the nineteenth centm:y.•2 In the 
line of prellidenta 11hicb had preceded him, I4ncoln was the last re- · 
luctantly to identify himself openly with a Protestant derion1na+..ion~:, 
'lhe Protestant clergy enjoyed its higheat preatige in theae years. One 
thinks of 'lhomas K. Beecher (18211-1900), t•li'th of Ipa.n Beecher'• 
thirteen children, am putor of the First Congr:ega.ticmal. CJmrch in 
Elmira, New York, from 18.54 to 1900. Wideq popular there, for yea:t"S 
he kept the town clock in repair am, on his t.ripa to New 'York City, 
it ia reported that he chauffeured the locmotive.4 
1Henry F. May, Protestant Qmrchea aDl Induat.r1a1 Allerica (New 
York a Ha.rpm: am Brothers, 1949), PP• J9, SJ, aDl 26J. 
~othy Lawrence Smith, .Revivali• am Social Refcmi 1n Mid.-
Nineteenth Century America (New Yorka Abin8ion Presa, 19.57), P• 15. 
3zb1d., P• J9. 
4Harrls El1'00d starr, "1'hcmaa J'1nniau.t Beecher," Diotionarz of 
.American BiopphY (New Yorks Charles Soribner'a Sou, 1§¢:,j, II, 1:,6 • 
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'lbe first shock to Protestant ccaplacency came in 18771 a aeriee 
of auch arises continued to 18911-. Henceforth, 1 t became in q 
difficult to justify depression, poverty, and ur'bllll. shllls 88 if they 
were divineq m:dained. By rejecting the traditional Proteatazrt answer 
88 now untenable, and in the fa.ce of evollltion, cc,.llactivist thousi-t 
in socioloa and econam1ca, theologlca.l change, and a growing urban-
imustrial society, conservatives, by their inoffensive propoaala, pre-
pared the way for a Protestant nea.rlng of the later aare radical soai&l 
thougbt.S 
An aspect of the changing att.1 tude a~ ft-om mere aaralim ap-
pears in Frances E. Villard. As earq aa 1874, she endorsed auch ant.1-
laissez-faire isaues aa labor's demands for wages an:l an eight-hour 
day.6 Certainq anti-laissez-faire, prohibitioniam 1l8S iii this regam. 
related to sabbatarianiam 11h1ch itself showed concern not onq for a 
day of rest, but also for labor's demands for an eight-hour day. By 
the decade of the 1880 • s, sabbatarians defemed their demanis not onq 
on moral but also on humanitarian grcnmds.7 
Possibq the change was forced by u inareaa1ngq secular socie-ty 
and the lack of respect for the Puri tan hoq day, evident in the 
. 8 
coercive attempts to preserve it. Creeping seculRiam appears also in 
'r.1ay, PP• 26)-264. 
~id., P• 127 ■ 
?Ibid, 
a.Arthur M. Schlednger, A Cdtica.1 Period in Am.erlcan Belip.on1 
1875-1900 (Philadelphia1 Fortress Preas, 1981), P• 16. 
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the 1876 fQuncUng of Johna Hopkins Un1vera1ty, free of obligation 
to~ religloues gl'Ollp. 
At the same t1De, the established denan, na+J.ona were i.nc.TNe' ng 
in wealth, m•berahip, am educational atam.am.a.9 :tOnce-poor denam,~ 
tiona, now m1ddle class, deserted the pear who had to aeek their re-
ligion elaeMhere.10 Here ia one factor 1n the growth of the Holiness 
am Pent·ecostal movement&. It is aignif1cant ~t general church 
growth was greater between 1880 and 1900 than the general. population 
increase but. leas than the rate of increase of the urban wage-earning 
class.11 A :rurther sign that the churches were inareaaing in wealth 
was the tranaf01'Dlation of! the camp meeting into <Jiautauqua aas•bllea 
or middle-class resort&, 12 llhere aummer cottaaea replaced the re-
vi valist' a tent. 
The period may easiq be read am intezpreted in tema of cor-
ruption, spiritual de~, a.rd poor church attemance.13 'lbe under-
standing is relative, of courses by mod.em atandam.a, church m•berahip 
9This is detailed in Schleainger, p. 301 William Warren Sweet, 'lhe 
S~ of Religion in .America (New York am. IQndona Harper and .Brotherii; 
1939, PP• 495, SOS, am. 5321 am. in Abdel R. Vents, The Iiltheran 
Church in American History (Philadelphia a United Iiltheran Pllbl1 aM ng 
House, 1923}, P• 211. 
10 4 6 Sweet, P• 9 • 
11schles1nger, P• 30. 
12sweet, P• 496. 
1'1aaucte Kenclr1ck, 'lhe Premise Fulfllled I A His of the Modern 
Pentecostal Mov•ent (Springfield., Mo.1 Go•J>~l Pllbllahing Houae, 1 1 , 
p. 25, quoting Schlesinger. Sweet, PP• 476a477, reparta the fact. 
Kem.rick would have us see the fact aa justifying the origin of 
Pentecostaliam. 
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was a strenuous matter,.14 By antebelllm stand&l.'ds,. and in lifOit of 
the denial of the tradi t1.onal conversionist buia of church ••ber-
ship in Bushnell's Christian Nurture, there vaa cause for revival.1st 
ala1'm1 due also to the envirODDental refm:m in.terest 1thich caae, 1D 
part, :f'ran the same source. 
Not onl;y were the poor being neglected in the 1ncreas1.ng a:f'f'lu-
ence of the churches-rural churches developed reaen1Denta aga1ns+. 
the rising urban culture, resen1Dent appa:rent in at least two aspects. 
Indeed, Protestant reacts.on to urban-in:lustdal changes 1D this 
period provided the impulse to retreat to a -simpler childhocd.15 
Two aspects of the reaction were the ranant1.c picture of the ignorant 
but effective circuit-rider developed among those MethocU.ata llho op-
posed an educated ministry 1
16 and the ant1.-Cathol1c American ~ 
tective Association 'Nhich flourished in mid-Western mral areas between 
1887 am. 1896.17 Certainl;y the backwam. look ha:rd.l;y equipped pre-
dominantl;y rural denom1nat1.ons to grapple theol.oglcall;y 111 th the 
nature of man am. his needs in an urban-imuatrial society. While not 
strictl;y measurable, those predaninantl;y rural denminationa au.ch as 
the Methodists, Baptista, am. D1sc1ples18 :tended to support 
14 Smith, P• 18. 
15 Ibid., P• 15. 
16m.chard Hofstadte;-1 Ant1.-1ntellectuallsm 1n American I4.fe (New 
Yorka Knopf, 1964), PP• 95-96 and 100-101. 
17sweet, PP• 533-534. 
1~ 1906 they were well over eighty percent mra1. 1D their con-
st1.tuency. H. R1.cham. Niebuhr, 1be SociaJ. Sources of DenCll'1Mtionaliam 
(New Yorka Henry Holt, 1929), PP• 182-183. 
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prohibit.ion and Sabbath refODl, but urban deJJCP1 ua'U.ona of the But 
had larger intereate 1n 1.Dduatrial. ~tiona. It ia not zeadiq AP-
parent that conservative Proteatante did ~ng to heal. the lddea,. 
1ng gap between Cbriatianity and an 1no:reaa1ngq aemlar cml:ture.19 
Thia dereliction 1.a a factor in the origin of the aoc:1&1 goapel.. 
The theological chickens came hcae to rooat in the lut quarter 
of the century, Iacld.ng a theolog 1Dclependent of the aoc1al,. 
cultural milieu and with the exotic le:rtovera of a aquande:red theol.og1-
ca1 capital, Proteatanti• 'perforce foum i teelf on the 1ntel.lectual 
defensive .in this quarter-century, a:aned. as it was with an irrelevant 
orthodoxy or a theolog1~ impover1Bhed"revival1•• 
It was the era of the "notorious inf'lclel," Bobert Ingersoll 
(1833-1899), 20 Mho was 1n lifelong revolt against ext.rtae Cal.vin1•• 
The .year 1871 saw the publication of James Freman Clarke' a ~ 
Great Religions, 'Nhich nnt through over twnty editions 1n fifteen 
years. 21 In 1875, Madame Blavatalq founded the Theosophical Society 
1n New York City. The next year, Felix Adler founied. the Society for 
Ethical Culture. Five years la.tar, 1n 1881, the American Institute 
of Christian Philosophy began to publish literature. on the relationa be-
tween science and the Bible. In 1891, Washington Gladden published a 
popular account of the new biblical ach~la.nh1p entitled., 'Who Wrote the " 
Bible? Popular literature of the period gave 1n apace to the 
19Hofstadter, PP• 95-96. 
20 ~•, PP• 11-12. 
21Ib1d., P• 141 Schlesinger, P• 6. 
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attack on 1nto~t creeda.22 In 189); ~th an att-endance of over one 
bum.red and fifty thouaam, the World's Pa:r:liam.ent of .Beligiona convened 
during the Columbian Exposition. 'lnd.1t1onal theology vaa under attack 
by William Graham Sumner at Yale and by Bol.'den Parker :Bowne at Boaton 
Univeraity.23 Biblical c:r1t1cdam, ccnpa:ra.tive religion, and the :r.. 
laxation of fWdamenta.1 religion prcnoted theological acceptance of evo-
lution in the last decade of the century. Such thought enabled apokea-
men for the liberal theolou to de:f1ne social. Cbrist1an1 ty 1n tema of 
divine immanence, an organic view of society, and progress toll&Zd the caa-
ing Kingdom of God on earth.24 
Final'.q, one mlQ' obeerve the para.l.lela to previous periods of :r.. 
v1val--syncretiam1 theological cmpramise, an inadequate ecclesiaatical 
establishment, a brealdom and restructuring of' socdety, a growing in-
sti tutiona.llam, in this case involving higher standard.a of education for 
the clergy, an effete revivalian :t\mctioning to 111n souls for the es-
tablishment, and affluence which neg].ec:ted the poor. 
Two Cballengesa Evolution and 
Urban-IIJdustrlal Society 
Whether Copernican, Newtonian, Dar111nian, or Freudian, revoluticmary 
scientific theories are not new. 'lhe rise of evolutioniam :f'.rall. 18,58 to 
22schles1nger, PP• 7-8. 
23John Leland Peters, Chrlstian Perfection and .Aaerican 
Methodism (Nev York and Nasbville1 Abingdon Preas, 1956), PP• 16.S-166, 
169. 
24 .. 
c. H. Hopkins; 'lhe Bise of' the Social el 1n American 
P.rotestantiam 186 New Haven, Yale Univerait-7 Preas, 1950), P• 
123. 
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1859, delqed 1n its eff'ecta by the Olvil Wm:-, posed auch a cl'J•Jl,mp 
to Cbr.lstian theology as had not been lmOWJl aince the chal.lenp of 
Greek philosophy. By 1870 the ctw.llenge waa felt on a 111de front, and 
it provided the spark for much ph1~soph1ca.l, religious, political., and 
social thought for the balance of the nineteenth century. Bvolutioa 
1t'B8 seen as a threat both to religion and morality, and the controversy 
which raged over it reached a peak in the late 1870's. Not a few of • 
the attacks on it were of inferior intellectual quality.25 After 1870 
as scientists and laity began to accept it, the religious press 1D the 
18801 s made more and more concessions and accommodations to the theory 
of evolution. 
In its influence on .American social thought, its pr1m&l!'Y e:xprea-
sion was through the work of Herbert Spencer (1820-1903). From firat 
publication in the 186o's to 1903, Spencer's works sold 368,755 volumea 
in the United. States. 26. :.In soc1&1 thought Da.ninism could be but 1t'B8 
not unif01'DI~ seen as a strong supporter of the status quo, private 
property, and conservative opposition to state intervention, In the 
late nineteenth century the theological stream was guided by cbang:5 "8 
attitudes towam. this issue of laissess-faire individualism.27 'lheology 
gave little creative guidance 1n the thirty years f'.rCllll 1870 to 1900, 
years of particular change, feJ:ment, and intellectual inaeourl ty. After 
all, even Darwinism could be and was taken in different IRVS• Lester 
25iiofstadter, P• 25. 
26:rbi.d., P• )4. 
27s1dney B. Mead, 'lhe Lively Jiixperiment (New York, Hm:pe:r am Bow, 
1963), P• 17.5• 
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Frank Wa:rd (1841-191:3) accepted ita hlplicatiou for change wt :rather 
than arriving at Spencer's inevitable and natural per:fect.1.oni•, the 
acceptance of 'llhich debars frclll vohmta:r:y ettorta at refom, he in-
sisted that 1 t be interpreted in a to~ differant light than that of 
the conservatives. 
As conservative thought represented by W1ll1mn Graham Snmner 
(1840-1910) tried to preserve Balle security in an era of rapid change, 
so also progresai ve thousit, aoc1al or theological, foum. i ta cbaapion 
1n Wa:rd 'Whose ideas prepared the 118¥ for·the coming unaged state. 
With respect to the r1.sing urban-industrial society of this 
period, Protestant failure to adjust to the challenges of labor 
strife, population shift to the city, and the urban poor was e~ 
as hazm:f\11 in the area of mission practice as inf1deil1ty and &J11cretia 
were in the area of Christian thought. If a church is no better than 
its theology, then the fault lies here rather than in the m.aey cur-
rents, aff'lllence, evolution, or any other aovement of the period in 
question •. For example, the fact that 1n 1890, one percent of the 
. 8 
families owned one-half of the country• a wealth2 is theolog1calq 
less significant than the fact that the churches were unable to exer-
cise theological an:J. moral leadership, armed as they wre with a 
theology:.:trom a previous era. Revivalists accepted the statue quo, and 
other conservatives identified 1&1.asea-faire econamica with theo-
logical orthodo:xy. 29 
28H. Shelton Slll1.th, Robert T. Handy, and Leffert& A. Ioetscher, 




In the labor. oon:f'licta of the period f.rClll 1877 to 1894, onq & 
minority of olergy,30 m~ such u Vaabington Gladden and Lyman Abbot-t, 
defemed the rights of labor. 'lhese labor oonf'llcts were & powrful in-
fluence on Protestant social thought1 alaost &a powerful an inf1ucoe 
was the rise of.the city.31 Bushnell's theology of ~~ta.l in-
fluence prepared the 1R1¥ for men such as Joa1ah Strong to give up the 
old theology. More fll~ than many Protestant thinkers, Strong appre-
c1ated the social changea 1ih1ch were weakening the old 1nd1v1dual1•, 
the importance of modern science, am. the influence of urban environ-
ment on human behavior. :32 'lhis influence had to be reckoned 111. th be-
cause population in toWDs of over four thousand 1nhab1 tanta increased 
f'ran one-third of the total popula ti.on in 1890 to nearq f'orty-a1x 
percent in 1910,33 the terminal year of this. theai.s' tim►:fraae. 
Even in the ear~ 1870's, it was recognised that the urban wage-
earner was eh~!lf; Protestant churches.)11, Sane Protestant leaders r► 
examined their soc1al attitudes. Such reexam1nation resulted·in the 
settlement house, welfare work, and the institutional church. The last 
offered a wide range of soc1al, recreational, and educational services. 
In the long run these activities chall~ the traditional theory of 
poverty, supposed~ a result of one's own sin, and the theory of weal.th, 
supposed~ a reliard f'or rlghteouane~. 
:3<\ia.y, P• 91. 
31Ib1d., P• 112. 
J2ib1d. 
33sweet, p •. 522. 
34. . 
Ma.y, P• 122. · 
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'!he 'lheology of' the Established <hurchea 
1865--1900 
'lbree major theological streams of' this period were, (a) 'lbe 
, 
traditional scholastic orthodoxy residing chiefly at Pdnceton. 'lhia 
theology was authoritarian, transceDdent, and doctr1D&l1 (b) P1et1atic 
revivalism embodied in Dld.ght L. Moody, f'or example. 'lhese two ware 
the chief conservative Protestant forces of' the period. Both were so-
cialq irrelevant. 'lbey might in agreement oppose liberal theology 
but such agreement waa uneasy1:,5 (c) Ranantic liber&ll• conserved 
some aspects of the old evangelicaliam.36 It 1188 in that sense ro-
mantic but also liberal with respect to the old orthodoxy. 'l'hia 
stream of thought began with Horace Bushneu11 and continued 1n ~an 
Abbott and Washington Gladden. It became an empirical science of 
theology, immanental, and kind towa:m. evolution. Its concern for 
Christian nurture and for the effect of a bad social envirODllent 
turned its adherents into critics 'Nho struggled tolf82'd. SOile social 
relevance when late nineteenth century social conditions challenged 
Christian ethics. 
35Sm1th, Handy~ loetscher, II, :,12. 
3%opld.ns, P• 14. 
11Mead, P• 171, and M2'Y, P• 80. Bushnell was a social and 
econanic conservative. 
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The foregoing bones are hamq au.nt to f'om & camplete skeletal. 
frame for the theology of the period except as it &ppeara re1evant to 
this thesis.'.'38 
Revival theology am. scholastic orthodoxy fODled & Protestant 
oompoum which refused to 11r88tle w1 th the intellectual. problaas of 
the time. As the liberal theology developed in the 1880'a, ita in-
tellectual perfomance W&B no mare effective than tb&t of the other 
two streams of thought. Ita apoke111en, Henry Ward Beecher and Lyman 
Abbott, did not care wh&t people believed. 39 such theological in-
difference made religion & pr1 vate affair unrelated to current secular 
thought. Theology was safe-it made no effort to ~apple w1 th science--
or else uncri tical.ly accepted 1 t. 40 In th&t case the CJiristian' a role 
in society had nothing to do with theology but onq with pious feellnga. 
'!he result was on the one ha6:1 & theology irrelevant to modern thought, 
am. on the other a life style 'Nbich had accepted and waa thoroup~ de-
temined by modern life and thought.41 For example this meant that 
Beecher am. Abbott were thoroughq modern in sympathy, therefore 
~liberals," but their theology was, for the one, ou~of-date (am 1"n 
that sense "conservative") or, far the othm', non-existent. 
'.38xt is recogm.med that other stt"eallls of theological thought.were 
present, Uni tar.lanim am., la.tar, the scientific modernism of Sha.1.ler 
Matthewa, but this writer baa been unable to relate th• to the 
reactionary Pentecosta.1 revival, except as Unitarian thought may 
have been present in the liberal theology. 
J9,iea4, P• 1)6. 
40 
~•• P• 137. 
41 
~•• P• 1,S. 
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'lbe R1ae of Liberal 'lbeology 
'lbe liberal theology bad its· beglnninga in the old evangelicali• 
of the period 183()-1860 in the works of H~ace Bushnell, part.1.cularq 
Christian ?."urture (1846). Not at first llideq influential, thia 
theology grew steadiq in acceptance through ita advocacy by Henry 
Ward Beecher am Phillips Brooks am became·. the chief inspiration of 
the liberal theology,42 so-called after 1900.43 Ita search for new 
truth came to terms with the thought of ita daQ' am accepted organic 
evolution, the historical-critical method of Bible study, the psy-
chology, sociology, am philosophical ideal.ism of the t.ime, am. the 
moral values of social, as opposed to imividualistic, democracy.~ 
"Bushnell's Christian Nurture was the moat effective single factor in 
breaking down the old iniividualiB111.1145 'Ibis rcaantic liberaliam was 
evolutio~ rather than revolut1onary1 without. aroas, crisis or 
divine-human reconciliation thareby, am. it looked to increasing fulr-
fillment on earth of the promise of the K1n83,am-but with no prior 
divine judpent.
46 
Liberal theology's acceptance of the hiat.orical,-critical method 
of Bible study WBB perhaps prmoted at. Al:dover 'lheologlcal Sad.nary. 
42 Sweet., PP• 491-492. 
4 3Smith, Handy, Ioetacher, II, 255. 
44 ~., II, 255-256. 
4Siiopld.ns, P• s. 
4 6a. -·R1cha:m. Niebuhr, 'lbe x1)1301D of God in Aaarlca (ad.cago am 
Hew Yorks Willet.t. and Clark, 19'1, PP•· 190-19¢. 
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Its early prophet was Moses Stuart who there introduced cr1 ti.cal 
Geman scholarship in the antebelllm daya.47 'lbere at Andover the 
school of progt"essive orthodolq had a foothold on i ta VB¥ to beccm1ng 
the liberal theology.48 The higher critical debate am its theological 
inf'luence began in the United States in the 1880'a primazily. Washington 
Gladden' s 'Who Wrote the Bible? (1891) indicates the popular spread in 
American thought of this aspect of the new theology.49 
The Congregationalists had honestly broken with their past at a 
national council in Boston 1n 1865 'Ni th the aptly named Burial Hill 
confession at P~outh. They were no longer Calvinist. Their con-
fessions became strictly testimonies, not tests nor stancJa.l.'d.a of t.J:uth. 
'Ibis clear liberal temency appears in Henry Wa.l.'d. Beecher (181)-1887) 
and Washington Gladden (18)6-1918). Beecher was the outstaming church-
man after the war am so effectively shook the theological foundations 
of evangelicalism that by the time of bis death in 1887, there wasn't 
much remaining fowxlation to shake.so Outside the churches, the ene-
mies of Christian truth had no ground on which to atanl. 'lbeir posi-
tion was too well represented within the st.1:ucture of Protestantism. 
'lhe sons of liberal theology were operating with an ever-decreaaing 
theological capital. Gladden began mere Bushnell le:rt off, am Buahnell 
47 James F. Firdlay, Jr., Dwight L. Moody1 American ~list 
(Chicago am Iordon1 Univeraity of Cbicago Presa, 1969),p.C7. 
4E\JB¥, PP• 84-85. 
49schlesinger, P• 4. 
S°>fartin Marty, 'lhe Infidel (Clevelam.1 Meridian Books, 1961), P• 
170. 
retained much of the theology- of evangelicalism, as he protested apinat 
its abuses, Gladden had less of divine sovereignty, salvation, am. re-
demption than Bushnell, 'lbe process continued after Gladden, 'lhe 
evangelistic elements were lost, am the liberal theology became in-
creasingq secu1ar,51 
Gladde~•s social gospel came directq from Buahnell52 with influ-
ences from Beecher.53 His personal eXl)erience with the old theolo~ 
helped to equip him for his generation's need.a, In 1886 he had studied 
the labor question and conch1ded that industrial productivity had 
brought no corresponding wage increase. 'lherefore he openq defamed 
labor's right to organize fifty years before it was le~ recognized, 
His social realism was an impprtant contribution to Protestant 
thoughts he voiced the vien of a growing group of Protestants, alld 
Gladden 1s r1ghtq called "the father of the soc1a1 gospel,1155 His 
social gospel was directq influenced both by his historical,-critical 
understanding of the BibW6 and by Spencer's organic theory of evolu-
tion. S? It would be a fine distinction to sa:y 'Nhich was more inf'J,u;.. 
ential on his thought concerning social salvation, Bushnell or Spencer, 
StNiebuhr, K1Dftiom of God, PP• 194-197, 
52itopk1ns, P• S, 
S~~• P• 171, 
.54Ib1d. , He could achieve no conversion elq)8:rience. 
SSibid,, PP• 171-174, 
S~bert, T, Handy, The Social Gospel 1n Amerlca1 1870-1920 (lfew 
York1 Oxford University Presa, 1966), P• 84. 
57 6 Hofstad.tar, P• 10. 
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'!be erosion of theology reached its extreme in Lyman Abbott 
(1835-1922). Ingersoll could not attack Abbott, because both agreed 1n 
their criticism of the Scriptures.SB Abbott's secular theology was 
lxt-oad~ influential,59 reconciled science am religion, denied original 
Bin, am equated immarallty with an1mality. 'lhis theolos, had no 
stance from which to comemn evil except :f'.rcm an evolutionary point of 
view am thereby also had given up the poaa1b11ity am the need for 
salvation. 
'!bis dynamic movement, liberal theology, revolted against the 
social fatalism of the orthodox, against a moralistic bibllcia, 
against a self-preserving ecclesiastical establishment concerned with 
gaining members for the institution, by means of revivalism, that is, 
am against an otherworld~ heaven-hell dichotany which could ignore 
the needs of the here am now. 60 
While theologi~ this revolt was not prof'oum, it was none-
theless also a worthy social contri.bution. '!be social gospel dis-
sipated the old theology and provoked the bitter moderniat-
1\miamentalist split. 'lhe nub of the issue between the t110 centered on 
respective attitudes tolf81'd modern science. 
58i.tarty, PP• 173-176. 
59 Hofstadter, P• 29. 
60Niebuhr, K1Jyp.cm of God, P• 184. 
CHAPTER IX 
OBIGINS OF THE SOCIAL GOSPEL 
In a narrow sense, the soc1al gospel, stiaul&ted by soc1alism, be-
gan as a reaction to the ethics and practices of capital181D as man1-
f'ested. in the labor situation, urban life, and the pro:rl t motive in re-
gard to business practices and canpetition 1n the 1880's.1 As con-
trasted. to f'o:m.er periods, it was a reaction to the broad cleavage 
which an otherworldl¥ pietistic revivali81D an:i scholastic orthcxloX¥ 
had allowed to grow between Christianity an:i social life in the latter 
half' of' the nineteenth century. 
In this sense the original social gospel was a reactionary throw-
back. At the same time 1.\ was therefore also a reaction to that other-
worldl¥ rellg.lon. The concerns of the soc1al gospel were pr1mariq 
e:thical. It was a daring innovation in the 1880's to challenge 
laissez-faire economic and social thought, to talk of' social rather 
than iniividual sin, and to propose church responsib111:ty for the 
amelioration of man's material welfare and soc1al evils. In its be-
ginnings, the social gospel was a movement in search of a theology and 
an institution. Walter Bauschenbuach provided the fomer, beg5nn1n,g in 
19071 the adoption pf social creeds by ame of the churches provided 
the latter in 1908. The theological liberals who eapoused •this cause 
1c. H. Hopkins The Rise of the S arican 
Protestantism 18 Nev Havens Y esa, 19.SO), P• 
319. 
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were often sociologically wll-inf'omed ani educated. Its inte~ctual. 
content was partia~ the cause of opposition.2 
In a broader sense, the social gospel is the interpenetration of 
religious ani social thought, in varying degrees, as Christian pr:inci-
ples are applied to society ani social. principles are applied to 
Christianity. In this sense, the social gospel is still present. 'lhe 
issue the social gospel creates is betwen those who seek to re-
generate society ani those who seek individual. conversion. Opponents 
of the social gospel inclllde the latter ani m~ more who aclmowledge a 
Christian social. mission but not based on a theology ani social ethics 
whose sources are other than those of revealed religion. 
'lhe roots o~ the social gospel m~ go back to the seventeenth 
century New England churches am their close relation to the civic a.Di 
social life of' the town. SUch churches existed not for themselves but 
for community well-being, not to promote d8J'lom1 national prestige nor 
survival but to cure injustice ani pranote social welfare.3 More 
direct theological roots~ be f'OLUJd in post.-Jitlwardean theology, the 
New Haven theology of Nathaniel Tay"ulr.4 
'lhe contribution of the Enlightenment appears in a concern f'or 
moral virtue, am the social gospel was morallstics in benevolent 
concern for hlDD.an welf'are1 am in a belief in the perfectibility of man 
and society. While there were strong ethical impulses 'Nithin 
2S1dney E. Mead, 'lhe 14.vely BxpEiment (New York, Harper am 
Row, 1963), P• 178. 
3Ga.1.us Glenn Atkins am Frederick L. Fa6ley, History of American 
Conpga.tionaliam (Boston am Ch1.QaS01 i'he P1lgr1m. Preas, 1§42), P• 248. 
4w. A. Visser't Hooft, w.oum. of the Social Gospel 1n Aaarica 
(st. Louisa Be~ Press, 1 , pp. Bi-82. 
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evangelical Clirist1an1ty, the Enllghtement influence is more accura.te3¥ 
traced throush Unitarianism. In this line of influence, the En-
lightel'lllent f1na~ overcame its last opponent, the orthodox 
Protestant theology of the nineteenth century.5 
The post-millennial refODlera who came forth :D:om the Finney re-
vival to oppose slavery provide another root of the social. gospel. 
Washington Gladden is reported to have sa.1.d, 
now that slavery 1s out of the 118¥, the quest.ions that concern 
our free laborers a:re coming forwazd • • • moral quest.ions • • • 
it 1s6'Plain that the pulpit must have something to ~ about 
them. 
'.lhis post-millennial connection may on]¥ be logical rather than llneal,-
theologtcal. '!he theological sources appea:r to this vr1 ter to be 
traced through the other wing of evangelicalism to Bushnell and his 
followers. 'lbe abollt.ion movement had split over the issue of po-
ll t1 cal involvement. 7 '!he rightists went biblicist, 11 teral, and pre-
millennial to embrace Adventism. 'lhe less literal am. more pract.ical 
lef'tists, Oberlin Congregationalists main]¥, were post-millennial. It 
is perhaps this wing of mid-century refo::anist revivalism whidl logical]¥ 
led to Glad.den's comment, although his theology came :f'rClll the Hew Haven 
sdlool through Bushnell. 
In this connection, it should be obaerved that the older post-
millennial doctrine of evangelicalism broke do,m under the ahocka of 
5iienry F. May, Protestant Church• am. Induat.rlal America (Hew 
Yorks Ha:rper arJd Brothers, 1949), PP• 2.31-2)2. 
6~oted in Atkins arJd Fagley, P• 250. 
7 Wh1 tney R. Cross, 'lhe Burned-over District (Ithaca.a COrnell Uni-
versity Press, 1950), PP• 'Z/7, 284. 
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the social crisis between 1877 &IJll 1894. Its own advocates raacted to 
the brea.Id.own, gave up the old imividuallam, and produced & CClla11D&l 
version, the social gospe1.8 
'lbe earliest statement of the social gospel in the modern sense was 
by & Philadelphia iron merchant in 18511 a certain Stephen Colwell, who 
blamed ineffective Christianity on credal religion to the neglect of 
practical cha:rity.9 Social Christianity rose 1n western Europe & 
generation bef'ore the American v£Sion1 813d British <Jn-istian socialists 
were inf'lllential in America.10 Decisive in the rise of the American 
social gospel were these elements, Jmlightema.ent mor&llsm, evolution, 
urban-imustrial society, and theological breakdown which made acme 
<Jn-istian leaders easy prey f'or the conqueror, modern science. One 
f'ims a coincidence between the :fruition of modern science and the 
rise of' the social gospel o:rten in the same men 'Nho advocated & 
soci&~ relevant Christianity and who a,t the aame time wanted to 
adapt theology to science. 'lbis coincidence perh&ps is the origin of 
the f\lmament&lls~mcdernist split. 
'lbeological education was in t.ranaition in response to the 
challenge. After 1880 both the Ha:rvard Divinity School and Hartford 
Seminary required. a course in sociology. Andover Seminary did likewise 
after 1887. Chicago 'lheologl.cal S•a1 nary established a chair 1n 
8H. Richard Niebuhr, '!he ~an of ·God in America (Chicago and 
New York1 Willett and Clark, 1§37; PP• 161-162. 
9Hopldns, P• 6. 
1~a.Y, PP• 148-149. 
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Christian sociology in 1892.11 Soc1all,y responsible churches were a 
vocal minority in the 1880 • s I st. George Episcopal <J'lurch in Hew York 
City, People's Temple in Denver1 Russell H. Conwell'a Baptist Temple 1n 
Philadelphia, and socia~ active organizations were organized on be-
half of labor am. with a CJn-1.atian socialist concern. 
'lbere is no direct connection nor relation between liberal. the-
ology am progressive social thought. Both Bushnell am. Henry Wazd . 
Beecher were economic am. social conservatives, but the thought of 
both was necessary for a change to take place in Protestant social 
thought. In this connection t'NO influences bear on the rise of the 
social gospel. Beecher' a acceptance of Spencerian thought in 1882 
prepared the way for his followers later to use his vieWB am. methods 
in a different enviromnent to criticize rather than support the 
status quo. .Richard T. Eq was a aecom powerful influence on 
American social thought. His rejection of older Protestant thought 
resulted. from his historical studies in GeJ:ma.ny. 12 His shock at the 
labor problems of the 1880'a led hill to critical study of the social 
structure. He did not patronize the labor aoVelllent but sincereq 
tried to umerstand it. His thought was based on the new theology.13 
As the social gospel approached earl,¥ maturity in 1895, 14 its 
11Atld.na am. Fagley, P• 2,54. 
12t-tay, P• 140. 
1~b1d. 
14Ibid., PP• 182-18). 
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influence in the churches varied according to locales the urban and 
eastern churches were the leadera.1S 
Aa one of the triplet of reactions to the chal.lenges of the 
latter nineteenth century, with the gospel of wealth am Pentecostallem., 
the social gospel bears some resemblances to the last. Both sou@Jlt the 
New Testament ideals both have tendencies to see Jesus aa the Law-
giver, both yearned for the visible results of the Gospels both ref'uaed 
to identify the Kingdom of God with the church, both worked in a 
thought-frame of critical urgency, both therefore rejected COlllpromiae, 
both were denunciators, although there were differences in the ob-
jects of their denunciations. Differences a:re theae1 the 
Pentecostals were not evollltionary but revolutionary, apo~tic, 
dualistic, world-fleeing, pre-millemtlal, and pess1m1.st.1c. 'l'he key to 
the differences is the rejection of modern acientific thou@Jlt in the 
form of evolution or historl~aritical study of the Bible, both of 
'Hhich the social gospel movement accepted, and this acceptance was it-
self among the causes of the Pentecostal revival. 
CHAP'l'EB X 
THE GOSPEL OF WEALTH 
If the _social crisis of the late nineteenth century required the 
controlling and planning of society and the econamy to promote aoc1a1 
justice, then the social gospel 1188 the response of those denomina-
tions who accepted the problem am also rejected pietiatic revivalism 
and the gospel of wealth rooted in the t.raditiona1 orthodo~.1 
'lbe unrest.rained free enterprise immediate~ following the Civil 
War was the age of the "robber barons," who to survive followed a new 
and expedient ethic ungoverned by a simpler agricultural ethic.2 
Andrew Carnegie did not invent but did state the justi:f'1.cat1on of 
weal th on the basis of Adam Smith's capi tallstic ethics. He ra,-
tionalized the sufferings of one class as the inescapable price of 
progress; he just1:f'1.ed his own kind of status quo in tezms of a 
natural law which would allow the rich man to make money. Diligence in 
business am the use of the resultant wealth became a test of one's 
Christianity. 
As revivalism came to depem on the f'lnanc1a1 support of business 
men, it could not easi~ cr1t1c1ze his methods. So arose a ' fatal 
1s1dney E. Mead, 'lbe Lively Jiixl>ariment (New York1 Harper am Row, 
1963), P■ 177 ■ 
2Ga11 Kennedy, editor, Dalloaracy and the Gospel of Wea1th (lfew 
Yorks Harper anl Row, 1963), P• 57 ■ 
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dichotany between personal piety, on the one hand equated 'Ni th prqer 
am church work, am on the other the life of the man 1n buaineaa.3 
Moody's gospel of wealth 1188 equivalent to Carnegie's preachaenta, 
according to which social ethic one may help the worthy and needy 1Dli-
ndual. Labor, a commodity, was not a fit subject for charity. 'l'hia 
social ethic separates business :f'.rcm religious inflllence. 'l'he aoc1al. 
gospel was therefore seen aa a dangerous lllixing of the two.4 
The Right Reveren:l William La.11rence, Bpiacopal bi.shop of' 
Massachusetts, equated wealth 111th goodness of character and materia.l 
prosperity as a sanctification of the national character.s 
In the last decade of the century, the old Camegie paternalistic 
benevolence was tempered to a ateward~p of wealth CCIIIDIOD to all but 
entrusted to one. 'lbis chall.enged the former extrane 1?11v1dual1am.6 
:, James F. Fin:llay, Jr. , DN1d!t L. Moody1 American Jwangeliat 
(Chicago am Londona University of Chicago Preas, 1969}~85-86. 
4w1111am G. McLaughlin, Jr., Modern Bev1.valim1 Finney to Grahaa 
(New Yorka Ronald Press, 1959), P• 278. 
5Kennedy, P• ~. 
6c. H. Hopkins, 'l'he Rise of the Social Goepel 1n Allerican 
Protestant.1.sm1 1865-1915 (Hew Haven, Yale UD1veraity Presa, 19.50), P• 
1611 Henry F. May, Protestant Churches am Induatrial. America (Hew 
York1 Harper am Brothers, 1949), PP• 1:30-1)1. 
CHAPI'ER XI 
POST-BEWJM BEVIVAiiI:SM 1870-1910 
D'Hight L. Moody 18)7-1899 
Charles G. Finney had la1.d the foundations of professional~ 
vivalism, arid Dwight L. Moody erected the superstructure. Finney 
caused a split in evangelicaliam am. attacked weakening dopa.tic 
lines, but Moody worked across the same previousq antagonistic lines. 
Finney labored moat successfu.l.q in towns um.er ten thousam. in popula,. 
tion, but Moody's successes were in large cities. Finney was a post-
millenial optimist who wanted social change, but Moody was a ·pre-
millennialist who resisted social change. Both revivalists opposed 
formalism arid intellectual Christianity. Finney was an iDli v1dual. 
arid social perfectionist, but Moody was ambiguous on the fm:mer am. his 
pre-millennialism forbade the latter, although even OD this point he was 
ambiguous because with Finney he believed that revivals would improve 
society. 
Finney was closer to the Calvinist heritage than Moody was. His 
belief in the holiness of God led h1m to make strong moralistic de-
mama. Moody was more 1ren1o am leu demanding than Finney. Moody 
preached the love of' God. Both men agreed OD man' a agency in his own 
conversion. Both believed in and received a second definite work of 
grace I an infilling if not the bapti• of the Hoq Spiri t.
1 There is 
1James F. F1Dila¥1 Jr., Dwist L. M~.Amerioan ~list 
(Chicago am Lomon1 University o chlcagosa, 1969)~:,2 quotes 
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no suggestion that Moody believed in the Methodist Hollnese varaion of 
the second blessing, tha-t; is, an en-Eire sanct1.f1cat.1.on f'.l"Cm Bin. Per-
fectionism was perhaps necessari~ present in his reviva1 theology of 
the 1870's &IJd effective in his changl.ng theology of the latter two 
decades of his life. 2 
If the failure of the institutional church to meet the challenge 
of the new urban frontier is a factor in the cause of rev1 vals I then it 
was certain~ present in the cause of the Moody revivals. Moody's pro-
fessional methods offered a quick, tradi t.1.onal, am. safe means to meet 
the need. However his most effective revivals which he engineered. be-
tween 187'.3 &Di 188'.3 large~ preceded. the massive changes in American so-
ciety between 1880 am 1910) He was inet"easing~ out of step with the 
times which he did not understani. It does not appear that he appre-
ciab'.cy reached the urban masses nor did he inet"ease church growth. 4 
'!he changes of the period 1870-1910 were most upsetting but especi~ 
to the fo::r:mer~ rural constituency- of the insecure, unintellectual, am. 
quotes from the diary of Moody's close friend, D. w. Whittle, to the ef-
fect that Moody underwent a deep ap1r1tual experience in New York City 
in the winter of 1871. Whittle describes it aa· ":the conscious inccming 
to his Soul [sicJ of a presence and power of His Spirit such as he had 
never lmown before." 'lbis occurred just:·prior to one of his trips to 
England in this period am. equipped him for the wrk he 'NU about to 
undertake. See also Findl.8¥, P• 2:38. 
2 . 
Ibid., P• 245. 
'.3Willlam G. Mcloughlin, Jr., Modern .Revivallam1 Finney to Graham. 
(New Yorks Ronald Press, 1959), P• 168. 
4 
~•• P• 265. 
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rev1valistic urban Protestant denominations. Mocdy'a aillple gospel of 
salvation am. hard lfOrk · rewarded by success was moat appealing to this 
conservative element.s 
Moody's anti-intellectualism appeared in bis preachments against 
intellectual sermona.6 '!his was at a time when clergy' educational 
stam.ams were rising? which perhaps accounts for his verbal. at.tacks. 
His anticlericalism was motivated by a pre-millemd.al desire to refom 
rather than destroy the church system.8 He revealed his anti-
intellectualism also in an uncritical dismissal of the new Bible 
scholarship. His instrumental view of Scripture rendered him in-
capable of grappling w1 th an intellectual quest.ion. 9 Here 8681n he 
was ambiguous. He had f'r.1.ems on both sides of the higher cr1 tical and 
the social gospel controversies. Perhaps such ambig\dty was a sign of 
those times, the insecurity, the extreme positions 1ih1ch many took, 
the vacillation of America growing up am.--as Moody's career spanned the 
Civil War, embracing Northfield, his beloved rural home, am. alao big-
city am international fame--a looking 1n both directions, back to the 
simple verities am. forward with apprehensions. 
Although pietistic revivalism and pre-millenn:h1.l1am &1:e not 
equivalent, they often appear topthe:r. '!heir f1rat conjunction 
.5:rbid., P• 168. 
6:rbid., P• 209 and Martin Marty, The Infidel (01.evelanda 
Mer1d1aii1iooks, 1961), PP• 163-164. 
7W1lliam Warren Sweet, Revivalism in .America. (Hew York, <Jia:r:1-
Scribnar'a Sona, 1944), P• 16J. 
8r.JcLoughlln, P• 209. 
9F1mlq, P• 410. 
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appeared late in 1839 when Joshua Himes of Boston met Villi.am Hiller. 
Himes at once recognized the instrumental va.llle of Miller's doctrine 
for revival purposes.10 Both revivallam anl pre-m1llenn1al1m reject 
the modern world by. retiring into personal piety or by escaping into 
f\tture bliss. Probabq infiuenced by the P~outh Brethren, Moody 
public]¥ preached a pre-millenn1al doctrine in the 1870 • a perhaps for 
the same instrumental reasons as had obtained in 18)9. Increasing]¥ 
it shaped his message.11 
Pre-millennialiam separated peaaimistic, f\mlamentalist, pious, 
unintellectual, anl insecure Protestants f'rclll those who were opt1m1.stic, 
evolut1on1stic, activistic, anl modernist. Moody began the trem 'Hhich 
led to this split.12 He 'H8S ambiguous totf81"d dispenaationallam. AJ,-
though he never accepted it, his sympathy for dispenaationallam con-
firmed his pre-millenniall.am in the 18801 s anl 189()'s.13 
Decline of Revivaliam 1880-1910 
Following 1'ioody's campaigns which had brought the revival tech-
nique to perfection, revivall.am proceeded in the direction of the 
degenerated rantings of Bi~ Sum&¥ (1863-1935) and in the work of 
the literate, high]¥ influential, am. successful Bauben A. Torrey 
(1856-1928). In another revivalist activity, the aeculari.B&tion of 
10Whitney R. Cross, '!he Burned-over District (Ithaca• Carnell Uni-
versity Presa, 1950), PP• 292-293■ ' 
11F1ndlay, PP• 249-253■ 
12i-fcLoughlln, P• 10. 
l'.°3n.m3ay, P• 250■ 
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the summer camp-meeting has been noted •14 'lhe riae of social 
Christianity and concern for impersonal isaues1 the growth of interest 
in Christian education1 the impersonal institutional church-these and 
other reasons account for a slowing down of Moody's brand of revivallam.15 
Furthe:r:more, toward 1890 it was apparent that revivala bad no real. so-
lution to urban-indust.rial problems. Some of Moody's followers turned 
to the then beginning social gospel and to local refo:r:m.16 
Rural rev1 valism l1 ved on 1n what became the Au•blies of God., 
Cburch of God. (Anderson, Indiana), DuJJkers, Pentecostals and Holiness 
groups. In their beginning the last were ~qually effective in urban 
or rural areas, and it should be observed that the Pentecostal revival 
of Topeka in 1901 did not catch fire until it arrived in lA>s Angeles in 
1906 through Texas. Many, if not all, of these conservative re-
vivalists were also pr►millenni&i, anti-institutional, and a:liena.ted 
£ran the temper and times of late nineteenth century America. All of 
whatever stripe opposed evolution, modarni•, and progresaiv1m, am. 
were f\miamentaliat and moralistic. 
Reuben A. Torrey 1856--1928 
Reuben A. Torrey had an acknowledged inf'lllence on earq 
Pentecostalism 1 "his sermons am. w:r1 t1np d1d auch to channel the 
thinking am. fo:r:m the doctrinal um.eratarding of the ear~ 
14Suea, P• 72. 
15sweet, PP• 17S.-182. 
1~1q, P• 'J,07. 
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Pentecostals •• •" on the subject of the baptism of the Ho]¥ 
Sp1r1 t.17 Torrey himself was no Pentecostal. 'lhe Pentecostal Movement 
began on 1 January 1901. On that~ there took place at Topeka, 
Kansas, the first 1dent1:f1cation of the baptism of the Ho]¥ Spirit w1 th 
speaking in tongues. It does not appear that Torrey knew about it, but 
he de:fini 1.eq knew of the baptism of the Ho]¥ Spirit. Both Finney am. 
Moody had infhlenced his thought.18 Equal.q important 1s the faC"t that 
Torrey was an ardent fundamentalist (ha was the editor of volumes XI 
am XII of '!he Fumamentals), who was in strong-if not 'bitter--re-
action against the higher criticiam. He gr:aduated :f'.l=om Yale College in 
1875, from the Divinity School three yea.rs later, am. after a four-
year pastora-te at the Gm:rettsville, <1110, Con~ega.tional c:Jiurcb, he 
studied at Leipzig am Erlangen in 1882. When he le:rt Yale he waa a 
higher critic.19 In Germaey he became a thorough sceptic hit grad.~ 
f'oum his WB¥ out of doubts into a definite conviction of truth. 20 
Exact]¥ when this conviction matured is not knom but it was a.pparentq 
during a pastorate 1n Minneapolis where he served~ the t.ime of' his 
retum from Germ~ until 1889. Hera he experienced a B,Pir1tu&l crie1s 
influenced by '!he Life of 'lrust, wr1 tten by one of the P~outh 
17Gordon Francis Atter, 'lbe 'Dd.rd Force (Peterborough, Ontar101 
'!he College Press, 1962), P• 21. · 
18George T. B. Davia, Torrey and AluancJc-1 'l'he Stary of a Varld-
Wide Revival (New Yorks Flmt:lng•H. Revell Co., 1905), P• 2). 
19 
~•• P• 32. 
2~elen c •. AleDDder and J. Kenn.my MacLaan, Charle■ M. AlelCIIDler1 
A Romance ea! aDl Soul,-V1nn1ng (2nd editions London, Edinburgh, and 
New Yorks 11 Bros., Ltd., 1920), PP• So-St. 
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Brethren, George Mueller of Bristol. Torrey aa1d th1a experience 11U 
"perhaps the most dec1e1ve turning point 1n my:. life aiDce I have been 1n 
· the ministry. 1121 
Moody invited the thirty-three year old pastor to beCCllle auperln-
tenient of the Moody Bible Institute. Torn:, served 1n thia capac1:t.:r 
from the d~ the school opened, 1 October 1889, at leaat until 1901, it 
appears. In 1891 Torrey became also pastor of the Moody-foumed 
Chicago Avenue CJiurch. In 1898 a~ gz:oup 1n this church began to 
pr~ for world-wide revival. 'lhese pr:IQ'era were anallered 'llhen Torrey 
was invited to Australia. He left CJiicaao on 2:, December 1901, not 
quite one year aft.er the birth of the Pentecostalmov•ent. 
His revival message •phaaized both the Person and work of the 
Ho~ Sp1r1t22 a.Di moralistic holiness.23 His caapa.1.gna wre UDlC\-
gl:r:ded by c1 ty-wide :prayer circles and strong ex_pecta-tion of mighty 
actions :f"ran God.24 
He visited EnglaZld 1n September, 190:3, and CODlucted. a revival 
in south Wales the following year at which "'lhe S;pirit of God waa 
present • • • in mighty power, and scores of ministera were set on 
fire with zeal ••• and c&l'%1.ed the revival flame back to their 
churchea.1125 At once after th~ Torrey rev1va1, a religl.ows 
21 Darla, P• ~. · 
22:rbid. , 98, 1:,0, · a.nd 2Z/. 
2~., P• 22:/. 
24Ib1d., PP• .15-16 and 2Z/. 
25nd.ci., P• 1:,0. 
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awakening swep~ through south Wal.ea 1n the autumn· of 1904. 'l'he leader 
of the revival, Evm:i Robarta, perao~ teat1f1.ed of the ponr of 
this revival.26 Word of it spread roum. the 111Jrld and - 1nfluent:1al 
in arousing keen e~ectationa for revival 1n Los Angel.ea where the 
Pentecosta1 f1re CUle dom eighteen aontba later. Torrey- - sure he 
waa witnessing the first stages of the gr:eatest revival in history.27 
The Keswick Conventions 187.5--1910 
The Keswick Conventions are not to be identified with the 
American Holiness Mov•ent, although Phoebe Palmer, Robert P. ' and 
Hannah w. Smith, and Willlam E. Boa:r:dman wa:re instrumental 1n the in-
ception of the Keswick movement. Beg1nning 1n 1875 and anrn,alJy 
thereafter, this series of holiness conventions is important to the 
present thesis because its conservative and Calvinist version of the 
secom blessing caused a split in the American Holiness Movement.28 
The split resulted in a right wing e:xmnplif1ed by the Ha.zarenes llho 
supposed'.cy remained true to the Wesleyan entire sanot1f1ca.t1on teach-
ing. The left wing Pentecostals adopted the Keswick version of the 
secom bl.easing, an infilllng of the Hoq Spirl t llhich they called "the 
baptism in the Ho'.cy Spirit." After 1 January 1901 they inaiated on 
glossolalia as the sign and proof of that bapti•• 
2~., P• 174. - · 
27Ib1d., 1'2A P• JU• 
28Timothy I&wrence Snith, Called Unto Hollneea (Kaneae Clty, 
Missour.t.1 Nazarene Publ1ahing Houae, 196j), PP• 25, 18)-184, and 191-
192. 
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'lhese conventions were an effective world-wide center ft'cn 11b1.ch 
radiated the Keswick message. '!he conventions were broad~ inter-
national £ran 1875. Pamita Ramaba1 of IDlia attemed the 1898 con-
vention. 29 She had learned about the Ho~ Spirit through a Keswick 
missionary, perhaps in 189,5. From her hane in Mukti in 1907 began a 
pentecostal revival, preceded in Sept•ber, 1906, by glossolalia . 
phenomena. 30 
F. B. Meyer, an outataming Baptist leader, probab~ did • ore 
than 8.1J¥ other Keswick miasioner· to spread its beliefs arouJJi the 
world. He visited the United States in 190.5-1906 and spoke in 
eighteen of the largest citiee;, 31 including Loa Angel.ea, just before 
the outbreak of the Pentecostal revival in that metropolis. 
Because of the Keswick concern to renew am bless the moribum. 
ecclesiastical institutions and, f\lrther, because of their caution on 
the perfectionist issue, Moody took:.•a wam interest in the doctrines 
and practice of these conventions. 'lheir origin, by the 'IRQ', coin-
cided with his 1873 visit to Great Britain. 
29wa1ter B. Sloan, 1beae Sixty Yearaji !be Story of the Keswick 
Convention (Lomon, Glasgow, and ltiinburs Pickering and Inglis, n.d.), 
p. 49. 
30Donald Gee, 1be Pentecostal Mov•int (London, Jll1m Publishing 
House, 1949), PP• 27-28. • 
31steven Barabas, So Great Salvations 'lhe Hia and Mes of 
the Keswick Convention Westwood, Bev Jerseys F)m1ng H. Revell, n.d. , 
pp. 4o and 1861 also Sloan, P• (//. 
CHAPTD m 
DISPENSATI0NALIEI!, MIL'LENNIAI.i[S-1, FUHDAMENTAIJ:ffl 
All dispensational theology 1a pre-mil.J.enn1 al, but the reverse is 
not true. D1spenaationalism and pre-mililenn1al1am must be treated 
separately. 
low-country pietism spawned dispenaationalism 1n the thought of 
Johannes Cocceius (160)-1669) who also had a marked interest 1n the 
historical UDierstanding of the Scriptures.1 For the present survey, 
dispensationallsm originated with the Darbyitea or Pqaouth Brethren 
in connection with an interest in prophecy atbaul&ted by Blwam. 
Irving,2 sometime between 1828 and 1831. 
John Nelson Darby (born 1800), the moat praninent leader of the 
P~outh Brethren, was the vanguazd of 1'mdamentaliam. Regardless of 
the schematic divisions of history which a d.1apensat1onalist mq in-
vent, Darby's &aSl.Dllption is the main point, namely, that God's oveJ:1-
arching plan is established and history must be f1 tted into it. 3 Per-
haps a reaction against an irrelevant and cmpl&cent church, this 
&historical and eaggera.ted supernaturalism is a philosophy of 
despair 11hich rejects any rel&t1on between Cbr1.at1am.ty and culture. 
1D. H. Kramminga, 'lhe Millennium 1n the Church (Grand Bap1ds1 
William B. F.erdmana, 1945), P• 17. 
2E. E. Whitfield, "Pl1Jnouth Brethren," 'lhe Hew Schaff-Herzog Im-
el edia of Rell oua Knowled , edited by Samuel M. Jackson (Grand 
Ba.p1daa Baker Book House, 19 , IX, 95. 
3a~e Horman Kraus, Dlepensationalism in America, Its Rise and 
Develoeent (Ricbmom.1 John Knox Presa, 19.58), P• 43. 
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'lhe lack of connection between church am. world 11111 be bridged at the 
lllicom coming. 'lbere is no historical change but a forced com-
partmentalization of history in 'Nhich change is a i'wlction of the divine 
in-breaking, as God supposed~ ends one dispensation and brings 1n the 
next. '!his is a good 1f8¥ to deey- both evolution am. also effective 
Christian w1 tness in society. It accepts & church irl:'elevant to 
modern society and justi:tlea the fact. 
Accoming to this theory, the church am. God's Kina:10111 are rad-
ica~ dissociated. 'lhe church is a mere parenthesis between 
Pentecost and the rapture, after which the Kinsim will be set up on 
earth. The church is a collection of sa.ints unified across denomina,-
t1onal lines by means of Bible institutes or spiritual life conferences. 
In the meantime before the rapture, a body of believers is being "called 
out" and a bride is being prepared to meet the Groen. 'lhe organiBed 
church is hopeless~ lost and apostate, a dispensation which has 
failed like all previous dispensations. The church should not and 
cannot be refcmned. The true bell.ever who has the Hoq Spirit should 
leave his false church and be joined "in the Spirit" with other true 
believers, 4 Spirit-:tllled saints, llbo were in Da:rby's t1Jlle the P~outh 
Brethren. In modified farm, this anti-denminational theory 1RIB 
adapted into non-clenaain&tiona.1 or inter-denom1na+.ional meetinga and 
conferences. W1 th modifications of time and place, the P~auth 
Brethren were the Full Gospel Busineaa Men's Fellonhip of the nine-
teenth century. 
4c1a:rence B. Basa, Backgrounds to Dlspenaaticmall• (Grand 
Bapida I William B. Berdmana Publl.ahing Ccnpany, 19fl0) , P• 103. 
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Further, the Body of Christ is peculiar to this qe or d1spemsa,.. 
tion, because it was not const.1.tuted until Pentecost by the baptism of 
the Ho~ Spirit.5 Such a pureq spiritual ecclesiology minimizes the 
corporate aspect of the churches am. umernd nee 1.nst1. tut.ional loya].ty. 
'lhe mission of the church is redefined too. It becomes pureq spiri-
tual am rails against social welfare efforts. It is signif'lcant 
that :f'wdamentalism never formed a separate institution but united 
Christians across denominational lines. 
Darby's spirit lives on in the exclusivism am. separatism of 
f\mlamentalis~, prophetic teachers, sCllle Pentecostals am. neo-
Pentecostals am. in the Scofield Reference Bible (1907), the terminal 
point for the developllent of' dispensationalism.6 
Turning now to "that blessed hope," it appears that the status 
of' the church influences the cycles of' pre-millenn1alism. 'When per-
secution stopped, so did ancient pre-m1llenn1al1sm. When the 
medieval church waxed fat like Jeshurun am. kicked up its heels in 
hierarchical corruption, then medieval m1llenn1-.J.1sm kicked up too. 
'lhe ancient variety died a natural death, but the insti tut.ion au:p-
pressed medieval millennialism. 
America was a natural refuge for pure-church seekers and m11,-
lennial sects. With the discovery am. settlement of the Kew World, 
millennial hopes mounted. Reinforced by Adventia aDl taken up by 
Moody, pre-millennialism enjoyed a resurgence at the same time that 
Saiarles Caldwell lflrie, D1Uiansat1onaJ1am· Toda.y (Cbicagoa ·Moody 
Press, 1965), PP• 136-137 listse scriptural. baaes1 Acts 1-21 11115-16, 
am. especi~ 1 Cor. 12,13. 
6xra.us, P• 19■ 
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the post..-m1llennial hope of the liberal P.roteatants began to be secu-
lar.lmed. 7 The debate 118.S exacerbated by the a.ff1n1 ty among pre--
millennialism, dispenaationalism, am :f\mdamentallsm, all united by 
supernaturalism on one ham., an! post-m1llenn1allsm am. modernism 
united by immanentism on the other. 'lhe connections a:re not necessary 
however. 
John Nelson Darby voyaged to the United Sta.tea seven t.imes betwen 
1862 am 1877 and 118.S ac~ 1n this coun~ forty percent of this 
time.8 He visited major cities most~ 1n the Bast am 11&8 in:f'lllential 
in the Bible am Prophetic Conference mov•ent, one of the principle 
roots of :tundamentallsm.9 Darby had ministered in the churches of 
those men who were leaders in this movement.10 
'lhe first Bible Conference met at Swampscott, Massachusetts, in 
1876, am twc, years later the f1rst Prophetic Conference met at Ho~ 
Trinity Episcopal Church in New York City to promote the pre-
millenmal doctrine. These conferences constituted a ref\usa.l. to can.a• to 
tems w1 th the thought am. life of the late nineteenth century am aa 
such paralleled the response of pietistic revivalism. Protestant 
scholastic orthodo~ with this pre-millennial aupernaturallaa could 
occaaiona~ join forces against liberal theoloa.11 The Second 
7H. Shelton Smith, .Robert T. Handy, am. Leffert& A. Ioetscher, 
American Christianity (New Yorks Cll&rlea Saribner's Sons, 1963), ll, 314. 
8Emest R. Sameen, 'lhe Origins of Fiirxtamenta.lla (Philadelphia.a 
The Fortress Press, 1968), P• 8. 
9Kraus, PP• 79-80 • 
10Ib1d., PP• 78-79■ 
1~Sm1th, Handy, Loetacher, II, 314-31S. 
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Prophetic Conference in <hicago, 1885, enjoyed broad representation 
across denominational lines. Ita deliberate aim was to~ the con-
servative opposition to post-millenn,aliSlll and rationaiimn.12 
These conferences really established an interdenominational pre-
millennial creed which in 1895 issued into these points of doctrines 
inerrancy, the deity of an-1st, the virgin birth, the substitutionary 
atonement, the resurrection, am. the aecom coming.13 'lb1s is not th► 
ology--i t is presuppositions to theology. If it is any imication, then 
they had given up the theological enterprise am. had retreated within 
the walls of doe;ina. 
The adherents of the Bible Conference Movement considered them-
selves to be the true church within the apostate church,14 a doctrine 
which entered .American flmlamentallsm through the conferences, but it 
was :from Darby originally. Their attitude tow&'l'd the Bible 1fBS thcm-
oughly literal am unhistorical, as if the Mhole thing were 'Nritten 
solely for the latter days.15 
Darbyite influence 1fBS present in tl)e United Sta.tea in the 18401 s1 
Moody quite likely may have picked it up in the 1850's116 it is en-
tirely possible that Moody came under Darbyi te inf'l11ence in 1868 am. 
12s. G. Cole, History of Fundaentalia (lfew York, RI.chard R. 
Smith, 19)1), PP• .31-)2. 
13ib1d., P• 34. 
14Sh1rley Jackson Caae, 'Iha Millerm,a.1 Ho:pe (Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1918), P• 2041 Ryrie, P• 82. 
15ease, p. 204. 
16w11nam G. Mcloughlin, Jr., Modern Bav1val1am1 Finney to 
Graham (New York a Ronald Press, 1959), P• 257. 
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certa.1~ no later than 1872. He made three trips to the British 
Isles in 1867, 1870, and 1872, am visited sme of the conferences of 
the Plymouth Brethren in Dublin in the interests of their lq evangel,. 
istic work. He visited George Mueller 1n Bristo1 in 1867, because 
Moody's Qiicago labors had aroused his interest in Mueller's work 111.th 
orphans. 'lbe Brethren exercised a lasting influence over Moody 1n 
their anti-11 turgical, anti-establishment, and anti-clerica1 efforts at 
recovering primitive Christianity. Moody however could not accept the 
staunch Calvinism of these zeal.ots, because Moody was an 4:nn1n1an1 am 
he didn't like the divisiveness of the Plymouth Brethren.17 He never 
did :f\t~ accept the Brethren doptrine. 
Inclllding representatives of both the Diapenaationalists am. 
Keswick holiness doctrine, a ten-day conference began at Moody's hcae-
town, Northfield, Massachusetts, on 1 Septanber 1880, with an emphasis 
on the recovery of the pentecostal power of the Ho~ Spirit.18 A l.og:l-
cal parallel to the earlier HolineBB Movement, the Conference had no 
apparent theological connection with it but was more accurate~ a 
precursor of Pentecostalism. Mocdy ac~ted the non-perfectionist 
definition of the baptism of the Ho~ Spirit as Keswi.ck doctrine held 
it am as Pentecostals came to accept it, name~, an endusment with 
power for witness a.Di service as Moody had experienced it 1n 1871 ■ 
Friend~ to the Holiness Mov•ent, as nre also the speakers am. 
delegates at this am. later conferences, Moody was unlmowing~ 
17 James F. Findlq, Jr., DNigbt L. Moody. American ~list 
(Chicqo am Iomon1 University of Chicago Preas, 196§),p.C7. 
18Ibid., PP• ~1-:,tl,2. 
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contributing to the fuDiamentalist ecclesiology, nameq, a hishq in-
dividualistic, dispensationalist doctrine based on the holiness of the 
illdiTI:dual bellever.19 Moody, :ed.em~ to both Keswick holiness BDl 
dispensationallsm, f\llq accepted neither but was apparent~ e:xr-
pedientq seeking the renewa1 of the institutional churches through a 
pre-mill.ennial, Hoq Spirit revivalism. 'l'his el.anent with belie;t· in a 
11 teral Bible alld corruption 1n the churches united the conference 
del.egates. By virtue of the Dispensationa.list BDl Holiness at.tit.mes 
towa:m the nature of the church, a close connection exists between 
holiness am f\lmamentallam.20 This is true em.pirica~--holiness sects 
were am are usua~ f\llldamentallst.--but it is.also important to 
establish the point historicalq 1n tams of theological connections. 
'lbe reac~onary nature of the Northfield Conferences, evident in their 
pre-millennialism am in their attitude towazd the established 
churches, is logica~ cut fran the same cloth as the American Holi-
ness Movement out of 'Hhich came the Pentecosta1 revival. It JDB¥ also 
be stated that Dispensationallsm 411d, Keswick were 1nf'lllent1a1 in the 
rise of British Pentecostaliam.21 The same JDB¥ at least be suggested 
19sandeen, P• 17. 
20Ib1d., P• 6, footnote 1J. Moody at these conferences kept to-
gether what was ~ng apart, nameq, liberals (Josiah Strong, Henry 
Drummond, and William Bainey Ha:r:per) and conservatives. It is not re-
corded that the Conferences had any inf'lllence on the liberal theology. 
Thereafter, each went his ow WB¥• 
21nonald Gee, "Movement Without a Man," airistian 14.fe, XXVIII 
(Juq 1966), 501 Nila Bloch-Hoell, 'lhe Pentecostal Movement (Oopenhagena 
Scandinavian University Books, 1964, and Oslo, Universitetsforlaget, 
1964), p. 821 and John Thanas Nicho1, Pentecost.ali.am (New York, 
Evanston, and Iomona Harper, 1966), P• 40. 'lhe Horth:field Conferences 
continued into the 1890's, F1nd~, PP• 406-4071 they inclm..ed Torrey 
among the speakers, George T. B. Davis, Torrey and Alexanler, The 
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for the rise of American Pentecostalism. This entire period and 
Moody's role in relation to the various movements remains to be more 
accurate'.cy' historified.22 
The roots of :fumamentalism have been outllned so f'a:r in terms 
of dispensationalism, pre-m1ll.enn1al1sm, holiness, the Darbyi tea, the 
Bible and Prophetic Conferences, aDl the Northfield Conferences. 
'!here are other roots which go deeper into American history than the 
biblicist movements of the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
The history of American :fumamentallsm 1118¥ be, with allowances 
for inaccuracy, stated this ways the Presbyterian Adopting Act of 
1729 am the five points of fuulamentalism propoumed 1n 1895 and 
1910 were separated by a century and three-quarters of pervasive cul-
tural am theological change. There still rema.1na a a1m1lar1ty of 
method am purpose, The purpose was to canpromiae with ration-
alism23 and define the hard core of Christian doct.rine 11h1ch became 
the practicing credal formulation of same non-credal churches. 
Between 1729 and 1910 there was formulated the Presbyga.t.ional. 
Plan of Union (1801) which abbreviated the confessions and required 
s~ of a World-Wide Revival (New Yorka Flailing H. Revell Co., 1905), 
p. 3. His teaching on the Ho'.cy' Spirit baptism appro:x1mated the 
Keswick doctrine, present at this time also at J. Wilbur Chapaan•a 
Winona Bible School. Thia WOllld put Moody Bible Inat.1 tute, Northfteld, 
aDl Winona within the Kes'Nick orbit. 
22nmlay, P• 21. 
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assent to the fundamenta1s124 Finney am. the other revivaliata 
certain~ believed in travelling lidit theologl~. 25 Bailing 
against c:redal f'omulations haa a long history in America. What 
Finney attacked--creeds am credal lines-Moody croaaed, am. thus he 
became the immediate harbinger of fumamentali• am doctrina.1 mini-
malism which allowa like-mimed CJlristiana to work across dencm1D&tional 
lines. 
Caning now to the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the 
definition of fundamentalism beccmes apeciflc, pointed, and narrow in 
terms of the issues. It is opposition to h1diar ariticiam, evolution, 
am scientific method in theology anl Bible study. · It is dispena&t.:1.onal, 
prophetic, pre-millennial, evangelist.:1.c, revivaliat.:1.c, and UDle11cmina-
tional. 26 In its organised form, f\mlament&liam was a]!011 t1.ca1 move-
ment within denaninations to C0111bat libara.liam by capturing and con-
trolling church administration.'Zl Specifl~, it was an unstable al,-
liance of the Princeton theology and diapensationallam to oppose the . 
higher c:riticism.28 
24Mclmlghlin, P• 123. 
25Ibid., PP• 76.-77, 125, 161, am. 524. 
~6w1nf.red E. Garrison, "Fw:damentall•," Jzcyc~a 
Britannica (aiicago1 William Benton, Publisher, 196i,ix; 920. 
27s1.dney E. Mead, '!he Lively Bxperiment (Bev York1 Huper and Bow, 
1963}, P• 18). 
28 San:ieen, P• 3. 
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Taking now together all roots of flm:lamentali•, their first his-
torical concurrence was 1n 1878 at the nrat Interna:t.ional Prophetic 
Conference.29 'lhis first visible coalescence of the various el.anent& 
continued through the Bible Conference movement. For fundamental.111111, 
the most important of these conferences was 1n 1895 at Niagara. Here 
were formulated the five points of dopa 'Nh1.ch in turn became the 
Fwdament&ls of· 1910.30 
The basis of fumamentali• is its spiritual ecclee1ology frail 
the holiness and diapensational roota31 'Nhich prevents the movement 
f'ram precipitating into a separate an:l new denomina.tion. 'lhis fact 
is not canmon~ recognized. Its leaders were concentrated 1n the c1 ties 
of the North and Fast, scarce~ at all in the South.32 To~ that the 
modernists were the theological innovators is in fairness to be ba.l,-
anced by the :f.\mdamentalist dispensationa.l doctrinal innovations. 
Fumamentallsm became outspoken beg1nn1.ng in 1909 through the 
munificence of two California ~en, ]qman and Milton Stewart. In 
that year among their many enterprises there began~ appear the 
twelve-volume '!be Fundamentals. 
As liberal theology was a sign that the Enlightemnent had overcome 
its last foe, Protestant ort.hodo:Jll', so '!be Fumam.entals are aqua~ a 
29Ib1d., P• 11. 
301ou1s Gasper, The Fundamentalist Movement (Parisi Mouton and eo., 
1963), P• 18). 
31Sam.een, P• 6. 
32n,:1a•, P• 17 • 
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sign of the victory of rational.ism. Thia reduct.ioniat and canprcmiaing 
tr:em, resulting 1n The Fun:lamenta.ls, is the f'J:uit of revivallam 
also.33 
.33toetacher, p. 98. 
CHAPTER XIll 
THE HOLINESS MOVliMENT 
'Hhen John Wesley revised the Shorter Catechism, he am1tted the 
following entire:cy-1 
Q. 82 Is man able perfectly to keep the c0111JDamm!nta of God? 
A. No mere man since the fall is able • • • • 
'lbereby hangs this chapter. 
Interest in holiness or perfectionism accampanied revival at its 
crest as in the 183()'s a1'ld in 18,58 with the appearance of Boamman's 
'lbe Higher Christian Life.2 'lbe Civil War interrupted the interest 1n 
perfectionism of the late 1850's.3 '!he moral and sp1r1tua1 chi..os fol,. 
lowing that conflict m~ have had some bearing on the renewed perfec-
tionist emphasis 1n the 1866 centenary observance of the Methodist 
1James A, MacDonald, Wesler s Revision of the Shorter Catechism 
(E:Unburgha Geo. A. Morton, 190J, P• 22. 'lhe issue with 'Nhich the 
Holiness Movement dea,slt was stated clear:ey by the General. Holiness 
Assemb:ey which met in <Jlicago at Park Avdmle Methodist <Jiurch 1n ~. 
1885, John lelam Peters, Christian Perfection and .American Methodism 
(New York 8Jld Nashville• Abingdon Press, 1956), PP• 137, 162. 'lhe 
Assemb:ey adopted this statmenta "Entire Sanctification is a second 
def'1n1 te work of g:r:ace wrought by the Baptism with the Holy Spirit in 
the heart of the believer subsequent to regeneration, received instan-
taneously by faith, by which the heart '1.s cleansed from all corruption 
am f'lllecl with the perfect love of God." 
2 supra, p. (//. 
:,Timothy Lawrence Snith, Cal.led Unto Holiness (Kansas City, 
Missour.l1 Nazarene Publishing House, 1963), PP• 12-13. Snith sap that 
post-bellum chaos and corzuption dampened the perfectionist interest 
which was ki:ndled in 18,58. Harper ~s the Holiness Movement was stimu-
lated by the chaos which followed the Civil war. Michael c. Harper, As 




'lbe Palme:rs had one of their best years in 1866.S 'lhe be-
ginning holiness revival was at first an urban phenomenon prmoted by 
pastors such as Alfred Cookman (died 1871) and others in Philadelphia, 
New York City, Wilmington, and Nen:rk.6 Cookman, with John S. Inald.p 
am William McDonald, gave wise leadership to the ear~ Holiness Move-
ment. Inskip was cha1%man of the Methodist pastors conference in New 
York 01 ty. In the summer of 1867, these men 1d. th others organized the 
first general holiness camp meeting at VinelaDl., Hew Jersey, 7 out of 
which was organized the National Campmeeting .Association for the P.r:o-
motion of Holiness. Inskip was the president until his death in 1884, 
after which the Association declined.8 
I1ethodist in leadership but scnewhat intm:dencninational in attem-
ance, 9 this first and successf'll holiness camp meeting grew 1n popu-
larity. 'lbe emphasis on the seconl blessing spread as the camp meet1nga 
assembled annua~ and increased in number, moat~ in the East.10 
4Smith, P• 15, and also his "'lhe Holiness Crusade," 1n 'lbe History 
of American Methodiam, edited °bY' mnory Stevens Bucke (New York and 
Nasbyille1 Abingdon Presa, 1964), II, 611. 
5Smith, "Crusade," History, II, 611. 
6rl>1d., II, 6121 also Smith, Called, P• 26. 
7Ib1d. 
8Nils Bloch-Hoell, 'lbe Pentecostal Movement (Copenhagen, 
Scandinavian University Books, 19641 Oslo1 Univeraiteteforlapt, 1964), 
P• 189, footnote 8,5. 
9Elmer T. Clark, 'lhe Small Sects in America (Bevised editions New 
Yorks Abint,ion-Cokesbury, 19:37), P• ?). 
lOSmith, CaJJed, P• 1,S. 
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'lhe 1870 Episcopal .Address of the Conference of the Methodist CJiurch 
South urged a renewed interest 1n the doctrine of entire aanctif1.ca-
t1on.11 The revival of holiness interest continued into the 1880'as re-
ceived s~pport in the first world conference of Methodiata in Iondon in 
1881; and on 9 February 1886 observed the fi:rtieth amdveraa:cy of Phoebe 
P~lmer's 'l'uead.~ Meetings in New York City.12 'lhat was fitt.ingq and ap-
parent]¥ the crest of the tide. Other holiness interests, rural. in 
origin, were on foot Mhich would take the movement out of the Methodist. 
Church. 
Threats to the Holiness Movement were evolution and the nurture 
theory of Bushnell. Both of these struck at the basic principles of 
American revivalism, the conversion crisis an:1. especial.q in this case, 
crisis perfectioniam, that is, second blessing holiness. other threats 
resulted fram the growth of the cities, even though the Movement had its 
beginnings in urban areas. 'lhe lodgment of the Holiness Movement in 
more conservative rural areas was threatened by the loss of membership 
f'ram rural churches.13 After 1880 at least t.wenty~five holiness and 
pentecostal bodies came into existence 1n the South and Midwest where 
the large]¥ rural conati tuency of the Methodist Church centered.14 
Here pietistic holiness 1dentif1.ed the visible with the invisible 
11Hunter D. Farish, The C1rou1.t. Bid.er Dl811lounta (B1.chm.ond1 
Dietz Press, 19:38), P• 71. 
12Smth, Called, P• 19. 
1'.3w1ll1am Warnn Sweet, 1he Story of .Rel1g1on in America (New 
York and Iondon1 Harper and Brothers, 1939}, PP• 506-.507. 'lhe number 
of rural church closings increaaect a1gnif1.cant.]¥ between 1880 and 1900. 
14Ib1d -· 
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church in the anti-denominational "church of God" movament.15 1b1.s 
legallstic16 and anti-cred.&117 •ov•ent 1188 also anti-Pentecostal. To 
identify the second blessing 111th speald.ng 1n tongues is aureq non-
Wesleyan, The Church of God (Holiness) therefore took its name to 
distinguish itself from its cousins, other "churches of God" in the 
pentecostal offshoot from the Holiness Movement.18 On ~•illennialism, 
the Church of God (Holiness) held to the doctrJ.ne, but the Church of 
God (Anderson, Indiana) 1188 non-a, Jlenn1 &1.19 ihe Nazarene Church like-
wise at its beginning was not unf'.riendq to'H82'd this doctrine. Aa far 
as this writer knowa, here is the first occurrence of ~millennialism 
in the American Ai'minian traditio~. 'lb1.s occur.rence J1U1¥ indicate the 
depth am. extent ·of the rural alienation frail the urban changes of the 
modern era, So far as this Kriter has been able to deta:mine, the holi-
ness sects were not dispenaational. 20 However, pre-m11.lenn1alism com-
bined with an Aminian holiness basis for ecclesiology' produced much 
the S8JJle reaction as the Calvinist P11Jnouth Brethren to the established 
churches in the British Isles. Where dispenaatiomil. tm:minolo§ 
15clarence E. Cowen, A His of the Church of God Holineaa 
(Overland Park, KareN11 Harald am Banner Preas, 1 9, P• 151 <Jiarles 
E. Brown, When the Trumpet Soumed (Amerson, Indianaa Warner Preas, 
19j1), PP• 8}-87, 
16cowen, pp. 104-105, 
17Ib1d,, p, 70, 
18tb1d, 
19i3rown, PP• 8}-93, ~ D. s. Varner 11118 in st.rong reaction 
against .Advent1BD1. 
20Jiunes F. Findlq, Jr., Dwight L. Moody • .Aaarican ~list 
(CJiicago am Ionlon1 University of Chicago Press, 1969),~, BIQ'B 
so also. 
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does appear among secol'Jd blessing advocates 1n the hiatar,y of thia 
period, it bears out a connection with the Keswick version of the 
secol'Jd blessing. 'lbis coincidence is fawn apecifical~ within the 
theology of A. B. Simpson aDl among the Pentecostale, to whom Simpson 
was cautious~ similar. It would appear that diapenaationalism has 
sane bearing on the Holiness-Pentecostal split. 
'lbe rural reaction to the rising education&l level of modernist 
pastors and laymen,21 'Nho were at least cool to the old revivalism, 
"was a main factor in the springing up of the numerous sects, such as 
the Churches of God aDl the Nazarenes.1122 'lhe old-time religionists 
arranged their own holiness camp meetings and periodical.a 011ta1de of 
institutional church contro123 in pur1 tan protest aga;1 nst the conven-
tional am world~ churches. 24 As these holiness bands separated :fran 
the denominations they provided maey- recruits for the Church of God 
ministry.25 'lbe movement entered the South in 1890 when D. s. Varner of 
the Church of God (Amerson, Indiana) went to Meridian, Miasissippi.26 
'!he rural, radical, aDl rigid adherents of the Holineaa Mov•ent 
were the first seceders to form indepel'Jdent sects in the 1880's before 
the slower-to-leave, better educated, and less rigld. urban hollneas 
21s weet, pp. S0S-,506. 
22w1111am Warren Sweet, 11.Revi vall.sm," Eneyc~a Bri tanni.ca 
(CJlicagoa William Benton, Publisher, 1961), XIX, 1. 
2%1.och-Hoell, P• 15. 
24shelton H. Smith, Robert T. Handy, and. Leffert& A. Loetacher, 
American CJlristianity (Hew Yorka Charles Scribner's Sona, 1963), n, 31). · 
25:erown, PP• 101-110, and. 156. 
26:rbid. , p. 156. 
-
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adherents left the established denm1nations in the 1890's. Because of 
growing official opposition, fanaticism among the iDlependent holiness 
bams, strong attacks on entire sanctification after 1888, aDl. increas-
ing holiness work in city slums,27 the issue came to a head at the 18911, 
Genural Conference of the 'Methodist Church South.28 'lhat was the year 
of repudiation and schism. 
In the next six years, ten separate religious bodies organized 111th 
secom blessing holiness as their chief doctrine. All ten were dom1.-
nant'.cy' Method.1st in former connection, all came out because of the Holi-
ness Movement, and over half of thm later, with related gt'OUps, fm:med 
the ?fazarene <Jiurch at Pilot Point in 1908. 29 Of four million 
Methodists, one hum.red thousand or 2i percent went into the proliferat-
ing sects. 30 By 1900, the proponents of entire sanct1ftcat1on had 
large~ withdrawn frail .American Methodimll.31 
B·ecause they are both present in the history of the Holiness Move-
ment, two questions need to be cons1dered because their roots in the 
Holiness Movement have a bearing on the Pentecostal revival. 
One involves church structure--the other the nature of the second 
blessing. There developed during the nineteenth century or continued 
:from a previous generation three answers to the question-~"'Of church 
27 Sm1 th, Called, PP• 27-28. 
28Charles w. Ferguson, Ot-pni#ff to Beat the Devil {Gem.en City, 
New York1 Doubled~ and Company, 1971, P• 282. 
29 48 Peters, P• 1 • 
:,o 8 Ferguson, P• 2 2. 
31 Peters, P• 150■ 
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structure.32 One was to keep the &lropean tradition. A second vu the 
"Christian Church" movement of' 'lbomaa and Alexander Campbell 'Nhich 
sought to :cest=e. !few Testament Christianity baaed on the Bible alone. 
A third was the unity of tr:ansdenom1na+.1onal. activities ignoring con-
fessional lines. 'lbe second and the third were present 1n the Holi-
ness 1'Iovement. 
The interdenominational benevolent societies of the earq nine-
teenth century did not object to the denaninational eatablishment:3:3 
nor did the Holiness Association in i ta interde11011inational beginnings 
am. ear~ progress. Aa the Holiness Movement radicalimed it adopted 
the secom approach, apparent in the anti-denominati:onal or putativeq 
undenominational "church of God" movanent, an effort to unite the 
church on the basis of the Bible alone. :34 Both the ear~ benevolent 
societies and the Holiness Association ignored the historic roots of the 
churches, and both failed to restructure American CJlr1.stian1ty. 
The second question on the nature of the aecom. bl.easing involves 
the distinction between the Arminian answer am. the Keswick or Calvinist 
answer.. At i ta 189'7 meeting in arl.cago, the National Holiness Associar-
tion rejected premillenniali• and Keswick v1ewa of the second bless-
ing.:3.5 It would be interesting to lmow 'Hhat la¥ behilll this stand. 
It is either anti-Darbyi te and anti-Calvinist or anti-Pentecostal or 
:32Smi th, Hanly, am. Ioetacher, II, ~(fl. 
:3Jibid. 
:34 Cowen, P• 70. 
3.5Smith, Called, P• 3.5 ■ 
.. 
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both. The association could poasibq have known by this tiae of the 
stirrings of Pentecostaliam in Tennessee am Horth Carolina, but be-
cause the former is more obvious, that is the likeq answer. At any 
rate the point remains that the split here manifested is fall of con-
sequences for the Holiness Movement, because the future belonged to 
those Holiness advocates, nameq, the Pentecostals who ad.opted the 
Keswick doctrine. 
Finalq, this writer has been unable to unravel the answer to 
this question. Why did Aminian holiness adherents, pre-millennia1, 
and :f\lniamentalistic, leave their churches to fODl new sects? 'l'he 
ICeswick holiness representatives, also premillennial ancl, at North-
field, influenced by dispensational ideas, am also fun:lamentallstic, 
did not, nor did fun:lamentalists of the Northfield movement, leave 
their churches. A single variant appears anc1 that is the rural 
backgrouni of the Aminian holiness people llho were the fl.rat to se-
cede. The urban .Arminian holiness adherents left ten years later 
in the 189()'s. The fun:lamentallsts of the urban Northeaat, with a 
dispensational and Keswick holiness ecclesiology, d1d not leave their 
churches. Perhaps their dispensationalism :made th• so pess1mist1c 
that they could see no possibility of a pure ch\lZ'ch• So they rea•b1e 
the Puri tans who sta.yed w1 thin the establishment. 'l'he perhaps more 
optimistic Arminian holiness leaders wanted reformation without 
tarrying am proceeded to establish manifestq hoq collgl:'egations • 
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In this sense the holiness an:1. pentecostal sects are f11qu1valent to 
the seventeenth century separat1ata.36 
36w1111am G. McIQughlln, Jr., Modern .Revivallsn, Finney to 
Graham (New Yorks Ronald Presa, 1959), p. 465. 
CHAPTER XIV 
THE Pllli'TECOSTAL MOVDJENT 
Definition and Origlna 
The Pentecostal Movement began at the turn of the century '111.th 
the distinctive developnent of the doctrine of Hoq Spin:~ baptism as 
an experience subsequent to conversion which empowers for witness am. 
is manifested by speaking in tongues. A Pentecosta1 defines the 
Movements "It is not 1:!!5! the Apostolic Church1 it!! the Apostolic 
Qiurch reborn in our times.111 'lbia claim to be the restoration of 
primitive Christianity is emphasized by the cultivation of other 
charismatic gifts such as divine healing, in addition to tongues, in 
Pentecostal worship services. 'lhe doctrine of sanctification is that 
of the earzy Methodists. Baptismal doct.l."1.ne am. practice are bapt.1.atic. 
'Jhere is no nomative Pentecostal doctrine. A broad variety of doc-
trine characterizes the Mov•ent 11hich f1ms its unity chie~ in 
this central factors 
'lhe central factor of the Pentecostal .Raviva1 is the bapti• of the 
Hoq Spirit, accanpanied by the initial evidence of "speaking ~th 
other tongues." THIS IS THE HEART OF THE PENTECOSTAL BBVIVAL. 
( •phasis in orig! ual) 
On the one hand this constitutive factor should not be taken as a re-
quirement which is enforced on adherents of the Mov•ent bu.t aa public 
1Dav1d A. Wamack, 'lhe We~ of the Pentecostal Movement 
(Spr1ngfield1 Missourl1 Goapel.Pliil.aiiing Howse, 1968), P• 87. 
2Gordon Francis Atter, 'lhe 1h1rd Force (Peterborough, Ontar101 
'lhe College Presa, 1962), P• ). 
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doctrine to which there•&¥ be individual exceptiona. On the other 
hand the statement certainly implies that the first Pentecost should. be 
repeated aa part of the experience of every an-1.atian believer. 
By 1900, revivalism had become interna'tional, and there was wide-
spread hope for a world. revival. 'l'he pr8¥er and preaching campaign.a 
of' Reuben A. Torrey were both symptom and further cause of this re-
vival expectancy. In such an atmosphere the Mov•ent rose aa a schis-
matic reaction to what Pentecostals considered to be the infidelity of 
the denominations. Pentecostals opposed an educated clergy, wealth in 
the churches, Qiristian nurture, liberal theology, the social gospel, 
science, and evolution. Opposing cooled-oi'f', institutionalized, an:l 
formerly revivalist denominations, the Pentecostals advocated the old-
time religion, the revival method, and experiential arises of conver-
sion, baptism with the Holy Spirit, and speaking in tongues. As a 
reactionary movement Pentecostalism intensified native American 
Protestantism. Faulting established churches for their doctrinal in-
nova'tions, Pentecostals made their own doctrinal innovation. They 
required what the Holiness Movement had encouraged, the Holy Spirit 
aecom blessing, with an added and inaeparabla emphaai.a, speald.ng in 
tongues. 
This highly inlividualistic doctrinal phenomenon came to e:xpreBBion 
in a restless and individualistic society. 'l'hoae llho first exprased it 
at Topeka, Kansas on 1 January 1901 ware wandering religious zealots. In 
a static society among effective ins'titutional churches, thia doctrine 
would have found expreasion leas easily. In a rootless, reatless, and 
dissatisfied society where the churches 1182'8 in serious trouble, the 
joining of speaking tongues to the experience of the aecoDl "bl.eaaing 
I 
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was perhaps a sign of the times. lei ther the doctrine of the bapt.im 
1n the Ho~ Spirit nor spaak1ng 1n tongues waa new1 llhat waa new vaa 
their con~ct.ion. 
The period from 1880 to 1900 was near to or had seen the peak of' 
immigration into the United Statea.3 Imustrial. production had risen 
(ioo percent between 18li0 am 1900. Factory laborer& had incraaaed in 
number :f"ran about one am three-tenths million to about f1ve and three-
tenths million in the same period. 4 'lhe shift of populat.ion :from 
country to city am from east to west had produced social changes to 
which older urban churches were slow to adapt. It was the age of the 
entrepreneur in both business am religion. Fluid olaas lines, mobility, 
and weakening community life tended to isolate especial.1¥ the urban 
inii vidual. The leader of a sect had an important social am religious 
role in this period when the sects were proliferating rapid~. 
Not until Pentecostaliam &ZTived 1n los .Angel.ea did it rea~ grow 
rapid~, The poor, the ghetto dwellers, am the victims of social and 
economic change were att.Taoted to it. The Movement was extr•eq indi-
vidualistic am aggressive. While they were willing to teach others, the 
adherents of the Mov•ent were l.eas w1111ng to receive teaching or 
oversight even from other Pentecostals. An example of this imividualima 
is Frank Bartlanan, a leader of the los Angeles Pentecostal revival 1n 
1906. Before the ~val began he carried on a vigorous preparatory 
3.Nila Bloch-Hoell, The Pentecostal Mov•ent (Copenhagen, 
Scandinavian University Books, 196§., and Oslo1 Univerai.tetaforlaget, 
1964), p. 9. 'lhe figures given for 1uigrat.1on into the United States 
area 1861-1900, fourteen million1 1901-1910, eight and eigb~tentba 
million. 
4 
Ibid., P• 10. 
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campaign, urg1ng people to deeper spiritual life. 'lhe Holineaa people 
rejected his efforts among them.5 In the same 1f8¥ when an acknowledged 
&l'ld key figure in the Movanent, Oulrlea F. Parham, came to Loa Angeles 
in the earfy autumn of 1906, Bartleman waa auap1c1ous of him. 6 'lh1s 
same Bartleman left or joined four separate groups in the course of 1906. 
He began as a Holiness enthullbat1 then he joined Joseph Sma.le's New 
Testament Churchs then he joined the Azusa group1 then he started his 
own church at Eighth and. Maple Streets in Ios Angeles • 
.American Pentecostals trace their or1g1na to the Holiness Move-
ment,7 but they went beyom the seconl blessing as defined by tha1. 
Movement. At least through 1910 there was 'broadfy preaen1. 1n the 
Pentecostal Movement an experience of a thhd blessing beyond the 
seconl blessing of entire sanctif1cation. 
'!he conservative Holiness Movament rejected this Pentecostal 
interpretation and. remained more faithful to the Wesleyan doct.rine. 
The Pentecostals adopted the KesNick doctrine of the Hofy Sp1r1.1. 
baptism which is not a cleansing from sin but an empowering for 
~ Bar'l.l.eman, What Bea.lb Happened at ABusa Stree1., ed.1.ted by 
John Walker (5th pr1nt1ng1 Northr1.dge, California, Voice Cbr1atian Pub-
lications, 1968), P• 12. 
6ea.r1 Brumback, Suddengf ••• F.rca Heaven (Spr1ngf1eld, M1aaourl1 
Gospel Publishing House, 19!), P• 59■ 
? Attar, P• 221 Bloch-Hoell, P• 621 Qiarlea V. Conn, Like a Mighty 
Moves the Church of God 1886-1 (Clevelanl, Tennesaee1 Church of 
God Publishing House, 19 S , P• xix1 Merrl.11 B. Gaddie, Cbr1at1an Per-
fectionism 1n America (Revised 19391 unpublished Ph.D. theaia. Un1vera11.y 
of Chicago, 1929), p. 3301 Donald Gee, 'lhe Pentecoata1 Moveaent (London1 
Elim Publishing House, 1949), PP• 6 and 281 Michael Harper, As at the Be-
ginning (London• Hodder and stougbton, 1966), P• 251 John 'lbOll&S 
Nichol, Pentecostalism (New York, Evanston, and Landoni Harper, 1966), 
PP• 6-7. 
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service. Reuben A. Torrey popular1.zed this doctrine in the United 
States with the publication (1895) of his Bapti• 111 th the Holy 
8 Spirit. Torrey however did not require speaking in tongues as proof' 
of the Holy Spirit baptiam.9 Because Holiness sects were the first 
to experience what to them was a th1l.'d. crisis beyom entire aanctifi~ 
ti.on, one fin:1.s a period of confusion fran roughly 1886 to 1910. In 
this period Pentecostals were preaching three distinct experienceaa 
conversion; the old Holiness teaching on entire sanctification1 an:l be-
yom it the baptism in the Holy Spirit with speak1ng in tongues.10 Be-
cause o-£ growing Baptist and Calvinist inflllence led mainly by Pastor 
Durham of Chicago, the Pentecostal Movement in 1910. re'birned to an em-
phasis on the finished work of Christ applied to the sinner in his con-
version.11 This emphasis is a Keswick in:f'lllence. Beyond conversion 
8
Reuben A. Torrey, B~,ti.am with the Holy ~t (5th ed1t.1.on1 
London a James Nisbet, 19()4 , PP• 13-141 Gee, pp~ 28. 
9Torrey1 p. 16. 
10 · Carl Brumback, Suddenly ••• Fran Heaven (Springf1.eld, 
Missouri I Gospel Publishing House, 1961) 1 PP• 98-1001 staniley H. 
Frodsham, With Signs Following (Springfield, Missouri& Goape1 Publish-
ing House, 1946) 1 p. 411 M. B. Redford, '!he Rise of the Church of the 
Nazarene (Kansas City, Missouri• Nazarene Publishing House, 1948), P• 
961 Homer A. Tomlinson, The Shout of a King (Q.aeens Village, Nev Yorka 
The Church of God, u.s.A., Headquarters, 1968), p. 151 Irwin Winehouae, 
'!he Assemblies of God (Nev ·York1 Vantage Preas, 1959), P• 70. 'lbe 
Pentecostal Holiness Church anl the Church of God adhere to the three-
fold doctrine. Joseph E. Campbell, '!he Pentecostal Holiness Church 
1898-19!!:8 (Franklin Springs, Georgia, Publ1ab1ng House of the 
Pentecostal Holiness Church, 1951), P• 1791 am Attar, P• 1:34. 
11 Attar, PP• 1)3-1J4. 
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mBJJ¥ Pentecostals accepted the native Allerl.can braDl of the bapti• 1n 
the H~:cy Spirit 'Nith tongues following as their def1nit1on of the 
secon:l blessing.12 
John .Alexa.mer Dowie (1847-1907) established 1n 1896 the 
CJJristian Catholic Church in Zion, evident:cy 1n Chicago. Five years 
later he fourlied Zion City on lake Michigan, 42 mil.ea north of 
Chicago. He had cane to lwanaton in 1890 and to Chicago in 189)■ He 
was an extreme i\lmamentalist Nho practiced divine heal1 ng. Becauae of 
heallngs which occurred among primitive Pentecostals at Culberson, 
Tennessee(?), and Turtletown, Tenneaaee, BCDe Do'Nie represent&t1vea 
visi tad there after 1892. In return :f'.r:om 'l'urtletown, ~ families 
moved to Zion City, Illinoia.13 Sane of Dovie's follonrs nre the 
first Pentecostal leaders.14 
Charles F. Parham opened in 1898 the Bethel Heal1 ng Hane at 
Topeka. This healing center Ma.a inapired by -the work of John 
Alexa.mer Dowie. In & tour of the Ea.at early 1n 1900, P&rhall via1.ted, 
among many others, Dowie in Chicago and A. B. Simpson 1n Nyack, New 
York. He incorporated the results of his obeerva.t1ona 1n hia own 
Bible School later that year.15 
A. B. Simpson's Cbr1.st1an and Misa1.onu-y Alliance was an aa1-
gamat1on in 1897 of two previaus:cy separate organ1.B&t1ons. 'lhe f1rat 
12n,id. 
1~anlinson, P• 8. 
14:erwaback, pp. 8-9, 72, an:l 821 Gee, P• S■ 
15nawie Kendrick, 'lhe Pradae Fulfilled (Spr1ng:f1eld, M1aaouri1 
Gospel Publishing House, 1961), PP• 43-47 
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na the <Jiristian Alliance 'Hhich began _in 18871 the second was the 
Evangelical Mission Alliance which waa incorporated in 1890. 16 Siapaon 
left the Presbyterian ministry in 1881 •17 He DUI¥ have attended the 
1885 Keswick Convention. 18 H1a omn1-dum1 national. Miaaionary 'training 
Institute at Nyack trained mias1onariea fJ:m 11U1rJiY denamiD&tiona for 
world evangelism.19 
Simpson "NaS in many respects like Reuben A. Torrey on the bapti• 
in the Ho~ Spirit. Both ware very cautious on the question of~ 
ing in tongues. Whether or not Parham encountered the tongues phe-
nomenon at Nyack or in Chicago or in both places is not recorded. It 
is reasonab~ certain that spealcing 1n tongues 11118 knom among Dowie' s 
followers before Parham visited there 1n 1900. It is also known that 
the tongues issue brought much stl:&in into the Chrlatian and Missionary 
Alliance in 1900. '!his 1nf'lllence came frcm the ties which existed~ 
tween Mcclurkan• s Pentecostal Alliance in Naahvill.e ·and 'lhe CJ2riatian 
anl Missionary Alliance. McChlrkan broke this tie ear]¥ in 1901. 20 He 
repudiated the Keswick version of the baptim in the Ho~ Sp1r1t, and 
he a.rd his group finally joined the Huarene Church. 
16aobert B. Ekvall, .After Fifty Years (Harrisburg, Pennaylvaniaa 
<Jirlstian Publlcationa, Incorporated, 1939), P• 17. 
17Caddia, p._:361. 
18Ekvall, P• 17 ■ 
19Gaddia, P• ·362. 
20Ekvall, P• 11. 
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General Features 
'lhe established denaninations of the last quarter: of the nine-
teenth century were weak in the sense that they were un&ble to cope 
effective~ with the social crisis, 'lbe rise of sc1entit'1c naturall• 
at mid-century-had besun a cleavage 11hich waa clear~ marked by the 
end of the century. 'lbe division was between fUJ:damentali• am mod-
erniS111, because 1'miamental1sts re:f\lsed to accept the alterna:tivea 11bich 
the modernists offered, 'lbese altezma.tives were a modern faith or 
scepticism, Accepting neither alternat.1.ve nor divine immanence nor the 
naturallstic interpretation of events, pre-aillennial sects multiplied 
after 1880. 'lbey reestablished the 11 teral and unhistorical study of 
Scripture as the authoritative interpreter of history. 'lhia aiaple and 
power:f\11 sectarian reaction·.-.to the wealthy inst.1. tutional churches 
aroused a very warm response among the poor who were ethi~ and 
emotion&~ alienated from the established and ordered churchea.21 
The reaction was perhaps inevi tab~ anti-inst1 tutional.1 
22 anti-
clerical, 23 anti-credal, 24 ant.1.-intellectual, 25 anti-11 turglcal, 26 
21Helmut Richard Niebuhr, ~e Social Sources of Denominationall• 
(New Yorks Henry Holt, 1929), P• 29, 
22.eartleman, PP• 32-33s B:rumback, PP• 41-421 Kem.rick, PP• 70-711 
Bloch-Hoell, P• 10, 
23.eartleman, PP• :,2-3)1 B:rumback, P• 119, 
2~artleman, pp, 17 and 60. 
25ibid,, p, 601 Campbell, P• 1751 Conn, P• )). 
2~a.rtleman, pp, 32-)). 
1)0 
and anti-traditional in that sense which denies~ value to church 
history since the year 100 A. n.27 
_'lbe Pentecostals were funiamentallst, 28 pre-millennial, 29 am. 
dispensational.30 D1spensational overtones appear in the ear~ rain-
latter rain plan of history. 31 Between the ear~ rain am the latter 
rain, the apostate church is foum. 'lbe time period between the two 
rains is various4' de:f'ined :from the end of the first centur,y or :fraa 
the time of Constantine to the inception of the Pentecostal Movement.32 
'Ibis dispensational belief'.33 was strengthened empiricall¥ by the ap-
parent recove:ry of the first Pentecost. 'lbe church was dispenaatio~ 
constituted. nineteen hundred years ago by the Ho~ Spirit baptiam and 
speaking in tongues.:34 '.lhat was the ear4' rain. 'l'he latter rain 
brings the same phenomenon. nte church is peculiar to this present 
27 Sidney E. Mead, 'l'he Live~ Experlment (New Yorks Harper and 
Row, 1963), P• 1081 Harper, P• r1 Bloch-Hoell, P• 1. 
28william w. Menzies, 'lhe Assemblies of Goda 1 1-1 'lhe Con-
solidation of a Revival Movement Iowa C1ty1 University of Iowa doc-
toral dissertation, 1968), 1n Dissertation Abstracts, Buman, t.ies and 
Social Sciences (Ann Arbor a Un1vera1 ty Micro:f"llma, 1969), Section A, 
numbers 10-12, 409SA1 Conn, PP• 26-27. 
29 88 Attar, p. 124. 'lbis is at.ill true1 cf. WCDack, P• • 
30w1nehouse, PP• 14-15, in J. R. Flower's introduction. Conn, P• 
31Ib1d. 
~artleman, PP• ?:/, 47-491 Vmack, P• f/J. 
:3:3Charles Caldwell Byrle, D1apenaat.1onaliam Tody (Chicago, 
Moody Press, 1965), PP• 1:36-1)7. 
34 Albert Benjamin Simpson, 'lhe Holy ~ t (New Yorka <Jlriet.ian 
Alliance Publishing Co,a~, 1925), II, 32~ See also Byrle, PP• 
136-1:37. 
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dispensation 'Hhich is auppoaedq soon to be ended by the rapture,35 but 
the church must first be restored to its primitive purity by the baptia 
with the Ho'.cy Spirit. For ear'.cy Pentecostals, it was an easy distin~ 
t1on between the church an:l the Bride. 36 Onq those 11ho had the 
baptism in the Ho'.cy Spirit could fODl the Bride prepared to aeet 
Chriat.37 
'lhe result of this dispensational scbmat1a is not onq contempt 
for the historic Chr1:atian church~ but also contempt for history itself. 
'!his ah1stor1cal attitude made the apparentq iaola.ted am divine'.cy 
spontaneous Pentecostal revivals appear to participants to be just 
that--absoluteq Heaven-sent with no historical roots or connections 
with any other equalq spo~taneous revival.39 
At the same time that nineteenth century Protestant apologet1.cs 
had weakened or failed, 40 the Pentecostal Mov•ent claimed to have 
solved the problem of truth. By a reactionary b:lbllcia and relig!.ous 
pragmatism this zealous movement withstood liberal theology, vindicated 
the Christian faith by produc1ng the palpable evidence of aigna and 
wolliers, am revived the church by winning souls. As illiivlduallsm 
35:eartleman, pp. 38 am. 47-48. Pentecostals at1.ll believe this. 
Womack, p. 88. 
3~rwnback, P• 114. 
37Bartleman, P• 38. 
:,Sibid., P• S81 Atter, P• 120. 
39David J. duPlessia, "'lhe World Pentecostal Movement,•• World CJ1riat1an 
Ham.book 1968, edited by H. Wakelln Coxlll and Sir Kenneth Grubb (liaah-
ville1 Abingdon Presa, 1967), P• 151 Bartleman, P• 421 Conn, P•· 201 Gee, 
PP• 29-301 Attar, PP• Sam. 571 Hicbol, P• 46, uncrit1.calq suggests that 
the India reviva1 haa no historical connect1.ons Id.th aD¥ other inf'luence. 
40_aloch-Hoell, PP• 98-100, details thia failure. 
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both in Europe am the United States is mpiric:iat,41 so the 
Pentecostal Movement is a theological parallel to prapatic indi-
vidualism. To establish the t.ruth of the Christian revelation at a 
time of' mass urban alienation from the churches, Pentecoat&ll.Blll proved 
itself' eminently successful both in winning aoula am. &lao 1n demon-
strating Christian truth by healing& am. miraclea.42 'lhe zea.loua 
drive toward palpable proof' appeared in Ios Angeles1 aa 1905 came to 
an end, Bartleman wrote& 
We are assured of no less than a "Pentecost" f'm: this whole 
country. But we can never have pentecostal results w1 thout. 
pentecosta3 power. .And that will mean pentecostal demon-stration. 
'lhe manifest gifts prove that a revival is taking pl&cea 
wherever there has been a great revival of' religious fervor in ml¥ 
denomination or group of people there has &lva,ya been an accan-
panying manifestation of the gifts IJl the apir1. t--speaking in 
other tongues, divine healing, etc. 
'lhe result is seen in a mighty proof of power for ministry, 
For sixty years signs am. wonders have been following the preaching 
of' the Word of God. 'lhis Revival has done more to put God' a 
tools into the hands of the minister than a lifet.ime of study 
could do. • • • all of these sp1r1. tual gi~! are causing the 
Church to rise in the strength of the Lam.. 
41Ibid., P• 8. 
42rb1d., P• 12. 
4
~artleman, P• 19■ 
44
Atter, P• 11 ■ 
45Ib1d., P• 303■ 
1:,:, 
Early :Beglnnings 
'!be beai-nning of the Pentecostal Movement is located and dated 
in at least three different we.ya. Led by William F. Bryant, there 
was a f'irst beginning in 1896 in Cherokee County at the extrme south-
western tip of North Carolina. 46 'lhe f'irst clear doctzinal and e»-
periential expression occurred on 1 January 1901 at aiarles F. . . 
Parham's Bethel Bible ColJ:.ege at Topeka, Klmsaa.47 'lbis date and 
place are accepted by the author of this thesis. On the basis of the 
Parham doctrine which was preached in Los Angeles by ll. J. Seymour, 
the Pentecostal Movement achieved international fame 1n 1906 at the 
' 
Azusa Street assembly .hall. '!bis revival was the effective beginning 
of the Pentecostal Movement.48 
'!be 1896 beginning in North Carolina. ''did not last long, and the 
main introduction of tongues to this body of churches ten years later 
was linked to Azusa.1149 In 1902, this body organized as 'l'be Holiness 
Church at Camp Creek, North Carolina, and in 1907, at its moderator's 
urging, took the name Church of Goel. 'lhe moderator, ADl~ose J. 
Tomlinson, invited G. B. Cashwell to the 1908 Genm:a1·Alls•bly. Fnah 
:t.ran the Azusa revival, Cashwell preached the doctdne of the baptiam 
in the Holy Spirit with the g:1:rt of tongues. Under Caahwell's 
46 
Conn, PP• 18-27. 
47Kemr1ck, pp. :,6-37. Kenirick, a Pentecostal, accepts this date 
and place. 
48 
Gee, P• 11. 
49James s. Tinney, "Black Ori.gins of the Penteooata1 Movement," 
airlstianity Toda.y, XVI (October 8, 1971), 4-S. 
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ministz,y, Tomlinson received both gl:f'ta on 12 January 1908.SO Fran 
this date, Tomlinson was active in the Pentecostal Moveaent and cl1d 
much to spread ard strengthen the Church of God. 'l'bis body later lo-
cated its headquarters in Cleveland, Tennessee. 
Charles F. Parham was bom in Muscatine, Iowa, 1n 187). He bad 
an ear4' interest in the ministz,y 'Nhich he gave up llhile he vaa a stu-
dent at Southwestern College in Kansas. A near-f'&tal attacJc of rheu-
matic fever renewed his dedication to the ministry ani aroused an in-
terest in healing.51 He was at :f'lrst a Congregational. lq preacher152 
then he became a Methodist but had sme d1ffl.cu1ty w1 th their connec-
tion. He withdrew into Holiness circles am becaae a Pentecostal in 
1901. 
His theology involved the basic doctrines of the cm1ng revival. 
He advocated the conversion c:risis ani instantaneous aanctif1cat1on 
which destroyed original sin. 'l'bis 1f&B a conscious rejection of the 
Qiristian nurture theor,y.S) Basential to the ccn1.ng revival was pre-
millennialism which Parham accepted I he also was deepq concerned about 
divine healing. 
Parham returned in the fall of 1900 £ram an eastern tour of m&IJ¥ 
unusual new ministries such as those of Alexam.er Dowie and A. B. 
Simpson. 54 Convinced of their power an:1 ea«er for more blessings to 
so Conn, P• 81, am. Brumback, P• 57• 
51Kenirick, pp. )8-42. 
S2Nicho1, P• 26 • 
.53icen:lr1ck, PP• )8-42 • 
.54Supra, P• : 127. 
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come, he opened in October, 1900, the Bethel Bible College at 
Topeka, Kansas. 55 About forty students, including twlve min1atera, 
entered the school for its first am on~ year. The prevalent be-
lief of the student body was col'lii tioned. by their Methodist, Hollneaa, 
and F:rienis backgrouni. Some of them believed. that they had already 
received the Ho4' Spirit baptism as defined by the Holineu Mov•ent. 
'Ibey knew of Finney ani Torrey, llhoae The Baptism td th the Holy 
Spirit had just appeared. in 1895.56 Unioubtsd~ they came to seek more 
blessings. 111 th the Bible as the on4' textbook, the question 'Nhich 
Parham assigned for their study was to discover the sc:rlptura1 ev1:. 
de~ces of the Ho4' Spirit baptism. 51 The apologetic concern. of this 
question was answered in tel'ms of an ahistorical, biblic1atic, am. 
pre-millennial theology. 58 
Of a 1-lethadist backgroum, Agnes H. Ozman was born in Albany, 
ff1scons1n, and grew up in Nebraska.. After public school, aha attem.ed 
in 1892-1893 the Horton Bible School in St. Paul, Minnesota. 'lhia 
year of study associated her w.lth the Holiness Movement. After 
further investigations at Dow.la's ani Simpson's achoola, aha vaa 
55icemrick, p. 47. 
56.tbid. , p. 48. 
57Bloch-Hoell, P• 221 am. Morton T. Kelsey, Tongue Speaking (Hew 
York, Doubleday, 1964) 1 PP• 61-62 • 
.58Elmer T. Clark, 'l'he Small Sects in America (Revised edition, 
Hew York1 Abingdon-Cokeabury, 1937), P• 471 Bloch-Hoell, P• 21. 
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engaged in mission work in Kansas C1. ty llhen, yearning far deeper 
spiritual experiences, she heam. of am enrolled in the Bethel Bible 
College.59 
On 1 January 1901, the answer to Pamail's assigned study question 
came to Agnes Ozman. Hard~ the first to speak in tongues, she 11118 
certain~ the first to speak 1n tongues as the result of a conscious 
doctrinal study of the Ho~ Spirit baptiam am a seeking of an experi-
ential answer. In the doctr1na1--exper1ent1.al sense, this event marks 
the beginning of the Pentecostal Movement. 
After four years of revival travela in TC•neas am. Missouri lfith 
his new gospel Parham began a revival 1n Orcham, Texas, on Baster 
SUnday, 1905.00 His message preceded him from Topeka to Houston 
through Sister Lucy Farrow. She prepared the way for Parham' s 
Houston Bible School which opened 1n Decanber, 1905. 61 'lbe Orchard re-
vival may mark the beginning of the Pentecostal Movanent in Texas. 
From Orchard the Movement spread to Brunner, a tow 45 lliles west 
of Houston, and thence to Houston itself. Here w. F. Carothers of' 
the Brunner Holiness Church worked 1fi th Parham in rev1 vala am 1n the 
Bible School. Here also w. J. Seymour learned of' the new gospel. 
Seymour, a black, was a Holiness preacher. How Neeley Terry, a 
visitor £r:om we Angeles, met him is unknom. Upon her return to 
59i31och-Hoell, P• 2.31 Frodsham, chap. 21 Kelsey, P• 811 
Kemrick, PP• 48-5.3. 
00 Kemrlck, p. 60. 
61T1nney, p. 51 Iucy Farrow was a black m1n1eter1 the Bible 
School was racial~ integrated. 
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IDs Angeles she convinced the congregation of 1thich aha was & ••bar, a; 
black Nazarene CJiurch on Banta Fe Avenue, to invite Seymour to 
preach. Here he began in April, 1906. 62 
The Loa Angeles Revival of 1906--1909 
It is no accident that the Pentecostal Movement &chieved. world 
fame in Los Angeles. The c1 ty was growi.ng rapid:q in 1906, and the 
churches were not keeping pace wi.th the grovth.63 The black influence 
was a key factor from Topeka to Houston and thence to Ios Angeles.8,. 
The Baptist influence appeared. in Joseph Smale and in the Baptist 
residence at 214 :Bonnie Brae Street. The Holiness influence was per-
haps stronger still. 65 A final factor was the preparatory labor of 
Frank Bartleman, whose intense fasting, ~er, tract, and parlod.1.ca1 
program preceded the revival by the space of fifteen montha. 66 Once 
the revival began in April of 1906, it lasted for three years. People 
fran every continent of the world visited the Azusa Street rev1va1. It 
~loch-Hoell, P• 311 Kem.rick, P• <h1 Nichol, P• 32. 
6~loch-Hoell, P• :,o, says the population of Loa Angeles was one 
humred thousam in 1900 and three humred and twenty thouaarrl in 19101 
half of the pppulation ware new:q arrived immigt"allta. As late aa 1936, 
Los Angeles church membership was below the average of other c1 ties 1n 
the United States. 
8,.Ibid., P• 311 Bloch-Hoell claims that there was twice the per-
centage of blacks in the Ios Anples population as cmpared to the 
general population of the United States. 
65:rbid., PP• 31-331 alao Bartleman, PP• 32 and .52. 
66.eartleman, PP• 1-2 and 8. 
tr 
is therefore correct'.cy held to be the center tram 1ih1ch Pentecostal 
activities extem.ed to all parts of the world. 67 
A year am one-half before the A!Nsa revival and as a result of 
the 1903-1904 campaign of Reuben A. Torrey in Englam am Vales, the 
spectacular Welsh revival began. £i8 F. B. Meyer brous,it a report of 1.t 
to Loa Angeles on 8 April 1905. 69 Frank Bartleman heard the report 
as an answer to his deepest pr~era and by correspondence he agreed 
in prayer with Evan Roberta, the leader ~f the Welsh revival. '!hey 
prayed for a similar outbreak in Los Angeles. 70 
Frank Bartleman had been a Holiness evangelist for ten years be-
fore he arrived in Pasadena in December, 1904. Here he began preaching 
on 14 January 190.5. 'lhirsting for a new Pentecost, he la.bored in vari-
ous local Holiness revivals and among the Baptista 1n Pasadena and Los 
Angeles while he carried on his vigorous preparatory program. Holiness 
did not satisfy him. 
I fourn my soul crying out for God far beyo:nd the seeming Holiness 
people. I wanted to go deeper • • • to sometl}lns more substantial 
and lasting that would put a rock in my soul. 
'lhe Welsh revival began to exert visible inflwmce not 0111¥ on 
8 April 190.5 through F. B. Meyer but also am particular~ through 
Joseph Smale, pastor of the First Baptist <Jlurch in Los Angeles. On 
67Ke:ndr1ck, PP• 67-00. 
68 Supra, P• 99. 
69:eartleman, pp. 1-2. 
?Oibid., PP• 11-12, 14, am 16. 
71Ibid., P• 12. 
■ 
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17 June 1905, Bartleman atteJJded this church. 72 Smale had been in 
Wales and was organizing pr;qer meetings for a ai.milar revival. 
Bartleman participated in this effort, am. in June or Ju~ a f1:rteen-
1!8ek revival began. Bartleman had high hopes that this waa the be-
ginning of the revival which he souatit. 73 Forced out by hia own con-
gregation, Smale organized in February, 1906, 'lbe New Testament aiurcb 
in Burbank Hall. Bartl.eman 'Hi th six members of this gr:oup agreed to 
pray for the gift of the Ho~ Sp11'1.t 111th signs follo'Ning, but tongues 
are not mentioned in the list of desired. gifts. He at first took active 
part in this revival-oriented ministry, but i ta organiu:tion an:l lack 
of zeal forced him to BS¥, "It began to look as though the Lord would 
have to find another body," a pure body free £ram sectarian organiza:tion 
am party spirit. 74 
Unknown to Bartleman, w. J. Seymour arrived at this time in Loa 
Angeles and preached the baptism of the Ho~ Spirit and the gift of 
tongues in a black Nazarene Church on Santa Fe Avenue. For this d:oe> 
trinal innovation, he was locked out. 'lbia is the original schiam, at 
least on the West Coast, between the Holineas and Pentecosta.1 Movamen.te, 
8JJd 1 t began among black people. To aaparae the Holiness doctrine of 
entire sanctification by suggesting, aa Seymour did, that tongues are 
necessary to complete 1 t was a doctr1nal novelty few Holineaa people 
could accept. 
?2n,id., PP• )-4. 
73xb1d., P• 9 • . 
74Ib1d., PP• 14-15. 
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Bartleman met Seymour on 16 March 1906 at a houae meeting, not at 
214 Bonnie Brae Street.75 '!bey met qain on 26 March at this addreaa to 
which Seymour had been invited. It was the residence of Blchard and 
.Ruth Asberry, relatives of Neeley Terry. 'l'hey were Baptists, posaibq 
members of Smale's congregation.76 Here on the evening of 9 April, a 
pentecostal revival began with Spirit bapt11111s and speeldng 1n tongues. 
Bartleman said, "For sane reason I was not privileged to be present at 
that particular .meeting. A number had spoken 1n tongues there."?? 
After three days am nights the overflow was so large that they went to 
a former l·1ethod1st Church at )12 Amusa Street in the black neighbomood.78 
The first pentecostal revival had a successful beginning in Ios 
Angeles for many reasons. One reason which was not true at Topeka 'Na8 
the presence of living witnesses who knew 1n advance that the apir1.tua1 
experience am the gift of tongues were de:t.1.n1te]¥ attainable. 'lhe Ios 
Angeles beginning of the Pentecostal revival was almost exclusiveq 
black. Whites were attracted to the revival, but within five months it 
was practical]¥ a black mission. 'lhe revival. continued at various 
places, one being Bartlanan's mission at Eighth am Maple streets. He 
opened this mission on ~. 12 August 1906, because the Azua& 
?Sibid., PP• 20-211 Bloch-Hoell, P• 197, footnote 116. 
?~loch-Hoell, P• 'J7 • 
??Ba.t:tleman, P• 22. 
78 Nichol, P• )). Tinney, XVI, 5. 
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revival was adopting organiution 'llhich, to Bartlanan, made it just. 
another rival of the churches. Besldes, the A.Busa work wu not deep 
nor real enough for him. 79 • 
In 1908 Bartleman toured the United States, preaching at Hollneaa 
missions. Upon his return to Ios Angeles on 5 Decaaber 1907, he f'oun:l 
dissension among the pentecostal missions. 'lh1a fighting continued am. 
was especially marked 1n 1909 in the farm of jealousy, doctrinal con-
troversy, programs, am. church om.era. ''Diaaater waa bounl. to follow 
such tactics • • • am. 1 t did so • • ... ao Bartlanan 1188 ~ honeat1 
'"lhe cause suffered most fran those within its own ranlcis, aa al~a.1181 
79:sartleman, pp. 41, 51, am ,54. 
BOibid., P• 70. 
81Ib1d., p. 62. 
CHAPTER XV 
CONCWSI0NS 
The beginning of Cllristiani ty, the BefODlation, the Counter-
Refomation, Puritanism, ani perhaps the Great Awakening ch&Dgad the 
course of social am poll tical history. In contrast American re-
vivals since 1800 have had decreasing~ significant aoc1al and politi-
cal results. Adherents of the Pentecostal Hovment hail it aa the 
greatest revival in history, 
(.It isJ •.• possib~ the greatest revival of all time ••• 
world-wide in it's C!!.sJ scofe ••• continues unabated ••• 
after more than fifty years. 
While the movement is undoubted~ world-wide, i ta social and poli t.ical. 
influence am its distinctive impression on the course of history have 
been saneimat difficult to discern. 
The social cause of American revivals se•a to be related to 
the breakdown of an old cml.er accompanied ani followed by the re-
structuring of society am./or the church. Perennialq the Am~can re-
vi val has manifested anti-intellectual, anti-theological, anti-
inst1 tutional., anti-clerical, anti-sacramental, anti-liturglcal, ant.1-
tr:aditional, am anti-~iatorical tendencies. Every general revival has 
manifested sane of these temenciea if not all. 
1Gamon Francis Attar, 'lhe 'l'h1rd Force (Peterborough, On:tar.toa 'Dia 
College Presa, 1962), P• ix. 
The decade of the 19(,()•s 'NBS a deciaive turning point in social!, 
moral, a.rd theological attitudes. The current renewal movements in-
side am. outside of the church bespeak the previous decade of ariais. 
The thesis has reviewed the failllre of revivalism to grapple effect.1.veq 
w1 th the social and economic ch of the dq. To deal. vJ. th the 
challenges of current change, advocates of an effective theoJ.osy 
might beware of two reactions. On the one ham, sole~ to restate tra-
di tional dol!Jlla is an anti-intellectual fumamentall.am which m&¥ be at 
best theologically irrelevant. On the other hand, to bring revival 
movements into the church would also be a resignation :t.com the task of 
theological renewal. Be they arch-conservative or nee-Pentecostal, the 
fringe groups are alienated by current social, eccles1ast1cal, am 
theological dissolution. They refuse to face the profOWJd chall.enges 
of these days, deny or thwart theological refomulation, a.rd appeal 
to those who are :least able and least willing to contribute a con-
struct.1.ve theology to a new religious order. 
Insofar as the issue is the nature of the church as the Body of 
Christ a.rd the Ho~ Spirit who ca1la that Body into being by the 
Gospel, then the Pentecostal platfom is risky. Le:rt,..ld.ng efforts have 
not changed since the Azusa revival in 1906 of 'lfhich Frank Bartleman 
wrote, 
Pentecost has c011e to Los Angeles, the American Jeruaalal. Bvery 
sect, creed, am. doctrine wxler Hr,ven is foum 1n Ioa Ange1ea as 
well as ever:, nation representecJ.. 
~ Bartl.an.an, What .Really Happened at Azusa Street, John 
Walker, editor (Sth pr1nt1ng, Northridge, Californiaa Voice Christian 
Publications, 1968), PP• 11-,S. 
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To those Christians of the original Pentecost who continued stead-
fast~ in the apostles• doctrtnal and sacramental fello118h1p, such a 
claim would have been incomprehensible. To unite the representatives of 
various doctrines am creeds by the shared e~erlence of the baptia in 
the Holy Spirit am. speaking in tongues does not reconeti tute Pentecost 
nor the apostolic church. Nonetheless Stanley Frodsham, a Pentecostal., 
sees speaking in tongues as the sign . tha.t God is restoring His t.rue 
church a 
in addition to the tongues being evidence tha.t those 'Hho receive 
the same [have the baptism in the Holy Spirit], it is also the 
:tulfilling of Joel's prophecy ••• how few re•cognise tha.t ••• 
God is bringing about the restoration of His true church, giving 
to her in these last days what she had at the begtnn1ng. 
'Ibis claim bases church renewal not on the objective grace of God in 
the Gospel but on the results of the Gospel, inf\lsed grace, subjective 
change in the heart of man, am spiritual gifts. 'lhe writer of this 
thesis agrees 'Hi th Ko°berle who is of the opinion that Christian joy 
must be based on the death of Christ which justifies us• Rene11&l must 
have an objective baais.4 
lleo-pentecostals have a real despair of the institutional church 
which leads them to a sealoue and dedicated effort, perennia~ 
present 1n the United States since the time of the Callpbella, to es-
tablish the New Testament church. 'lbe .effort 11011ld bring heaven to 
earth by ignoring or abolishing doctrinal differences in a subjective 
3stanley H. Frodsham, With Si~ Following (Springfield, Missouri, 
Gospel Publishing House, 1946), P• 2 D• 
4.Ado:tf J«,berle, '!he g.test f'or Holiness, translated by John a. 
Mattes {Minneapolis, Augsburg Publishing House, 19'8), P• 6). 
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unity of the Spirit. Since God has not yet abolished the denomina-
tions, the neo-Pentecostals abolish them to establish an unicamina-
tional unity which supposed.]¥ approximates the New Testament ideal. 
A basic weakness of every renewal movement comes :frail the f'act 
that 1 t 1s difficult, if not impossible, to inatitutionallme the 
power of the Holy Spirit. At the same time 1 t ia illposaible to enter 
the future except through an institution. AB soon as a renewal. dynamic 
seeks to perpetuate itself by organisation and educational literature, 
it is an institution. By the erd of its first generation, 1 t will have 
become an institution like to that which it first tried to renew. 
One of the key but often hidden 1aaues 'llhich the Pentecostal Move-
ment raised was--am. still is--the na.ture and interpretation of history 
and. Goel' s action am. purposes therein. 'lhe Movement inheri tad frcD dis-
pensational theology an extreme]¥ reactionary supernaturalism which 
has allowed its adherents to interpret apparentq isolated pentecostal 
revivals as totally di vine and spontaneous phenmena. Against this as-
sumption, the thesis has traced the direct Torrey influence on the 
Welsh revival in 1904 am thereby its indirect influence on the Alnlsa 
revival. in 19061 the Keswick influence in the Indian revival at Mukti in 
19061 Dowie's influence in the Hollnaaa-pentecoatal reviv.ala of eastern 
Tennessee am the great discovery at Topeka in 1901, in 11h1ch A. B. 
Simpson's influence waa not to~ abaent1 and the cbaiJl of events 
which l.ed directq to the .huaa revival. 'lhe a1Ja haa bean to vindicate 
that view of history which embraces d1 vine actiOA 1n and through the 
time process. 
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Michael Harper asserts that the Pentecostal Movaent ''began 1n the 
churches and was large~ ignored or rejected • .. S 'lbe wr1 ter of this 
thesis attempted to document this claim, assuming that "churches" here 
means the established denominations. In the following discussion this 
wr1 ter distinguishes established dencninational congregations frail re-
cent'.cy fomed am imepement congregations which are referred to here as 
sects. 
'lhe early Pentecostals came out of Holiness congr:-egationa. In days 
when the Holiness schiSD1 in eastern Tennessee vaa barely ten years old, 
Holiness congregations in that area could hard'.cy be claaaif1ed as 
established denominational outposts. Prior to 1908 'llhen the Nazarene 
C2lurch was fomed on a national basis, am. even more· so prior to 1895 
when 1 t organized in Los Angeles, the Holiness Movement consisted of 
isolated associations which are not correct'.cy referred to as "the 
churches." t1ith regard to the situation in 1906 in Loa Angeles, there 
is more point to the claim. Here the Nazarene Church had organized in 
1895, am after preaching at the Nazarene church on Santa Fe Avenue in 
1906, A. J. Seymour actual:cy was locked out. To such a lillited extent 
the Pentecostal Movement began "in the churches." A contemporary ac-
count f1:xes the beginning outaide of the churches, 
C'lhe revival in WalesJ • • • is most'.cy in the churches, this 
D,n Los AngeleaJ is outside. 'lbe chur~ea 'Nill not have it ••• 
On-el cr1 tical am comemnatory • • • • 
.\achael c. Harper, Aa at the Beginning (London, Hodder am. 
Stoughton, 1966), P• 13. 
· ~artleman, P• S6, quoting a Toronto Canad1an, Dr. v. c. Dmable, 
who was visiting in Loa Angeles in 1906. 
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With equal justice it ma¥ be claimed that Pentecoatallam began 
among the sects ani was rejected by them, but DO one ever 88¥8 so. 
Holiness people, a Pillar of Fire group, and the Nazarene <Jiurch OD 
Santa Fe Avenue--all alike rejected the newmovement.7 Since the 
sects opposed one of their own, why should the churches be faulted for 
opposing the new movement also? Finally, Bartleman states that real 
opposition from the churches came onl;y after the ABusa revival or-
ganized unier the name, "Apostolic Faith Mission.118 'lhe conclusion 
is that to fault the churches for rejecting the movement is unfair. 
All conclusions regarding Pentecost.al doctrine must allow for 
exceptions. 'lhe one exception even to this generalization !!it be in 
the doctrine of the sacraments1 here the Calvinist Refo:med and A'.cminian 
theories, while not always the same, are similar in the sense that both 
reject a realistic sacrament.al theology and particillarl;y the Iutheran 
view of the sacraments. Although in practical matters such as church 
organization am liturgy, Pentecostals differ markedly f'raa Ballan 
Catholicism, Bloch-Hoell says both are similar in mysticism, casuistry, 
heallngs, am anthropology. He further claims that doctri~ am 
practically Iutherans, of all an-1.atians, are least aim1lar to 
Pentecostals.9 
7Ib1d., PP• 12 and 411 Harper, P• 271 John 'lhamas Nichol, Pent.• 
costali°s'iia(New York, Evanston, and London, Harper, 1966), P• 321 Klmme 
Kendrick, 'lhe Pranise Fulf1lled1 A His of the Pentecostal Hoveaent 
(Springfield, Missouri• Gospel PU.bliahing House, 19 1 , P• :,. 
8i3artleman, PP• 41-42. 
9Nils Bloch-Hoell, 'lhe Pentecostal Movement (Copenhap111 
Scandinavian University Booka, 19Bi, am Oslo1 UDiveraitetsforlaget, 
1964), P• 175. 
Pentecostals separate water baptism :frcm the baptism of the Holy 
Spirit. It is not accidental that Pentecostals reject infant baptism. 
Infant baptism is the purest gospel uncom.i tioned by intellectual at.-
ta.inment or human cooperation. Its retention proves that the objective 
grace of justification has been understood.a its denial indicates the 
opposite. 
'lhl.s writer has not foum. any Protestant sources between 1500 and 
1900 which both distinguish the baptism of the Holy Spirit £ran water 
baptism and at the same time believe in sacramental regeneration.10 
From a purely historical point of view, to safeguard a high doctrine of 
the sacraments, the baptism in the Hol:y Spirit should be connected with 
water baptism or 'ffi th adult conversion if it precedes. Subsequent 
spiritual experiences may be referred to as inf:lll1nga of the Holy Spirit. 
From this same historical. point of view, 1that is at stake here is 
the nature of sanctification in the narrow sense. To the refm:mers, per-
fection was perfection in faith, faith in Jesus Christ, which is planted 
10Char1smatic Lutherans alld. Ranan Catholics, both of whom pre-
sumably believe in the baptismal regeneration of infants, who accept 
the Pentecostal definition of the baptism 1n the Holy Spirit perforce 
separate it from their realistic doctrine of infant baptism. 'lhere may 
be historical precedent for this separations if so, it remains to be 
pointed out. '!be present writer has not foum evidence of it. 'lhe con-
trary can be documented, namely, that those who have defined the baptism 
in the Holy Sp1r1 t as an experience aubgiequent to infant baptism or 
adult conversion overwhelmingl:y depreciate or reject infant baptism. 
'!bis statement is with primary reference to Protestants alld. therefore 
also with respect to the past four bumrai and fifty years. On the as-
sumption that the foregoing is correct, than for a Lutheran, if' not a 
Roman Catholic, to accept the Pentec;oatal definition of the baptism 1a 
the Holy Spirit is imeai a doctrinal imaovation. 
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in inf'ant baptism or at the time of adult conversion am. is nurtured 
and strengthened by the means of grace. It is rooted in objective 
justification. To John Wesley and the Aminian tradition 11hich descends 
:f'.r:om him, in which tradition Pentecostalism stania, perfection is an 
inherent ethical perfection, an increase in infused grace, and an in-
crease in love ani obedience.11 In the case of Pentecostallam, it is 
as well the increase in inf\lsed grace, the results of grace, th&t is, 
the gif'ts of' the Ho~ Spirit. 
Any weakening of' the connection between the sacraments and growth 
in grace to that same extent opens the door to legallsm. An illustza.-
tion appears in the Wesleyan second blessing theology. In the develop-
ment from Wesley to Adam Clarke and Phoebe P&lmer, the loss of sacra.-
mental holiness allowed the baptism in the Ho~ Spirit, that is, the 
secom blessing to become necessary for salvation.12 This same 
possibility is alw&¥S present in Pentecostal1&11. 
At least four definitions of the baptism in the Ho~ Spirit have 
been foum in the course of study for this thesis. '!here is no reason 
why other definitions m~ not develop as well. To enumerate and 
localize, they area (a) A second blessing a:f'ter conversion giving 
the w1 tness of the Spirit am assurance of salvation. We~l.ey found 
this version among the Moraviana1 (b) A second blessing 11h1ch cleanses 
11Harald Lindstrom, Wesley and Sanctif1cat1on (lomoa1 '!he 
Epworth Presa, 1946), P• 1)6. 'lhis rather basic distinction between two 
definitions of the CJiristian life is illustrated in the) Sept•ber 1741 
conversation between Wesley and Zinzemorf' at ~•s Inn Gardena, re-
ported in L1.mstrom, PP• 137-1)8. 
12Supra, PP• 6), 68. 
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from original sin, the Holiness defi:aitions (c) An initiatory blessing 
of regeneration by water baptiam or adult conversion. 'lhis is the 
conservative Protestant definitions (d) 'lhe speaking in tongues 11hich 
follows and signifies the baptiam in the Spirit. A fifth has occurred 
among Holiness Pentecostals. '!'hat is to combine (b) am (d). 'lhe doc-
trine which one may choose out of this congeries of definitions is 
governed by one's theological commitment. To safeguard. justification 
one should choose (c). other choices weaken justification or expose 
it to attack by opening the door to legalism. 
The contemporary issue rises between (c) and (d), that is, between 
the conservative Protestant definltJ.on am the Pentecostal definition. 
Pentecostals admit that the Bible evidence for tongues as the initial 
sign of Spirit baptism is not clear nor concluai ve •13 'lhe doctrine is 
really born of and validated by experience •14 '!here is not uniform! ty 
of belief in world Pentecostaliam that speaking in tongues is the 
necessary evidence of Spirit baptism,15 nor is there unif01'Jlity among 
Pentecostals on the term, "baptism in the Holy Spirit, 11 .ilhich inci-
dentally is not a biblical term. Some sections of the Pentecostal Mo~ 
ment prefer the te:cm, "inf1lllng of the Spirit. 1116 
The conclusion is that the lack of unifo::cm belief among Pente-
costals should serve as a·caution against 8Jly' f1::cm and convinced 
13so says a Pentecostal, Atter, P.P• 126-128. 
14Ib1d. , am also PP• 148-150 • 
15.eloch-Hoell, P• 131. 
16A.tter, P.P• ~ and 121. 
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acceptance of the central factor of Pentecostallam.17 Another conclu-
sion is that to define Holy Sp1r1. t baptism as an experience subsequent 
to infant baptism or adult conversion endangers the doctrine of just1f1~ 
tion. To insist on the necessity of a sp1r1. tual experience validated by 
a palpable manifestation such as speaking in tonaues opens the door to 
legalism. 
'lhe summary issue which Pentecostalism raises is the nature of 
sanctification in the broad sense. Whenever justification is not :t\llly 
understood, then infant baptismal regeneration ia questioned, an:l as-
surance of salvation is displaced to a subsequent experience, human 
work, or infused grace. 'lhis displacement endangers the Gospel. 
17 Supra·, p. 122. 
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